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Preface 

From September 1991 to March 1992 I carried out a study on energy use and energy conservation 
opportunities in Thai lime industries. This study, also referred to as M.Sc.-research, formed the fmal part 
of the M.Sc.-programme at the Eindhoven University of Technology, which offers students interested in a 
future sphere of action in developing coontries the possibility to graduate as an engineer in "Technologi
cal Development Sciences". 

This M.Sc.-research was initiated through the existing contacts between the "Technology and Develop
ment Group" from the University of Twente in The Netherlands and the "National Energy Administra
tion" (NEA) in Bangkok, Thailand. Three phases of this M.Sc.-research cao be distinguished: 

1) The preparatory phase that led to the research proposal in September 1991; 
2) The execution phase in Thailand that led to a draft report in which the preliminary findings 

of the study were presented (March 1992); 
3) The reporting phase that led to this report in which all aspects with respect to the M.Sc.

research are presentedindetail (August 1992). 

During my 6 months stay in Thailand many people contributed to make it a pleasant stay, for which I 
would like to thank them all. Especially Mrs. Sirikanjana M uenchamroen deserves special thanks for the 
way in which she contributed to my onderstanding of the Thai way of life. 

Technical support and useful comments on how to execute a study on rural industries was given by Mr. 
Auke Koopmans; a private consultant on biomass energy systems and rural industries. Mr. Cor Veer 
helped me on finding my way in the field of research and offered me the possibility to make use of the 
facilities from the "Regional Wood Energy and Development Programme" of FAO, in which he works as 
a rural sociologist. Mr. Phonjaroon Srisovanna from the "Energy Conservalion Centre of Thailand" 
(ECCI') offered me secretarial facilities at crucial moments and supplied relevant data on energy 
conservalion activities in Thailand. All these persons I would like to thank for their contribution to my 
M.Sc.-research. 

Studying energy aspects in Thai time industries meant visiting these industries, which are located in rural 
areas mainly. This was made possible by the cooperation of two regionat energy eentres that operate 
onder the NEA in Bangkok. In this matter I would like to thank Mr. Songsak Jongtiyanont, head of the 
Ratchaburi "Regional Energy Centre", and bis staff for taking care of my accommodation, transportand 
interpreters. Both interpreters, Mr. Prasert Verapong and Mr. Preecha Kwanmuang, contributed toa 
pJeasant and useful execution of the long and intensive questionnaires for which I am grateful. 

To prepare and report my fmdings on the field visits the NEA offered me a place to work at their head 
office. Forthermore secretarial facilities and other forms of support were offered by NEA. EspeciaJJy Mr. 
Pairach Woravech, head of the "Energy Research and DeveJopment Division" I would like to thank for 
this. Mr. Sompongse Chantavorapap, deputy secretary-general of the NEA, deserves special thanks for 
giving me the opportunity to work with, and within, the NEA. 

I appreciate greatly the moral and fmancial support I received from friends during the entire M.Sc.
research period. One person I would like to thank in particular; my girlfriend Aggie Jonkers. She was 
always there to stimuJate me in my work and moreover she was oot there when her absence was the 
most preferred situation. 

Last but not least I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisors in The Nether)ands; Drs. Peter 
van Tilburg, Prof. Dr. K. Krisboa Prasad and Paul Lapperre M.Sc. from the Eindhoven University of 
Technology, and Prof. Dr. Wim S. Hulscher from the University of Twente. Their supervision during the 
preparation, execution and compilation of this report was of great importance to me and made this 
M.Sc.-research a very pleasant and useful experience. 

August 1992, Ad Dankers 
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Sommary 

Lime industries in Thailand are of importance for two different reasoos. rtrStly they generale profit and 
employ over 2,300 people, which both contribute to rural development because most lime industries are 
located in rural areas. Secondly their end-products; ie. quick- and slake lime, serve as a raw material 
input for a variety of important industries and sectors. The iron, steel, zinc, paper, sugar and chemical 
industries, tagether with waterworks and the constructioD aDd agricukural sectors consumed 420,000 ton 
of quick lime in 1991, which is an amount expected to grow over 500,000 ton in 1993. 

The increase in national quick lime production and the reduc:tioa of tlle number of lime industries, from 
164 in 1985 to 135 in 1989, indicates a tendency towards a larger saaie of operation in the Thai lime 
sector. Already in 1985 a study on lime industries in Ratebaburl prO\'Ïace reported that the share of 
energy costs on total production costs were over 50% as a result of a low energy efficiency of the quick 
lime production process. Unfortunately recommendatioas made in tllis report to imprave the energy 
efficiency of the quick lime production process have never been implemented. In 1991 interest renewed 
in the Thai lime industries at the NEA1

• They proposed a M.Sc.-research study to update the informa
tion on the energy efficiency situation of the quick lime production process and to come forward with 
recommendations that would improve the energy efficiency leading to an impravement in the economical 
situation of the lime industries. Consequently one small-, four medium- and one large -scaJe lime 
industry have been investigated. All industries were located in Ratchaburl- and Saraburl province where 
nearly two-third of the national amount of quick lime is produced. 

Por the production of quick lime use is made of batch kilns varying in size from 35 to 160 ton of quick 
lime output per batch. Por every ton of quick lime output 1.6 ton of limestone and 1 ton of lignite, which 
is the main souree of energy used in lime industries, enter the production process. High transport costs, 
36% of the at factory gate costs of 880 Baht/ton2

, make liguite an expensive alternative for wood that 
was used up to 1988. An annual 5% increase of the liguite price, and an irregular supply and varying 
quality of the lignite have a negative impact on the economical situation and the overall performance of 
the quick lime production process in Thai lime industries. Moreover causes the oombustion of lignite 
sulphur dioxide (SOJ and black smoke which contribute both to environmental degradation. 

The energy efficiency of the quick lime production process is very low (22%) and is mainly caused by 
energy losses in the flue gases ( 43% of total energy input), in unburnt fuel ( almast 11% of total energy 
input) and cooling down of the batch (over 6% of total energy input). The combination of this low 
energy efficiency and the high lignite costs results in high eoergy costs. Por a medium-scaJe lime industry 
in Ratebaburl province, over 62% of total annual production costs in 1991 was spent to cover the energy 
costs. The lime industry's net profit in 1991 was slightly onder 340,000 Baht. Due to the annual 5% 
increase in lignite prices and the fact that quick- and slake lime prices remaio constant in stead of 
increasing in pace with the production costs, net profit will drop to zero in 1992-1993 and the lime 
industry will have to close down unless changes in the energy costs or quick- and slake lime prices occur. 

The absence of an organizatioo, that looks after the interests of the individuallime industries, makes it 
impossible to negotiate for quick- and slake lime prices that increase in pace with the production costs. 
Therefore such an organizatioo, through whose structure (technical) improvements can be introduced to 
the individual lime industries, should be established as quickly as possible. Purther activities such an 
organization should gel involved with, are testing the quality of the limestone and lignite input and 
negotiating for a more regular supply of constant quality lignite. 

Another option to improve the economical situation of Thai lime industries is decreasing the energy costs 
by improving the energy efficiency of the quick lime production process. Very small improvements of the 

1 •National Energy Administration" (NFA), Bangkok, Thailand. 

2 1 Dabt = 0.04 US Dollar = O.On Dutch Guilder (February 1992). 
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energy efficiency can be accomplished by increasing the kiln size. This bas been done by most still 
operating Iime industries, which explains the larger scale of operation in the Thai lime sector. Better 
results can be achieved by an optimalization of the firing practice of the present production process. This 
cao be accomplished by controlling the secondary air in such a way that the total amount of flue gases 
will be diminished, and improve the job performance of the firing workers through training programmes. 
However one should not be too optimistic, because due to the use of a batch process the energy 
efficiency wil1 always be lower than a properly operaled continuous process. 

The KVIC kiln3 operates by a continuous process where use is made of heat in the flue gases and the 
quick Iime. The KVIC kiln suits very well in the setting of the Thai lime industries which bas been 
assessed by making use of five characteristics of the kiln; capacity, type of Cue~ fuel consumption, level of 
control required and investment costs. Other potential kilns were unsuitable, mainly because of their high 
daily production, high level of control required and height of the initial investment. Compared with the 
present situation the share of energy costs on total production costs would drop from 62% to 37% if a 
KVIC kiln would have been implemenled in a medium-scale lime industry in Ratebaburl province. Even 
if lignite prices increase 5% per year, and quick- and slake lime prices remain constant, the production 
process with the KVIC kiln would still generate net profits over 2.2 million Bahtin 1996. 

The KVIC kiln should be introduced in the Thai lime sector by constructing a few kilns (3-4) in different 
lime industries. The performance of the kilns should be monitored and evaluated on a regular basis and 
improvements should be made whenever necessary. Apart from this so called field testing. a1so a few 
kilns (1-2) should be constructed for accurate testing procedures. These kilns should be monitored and 
evaluated on a scientific levelleading to further improvements of the KVIC kiln. 

The Ratebaburl REe' should initiale and coordinate the activities mentioned above. Use cao be made of 
the available facilities at the Ratebaburl REC, that is located in the middle of lime production activities 
in this province. Forthermore the head, and some of the staff, of the centre are familiar with the Iime 
production process and know many lime producers personally, which cao have a positive influence on the 
cooperation of the lime industries. The Ratebaburl REC will have to cooperate with the lime industries, 
KVIC, experts and consultants and scientific institutes and organizations that will be involved in the 
testing, monitoring and evaluation of the constructed KVIC kilns. 

3 The •KbacJj and Village Industries Commission• (KVIC) from Bombay (India). 

4 
The Ratebaburl "Rcgional Energy Ccntre• (REC) operales under the "Energy Research and Development Division" of the 

NEA in Bangkok, Thailand. 
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1 Introdoetion 

1.1 Problem description, objectives and justification or the thesis 

In 1985 the lime industry in Ratebaburl province was investigated by Dr. Aroon Chomcharn by order of 
the "Forest Products Research Division" of the "Royal Porest Department" in Thailand. He reported that 
energy costs fonned over 50% of the totallime production process. This was mainly caused by the low 
energy efficiency of the lime production process. This meant that the lime industry in Ratebaburl 
province was wasting fuel, which was wood in that time, from natoral forests in neighbouring provinces. 
Unfortunately recommendations made in bis report to improve the energy efficiency of the lime 
production process have never been implemented. 

Six years later interest in the lime industry in Ratchaburi province was renewed at the "Energy Research 
and Development Division" of the "National Energy Administration" (NEA) in Thailand. The change of 
major fuel; i.e. from wood to lignite in combination with the clearly visible larger lime kilns, made an 
update on the energy efficiency of the lime industry in this province desirable. Moreover the high and 
increasing price for fuel was having a strong negative economie impact on the time industries, resulting in 
a drop-out of smaller industries in the time sector. 

Because of the author's interest in energy related topics the "Technology and Development Group" from 
the University of Twente (UT), who share the same interest, was contacted early 1991 with the request 
to participate intheir research networkin South-East Asia. The already existing cooperation between the 
UT, more specific Prof. Dr. W.S. Hulscher, and the NEA in Thailand made it possible to carry out this 
thesis in Thailand onder supervision of the NEA. The deputy secretary-general of the NEA proposed the 
following1

: ~ M.Sc.-research study that monitors and eva/uales the fuel utilization status in order to 
increase efficiency of fue/wood utilization of ceramics and /ime making industries in Ratchaburi province. 
Foliowed by recommendations to improve fuelwood combustion and other economically viabie technica/ 
improvements". Another interesting topicfora M.Sc-research was proposed by Prof. Dr. W.S. Hulscher, 
and dealt with the role, and opportunities for commercialization of Regionat Energy Centres (REC's). A 
combination of both proposals fonned the starting-point of this thesis before departure to Thailand. 

Directly after arrival in Thailand the proposed activities for research were reconsidered after consulting 
Mr. Sompongse Chantavorapap. Investigating the role and commercialization possibilities of the REC's 
would consume too much time (2-3 months) and was, mainly for that reason, left out. This meant more 
time was available for the proposed energy audit in the lime industries in Ratchaburi province. Therefore 
this energy audit could be supplemented with a study on economical, environmental, organizational and 
social aspects of this kind of industry. Forthermore the research was focused on two major lime 
production centres; Ratchaburi- and Saraburi province, instead of one province only. Both provinces 
produce two-third of total nationallime output, which makes extrapolations of collected data to national 
level more acceptable. 

The two main objectives of this research cao be summarized as follows: 

to update the infonnation on the energy efficiency situation of lime production processes 
in Ratchaburl- and Saraburl province; 
to make recommendations to imprave the energy efficiency of lime production leading 
to an improvement in the economical situation of lime industries. 

Apart from the direct positive effects of the realisation of the above mentioned objectives other positive 
side-effects are likely to occur. The study on environmental, organizational and social aspectscan lead to 
recommendations to improve the situation in these fields as well. Moreover, this more complete 

1 Quoled from a letter (March 1991) from Mr. Sompongse Chantavorapap (NFA) to Prof. Dr. W.S. Hulscher (VI), in which 
initial direction of the thesis was given. 
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1 Introduetion 

approach has a better chance of success, because the possibility of teaving out important factors is 
significantly reduced. 

The research objectives and positive side-effects could mean an overall impravement of the Thai lime 
sector. As the time industries are located mainly in rural areas improvements in this sector would directly 
contribute in a positive way to rural development, which is one of the government's objectives as 
presenled by the "Sixth National Economie and Social Development Plan" (1987-1991). 

In tigure 1.1 the central ideas underlying this research are summarized. 

Figure 1.1: A sumnui1Y of the centrrJJ idells wulerlying this resean:h. 

1.2 Metbodology 

To draw up an inventory of the situation in the Thai lime sector a literature study was carried out to 
start with. This literature study starled in The Netherlands approximately three months before departure 
to Thailand and focused on general aspects of lime production, because specific information on the Thai 
lime situation was not available. After arrival in Thailand, mid september 1991, the literature study 
continued focusing mainly on characteristics of Thai lime production. Besides, the literature study was 
supplemented by interviewing experts in the field of the lime sector to find out whether research with 
regard to the Thai lime industry had been carried out since 1985 or was going on at the moment. 
Unfortunately nothing had happened since and little detailed information could be given on the 1991 
situation of lime production in Thailand. 

Assessment of the current data situation made it possible to concentrale on gatbering specific data that 
were missing. The exploring, and to a lesser extent explaining facilities of a case study made this the most 
suitable research type. Six identically designed case studies were carried out for which the elements of 
research were chosen on basis of their size and location of the lime industry, the size of the production 
process and the willingness of the owner/manager to cooperate. Three industries with production 
processes of 70, 80 and 140 ton of quick lime output/batch were chosen in Ratchaburi province. The 
smallest production process was operated at a smali-scale lime industry. The other two production 
processes were operaled at medium-scale Iime industries. Production processes of 100 and 130, both 
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1 Introducdon 

operated at a medium-scale lime industry, and 150 ton of quick lime output/batch were selectedat three 
industries in Saraburi province. The latter production process was operated at one of the three large
scale industries found in Saraburi province. A classification of lime industries in different categones is 
included in appendix 2. 

Data colledion was a combination of the following methods which will briefly be explained: 

Questionnaire: A long and intensive questionnaire was composed, which served as a guideline and gave 
structure to personal interviews. Interpreters and interviewers were instrucled by the author on how to 
conduct the interviews in such way that maximum amount of reliable data could he collected. Forther
more similar questions were asked at different people, wbile some questions were repeated in a later 
stage of the interview to improve the reliability of the collccted data. This questionnaire is included in 
appendix 1. 

Measurements were taken on temperatures, air flows and chemical composition of raw material, fuel and 
output of the lime production process. Measurement equipment was supplied by the NEA as well as the 
laboratory facilities to carry out the different analyses. 

Personal observation supplemented the other data collection methods and tumed out to be very useful 
after more and more of tbe theoretical and practical aspects of lime production in Thailand became 
known. 

By mid november data collection started in Ratchaburi province, making use of questionnaires, portable 
measurement equipment and personal observation. Forthermore was recordcd the temperature profile of 
the production process with a computerized data recorder. Unfortunately these efforts were in vain 
because, due to various reasons, the recorded data was unusable. 

Early january 1992 data collection in Saraburi province started, where only ( adjusted) questionnaires and 
personal observation were used. The same strategy was foliowed as in Ratchaburi province, but the 
research was hampered by less cooperation of the lime industries. This was caused by the introduetion of 
the Value Added Tax (VAT) of 7% by january flrst 1992. In order to ftx the amount of VAT to be paid, 
data on production, raw material- and fuel use, sales and transportation facilities are needed. This was 
also the data to be collected for the case study and were therefore not provided with ease any more. 

The data collected in both provinces were supplemented with data from the "Factory Control Division" 
and "Department of Mineral Resources" of the "lndustrial Works Department" of the "Ministry of 
Industry". Besides the provincial offices of the "Ministry of Industry" supplied relevant data. All this data 
were collected by means of personal interviews and available statistics. 

Por tbe data collection in Ratchaburi province the Ratcbaburi Regional Energy Centre (REC) formed 
tbe home-base from whicb accommodation, transport, interviewers and interpreters were supplied. Por 
Saraburi province Rangsit Energy Development and Testing Centre fulfilled this function of a home-base. 

The data of one production process; i.e. the 140 ton of quick lime output/batch in Ratchaburi province, 
have been used for calculations and extrapolations in this report. This bas been done because the 
coDected data were complete and reliable. Moreover, differences in colleeled data in all six case studies 
appeared to be very small. The collected data were processed by hand and a draft report was drawn up 
and presenled to the NEA early march 1992. Forthermore a committee, set up by the author, bas been 
informed on the research activities and results, and it bas been agreed upon that this they will continue 
the research and look for possibilities to imptement the recommendations made in this report. 
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1.3 Structure of the report 

This report can be divided in four parts. First the introductory part that starts with general information 
on Thailand, presented by discussing principal aspects of Thai society in chapter 2. The nature of this 
research makes it necessary to be informed on energy conservalion aspects in general and in the Thai 
situation specifically. These aspects have been presenled in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes several 
important characteristics of the Thai lime sector as they have been found by extrapolating data from 
various sources. 

The next part forms the backbone of this research and report. A detailed knowledge of the quick- and 
slalee lime production process, including all chemical and technica! aspects, which was necessary to carry 
out this research, are included in chapter 5. The outcome of the energy audit; i.e. the energy consomp
tien and the energy costs of the lime production process is described in chapter 6 and 7 respectively. An 
assessment of new technologies to improve the energy efficiency and decrease the energy costs of the 
Iime production process is included in chapter 8. 

The third part, consisting of chapter 9 only, presents the conclusions and recommendations, which have 
all been based on findings presented in the second part. 

The fmal part includes an overview of consulted literature which doses this report. The appendices that 
follow include the questionnaire used for the fieldwork, a series of photographs presenting the lime 
production process and formulas and data used for the calculations and extrapolations made in this 
report. 

,'~-~~-1f~~~~~~~~~tiJ~1 ji~ 
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2 Background information on Thailand 

For a better onderstanding of the context in which this research bas been carried out, it is useful to be 
informed on the principal aspects of Thai society. Therefore first some general aspects like history, 
polities, geography, demography, culture and religion will be discussed. The remarkable economie growth 
of Thailand, the underlying reasoos for this growth and economical prospects are discussed next. The 
energy situation, which is of direct concern for the Thai lime sector, will be presenled in the final section 
of this chapter. 

2.1 General aspects 

2.2.1 Bistory and politics 

The e:xistence of Thailand, or Siam as it bas been called up to 1948, goes back far before Christ. Here 
however its history will be discussed from mid nineteenth century ti11 present-day, because that represents 
the period in which the fundamentals of present Thai society were created. 

Although Thailand is geographically situated in a region where all countries have been colonized by 
European powers, it succeeded in remaining a free, independent country. The reason for this is a 
combination of two important aspects. First the indulgence of the Siamese rulers can be mentioned. In 
1855 King Mongkut agreed, onder pressure of European powers, to open the Siamese borders for foreign 
trade. By doing this, the European powers were deprived of a reason to invade and colonize the country. 
Other similar forms of indulgence in later years; e.g. around the turn of the nineteenth century King 
Chulalongkorn gave former tribute territories, in the North-East and South of Siam, toFrance and 
England what preserved Siam from colonization. Secondly its geographical situation formed a buffer state 
between the colonial empiresof France (Indochina; i.e. Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam) and England 
(British India; i.e. Myan Mar and Malaysia). 

Despite of the independent status of Siam, the country developed according to.the colonial model similar 
to the one being used in neigbbouring countries. King Chulalongkorn gave direction to the country's 
development and started the Chakri refonns in 1892, which created the basis of present-day infrastruc
ture, bureaucracy, military and educational system. At that time decisions were made by a small group of 
people, and reforms were implemenled according to a top-down approach. 

In 1932 the country's ftrst coup took place, brioging 
power to the army and bureaucracy, who formed a 
constitutional monarchy. Various coups, oot less 
than 16, have occurred since and gradually the influ
ence of the army on politics reduced. The fast econ
omie development of Thailand in the late 1980's 
could only have been accomplished, and secured, 
with sufftcient political support. The involvement of 
businessmen in politics led to cabinets where the 
share of military representatives was less than flfty 
percent. The present situation can be best character
ized by ftgure 2.1. A democratically elected govem
ment rules the country and is controlled by the 
army. King Bhumibol controls both institutions from 
bis "godlike" position and intercedes when political 
situations escalate. 

l King Bhumibol J 

• _j 
Demot:ratically - Military 
eleded - institution 
govemment 

F"qpn! 21: St:hernotic presenûllion of present 
politicaJ SÏIUillion in T1uJiJond. 
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2.1.2 Geography and demography 

Thailand is a South-East Asian country enclosed by MyanMar, Laos, Cambodia, Malaysia, the Andaman 
Sea and the Gulf of Thailand (see figure 2.2). 
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2 &clcground informtllion on 7hailand 

The Thai territory measures 513,000 Km?, corresponding with 14 times the size of The Netherlands. 
Popwation numbers 56.85 million people, growing annually with 1.8%. Twenty five percent of the 
population lives in urban eentres of which Bangkok Metropolis houses almost 6 million people. Other 
urban eentres are much smaller and spread over the country headed by Chiang Mai as the country's 
second largest city. Population density ranges from 439 people/km2 in the Central Region to 61 
people/km2 in the North of Thailand. The country is divided in regions (6), provinces (73), districts (600) 
and sub-districts to facilitate the administrative management. 

Several ethnic groups, of which the Thai form the vast majority with 86%, are present on Thai territory. 
The assimilation of the Chinese (6%), Malay (3%) and Khmer (1.5%) went smoothly doe to similar 
cultural backgrounds and the stimulation by the Thai government. The hili-tribes (1% ), the best known 
minority group in Thailand by foreigners, are hardly assimilated and wil1 oot give up their own ethnic 
background, language and religion. Small groups of refugees from Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and Myan 
Mar live on the borderlines ciosest to the country of their origin and are expected to stay only temporar
ily in Thailand. 

2.1.3 Culture and religion 

The remarkable open mind of the Thai people is one of the fundamentals of Thai behaviour. The rapid 
dissemination of (imported) consumer goods could only have been achieved thanks to this aspect of Thai 
culture. Noticeable is the fact that in most cases the imported products are moulded frrst into Thai-style 
produels before being sold in Thailand. The openness of the Thai people is possible because they are not 
afraid of foreign influence, and is based on the conviction of their own strength. 

A combination of this strengthand the flexibility, with which this strength is applied, is another important 
aspect of Thai culture. This flexibility plays an important role in solving problems or disagreements, 
because there wil1 always be attempted for a oompromise instead of a conflict. Through this way the 
harmony in relations with other people wil1 oot be disturbed. This form of harmony together with 
internat harmony and harmony with the forces surrounding the human being, form the core elements of 
the Thai pattem of norms and values. The famous Thai smile is one of the ways in which the harmony in 
personal relations can be restored or preserved. 

Sanuk and Tham Bun are two frequently heard terros when the Thai culture is being evaluated. Sanuk 
can be best translated by having a good time and teading a comfortable life. This expresses itself in daily 
life by well-groomed people, produels and meals. Especially for men, having a good time means going 
out for dinner, largely provided with Thai whisky, and close the evening down by visiting a brothel. Tham 
Bun is a religious event whereby Thai people offer food, produels and somelimes money to Buddhist 
monks and temples. This event forms a part of the 17teravada-Buddhism2

, where 95% of the Thai people 
beloog to. By supplying these goods to the monks and temples people are given the opportunity to 
eosure a better life after rebirth. The only part of the country where such daily scenes do not appear is 
near the Malaysian border where the majority of the people foUow the Islam religion. 

2.2 Economical situation 

The economy of Thailand expanded steadily at average annual rates of 8% and 7% of Gross National 
Product (GNP) in the sixties and seventies respectively. After the second energy crises, in the early 
eighties, the economy of Thailand was affected by the worsening economie situation of the developed 
nations; i.e. GNP grew by only 3.5% In 1985. In 1986 the economy took an upward turn and Thailand 
started its economie "take-off' (see table 2.1). With growths of GNP over 10% in 1988 and 1989 Thailand 

2 The Theravada-Buddhism is the southem movement of the Buddhism that originated in the North of India. Forms of the 
northem movement, the Mahayana-Buddhism, can still be found in China, Korea and Japan. 
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was the fastest growing economy in the world! 

Tilbie 21: Gmwth (%) of principol economie itulic:lllon in TluJilll1ul (1986-1989). 
Soun:e: "I..atuletJreeks 77aailond". 

ECONOMIC INDICATOR 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Gross National Product 4.5 8.4 11.0 11.0 

Export 20.7 28.5 34.6 29.7 

Import -3.9 38.5 53.5 28.0 

Poreign investments 56.9 30.9 212.3 45.0 

Tourism 15.6 23.6 21.5 16.3 

This rapid expansion of the economy is a weU-balanced combination of events. First of aU foreign 
investments increased largely. These investments came mainly from other Asian countries, where 
increasing Iabour costs endangered the competitive position of Iabour intensive industries. This increase 
in foreign investment was supported by, and supplemented with, an active investment policy of the Thai 
government The enormous investment capacity was mainly used to achieve export growth of Thai 
products. This could be achieved because Thailand already had built up astrong export-oriented 
industrial capacity. Forthermore adjustments in the fmancial and trade policies by the gaveroment 
created a healthy environment for economie growth. Apart from the increasing revenues from export a 
strong expansion of the tourist industry started in 1985. 

The Thai economie structure bas shifted from one heavily depending on agriculture, which accounted 
over 50% of GNP in the ftfties, to one in which manufacturing and services pulled the economy. One 
could say that the foreign investments have indoeed a segmentation of the Thai economie structure; i.e. 
one part with low productivity (agriculture) and one modem sector with high productivity (industry). This 
segmentation causes increasing iocome differences and a pubtic sector that can oot keep up with this 
rapid expansion. The latter expresses itself in environmental degradation, an inadequate infrastructural 
growth and insuflident educational facilities. A salution of these probieros bas to be worked out in order 
not to slow down the economie growth in Thailand for future years. 

2.3 Energy situation3 

As in all countries with a substantial economie growth the energy consumption grows accordingly. This is 
also the case in Thailand where an average annual growth rate of 7.2% in the past decennium nearly 
doubled the fmal energy consumption from 15.5 Mtoe4 in 1981 to 29 Mtoe in 1990. Before 1980 
Thailand depended heavily on irnported energy. More than 90% of the commercial energy, and over 60% 
of the total energy requirement was imported. Therefore the impacts of the frrst energy crisis were 
seriously feit. 

In 1981 the payment for imported crude oil and oil produels amounted to 2.7 hiliion US Dollars, conesp
onding with 45% of total export value. This great dependency on imported energy indoeed economie 

3 Alt data on the past and present energy situation in Thailand is supplied by the "Economie section" of NEA, Bangkok, 
Thailand. 

4 Mtoe = Million tonnes of oil equivalent. Tonnes of oil equivalent is used when romparing different farms of energy. The oil 
equivalent of a fuel is a theoretica! value: it is the healing value (J) of the fuel compared to that of oil. 
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F&g~n 23: Energy flow clulrt of T1ulilll1ul (1990). 
Soun:e: "T1aaliland energy sÏIJuJtion 19911". 

problems and led to an accelerating exploration of indigenous energy sourees such as natural gas, lignite5 

and petroleum. As a result in 1990 the dependenee on imports for commercial energy, and total energy 
rcquirement, bas reduced to less than 60% and 45% respeclively. The value of this energy import is 3.4 
hiliion US Dollar corresponding with 15% of total export value. 

s Lignitc production in 1990 had tbc highest incrcasing ratc of 38% induccd mainly by higher dcmand in power generation and 
cement industries (sce also scction 4.2.4). 
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The present energy situation of Thailand cao be best presented by the energy flow chart in tigure 2.3. 
The primary energy supply and the fmal energy consumption by energy sourees and sector are included 
in this chart that makes further comments unnecessary. 

The energy consumption per capita in Thailand is 31 GJ /year which is stillless than the world average of 
60 GJ/year and very low compared with western countries such as The Netherlands (200 GJ/year) and 
the USA (1000 GJ/year). If the economie growth continues, which is expected to be the case (but with 
smaller growth rates), also the energy consumption per capita will increase. Despite of the Thai energy 
reserves, and the composition of these reserves, mainly crude oil and oil products still have to he 
imported in future years. Therefore one of the policy targets of the Thai government is the promotion of 
efficient use of energy to keep this dependenee on imported energy as low as possible. This is done by 
stressing energy conservalion in transport, industry, commercial and residential buildings and households. 
In the next chapter various aspects of energy conservation will he discussed in more detail. 
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3 Energy conservation 

3.1 General aspects 

Since any energy loss is also an energy conservalion opportunity there is always scope for energy 
conservalion in industrial processes, because energy losses always occur. The sameaccounts for 
households and (commercial) buildings but these will oot be considered bere. In most cases conserving 
energy reduces the energy costs, which is the main reason for identifying energy conservalion opportun· 
ities and imptement energy saving measures next. Besides energy conservalion implies environmental 
protection. Por example a decrease in the Iignite consumption of the quick time production process 
results in smaller sulphur dioxide (SOJ, carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (C02), which are all 
emissions that contribute to environmental degradation. Apart from the rednetion of polloting emissions 
the natural resources are preserved Jonger when energy consumption in industrial processes can be 
lowered. 

The actual opportunities for energy conservalion in a particwar production plant have to be established 
through an energy audit in that plant. Carrying out an energy audit means that energy consumption and 
energy costs have to be monitored. The energy use can be analyzed on different levels depending on the 
policy or management level involved. In the case of Thai time industries two levels can be distinguished: 

- Por management at the flnD level the Process Energy Requirement (PER) is of interest only; 
i.e. the energy required to process quick time in Iime industries; 

- Por regional/national policy makers the Gross Energy Requirement (GER) is of interest; i.e. 
the energy required for mining limestone and lignite, transport of in· and outputs of the lime 
industries and the PER. 

Different types of energy audits can be carried out depending on the available time, money, equipment 
and expertise; a preliminary energy audit, a detailed energy audit or a plant survey. The outcome of the 
energy audit can lead to a variety of measures with respect to the plant or production process. Apart 
from energy conservalion also energy substitution is a possibility to save on energy costs. Even though 
changes in fuel may oot be energy saving, they may save on energy costs and may reduce the ( economi
cal) risks induced by irregular fuel supply. 

Energy conservalion measures can be divided into 3 categones depending mainly on the investments to 
be made for imptementing these measures: 

- Housekeeping measures, which involve very small costs; 
- Process modifications, requiring moderate investments; 
- Process changes, requiring substantial investments. 

Accordingly the savings on energy costs are directly related with the level of investment and should be 
such that pay-back-periods of the investment are in the range of 1-2 and 2-4 years for process modifica
tions and process changes respectively. 

The implementation of a conservalion programme in an industrial organization dependsas much on 
attitudes and motivation of personnet as on teehoical facilities. Therefore the programme should be 
properly managed and the employees should be involved as much as possible. The economie and 
environmental reasoos to conserve energy should be emphasized and energy saving targets are to be set. 
If a conservalion programme is successful all employees should benefit from it in one way or another to 
keep them motivated for future energy conservalion measures. 
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3.2 Energy conse"ation in Thailand 

The government of Thailand bas realized the importance of energy conservation and bas implemented an 
energy conservalion programme since the beginning of the Fifth National Economie and Social 
Development Plan (1982-1986). The frrst programme focused mainly on the industrial, transportation and 
dornestic sector. In the Sixth Plan (1987-1991) energy conservation actlvities in the commercial and 
residentlal building sectors have been added. In the coming Seventh Plan (1992-1996) all previously 
mentioned sectors will still be focused on. 

The contents of the energy conservation programmes, which are coordinated by the NEA, can be best 
summarized by the following action points: 

[1] Identifying energy conservalion potential in industrial, transportation, domestic, commercial and 
residentlal building sectors. 

[2] Formulating energy conservation guidelines and regulations. 
[3] Providing relevant teehoical information. 
[4] Providing teehoical consulting services for energy audits. 
[5] Organizing appropriate training programmes for energy personnel. 
[6] Providing incentives for energy conservalion implementation. 
[7] Formulating energy conservalion planning. 
[8] Imptementing energy conservation policies, guidelines and plans. 

So far as the industrial sector is concerned the energy conservalion programme mainly focuses on small
and medium-scale industries. Despite of the fact that rural industries like brick industry, ceramic industry, 
lime industry, tobacco-curing and rubber drying beloog to the category of small industries, not much 
effort by governmental agencies bas been made yet to come forward with energy conservalion measures. 
Generally speaking the large- and multi-national industries have their own energy conservalion 
programmes. However they can always contact the relevant governmental agencies when additional help 
is desired. 

Results of the energy conservalion programmes are promising6
• These results are mainly found in the 

fields of energy audits, teehoical information services, training programmes, incentives for energy 
conservalion implementations and research and development. 

3.2.1 Energy conse"ation law 

In 1992 an intensification of the energy conservation activilies in Thailand will start to take place, because 
a law on energy conservalion will be issued in april/may 1992; i.e. "The energy conservalion promotion 
act•. To make the execution of this law possible an energy conservalion fund bas been made available. 
Amounts of 900, 2,400 and 2,900 million Baht have been reserved for the years 1992, 1993 and 1994 
respectively. 

The direction of energy conservalion activities bas changed from an overall approach during the Fifth 
and Sixth Plans to more detailed activilies for future years. This is reflected by the action points for 
which the energy conservalion fund will be applied: 

[1) Energy conservalion in govemment buildings. 
[2) Incentives for energy conservalion in industrial and commercial buildings. 
[3) Incentives for design of new industries and buildings. 
[4) F'mancial support for the manufacturer and dealers of high energy efficient products. 
[5) Support for design, testing, promotion and dissemination of renewable energies. 

6 For details see "Thailand energy situation 1990", NEA, Thailand. 
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[6) Training programmes for energy managers, energy personnet and energy auditors. 
[1] Technology transfer from foreign countries and research and development. 
[8) Public relation and administrational activities. 

As it was the case of the frrst two energy conservation programmes, the NEA coordinates and bas 
responsibility for the execution of "The energy conservation promotion act". 

3.3 lnstitutional aspects 

3.3.1 National Energy Administration (NEA) 7 

As noted earlier the NEA is responsible for, and coordina(es the implementation of the energy 
conservation programmes. Energy conservalion however is only one of the actlvities the NEA is involved 
in. In fact all energy related aspects of the public sector deserve the attention of the NEA. The NEA 
operales under the "Ministry of Science Technology and Energy" and is divided in six divisions, as can he 
seen in ftgUI'e 3.1. Each division bas its own specific activities with regard to energy affairs and when 
necessary they cooperate. 

Secretary-General 

Office ofthe Office of Finances 
Secretarial and Personnel 

Deputy Secretary-General Deputy Secretary-General 
(Policy and planning) (Operations) 

I I 
Design Division Energy Investigation Energy Development and 

Di vision Promotion Division 

Energy Research and Energy Policy and Energy Economics 
Development Division Planning Division Di vision 

Fq:ure 3.1: Orgrmi.zlltiotu cluDt of the NEA. 

7 In 1992 tbc NEA will start to opcratc undcr a ncw name: "Encrgy Dcvclopmcnt & Promotion Departmcnt". 
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In total3,700 people are employed by the NEA (1991) and this number increases annually with 
approximately 10%. A total budget of almost 4,769 million Baht is available in 1992 and wi11 be divided 
over 4 operation plans: 

- energy policy and planning plan (1.7%); 
- administration plan (4.0%); 
- energy development plan (10.5%); 
- agricultural development plan (83.8% ). 

The agricultural development plan consists of large irrigation schemes for the North-East of Thailand, 
where the design and implementation of electric pumping stations gels a great deal of attention at the 
moment. Especially the Mekong-Chi-Mun-project, consuming 2, 737 million Baht, is one of the principal 
activities of the NEA momentarily. 

3.3.1 Energy Research and Development Division 

This division deserves special attention in this report because this research was initialed and carried out 
within this division. The Energy Research and Development Division is one of the smaller divisions 
where only 100 people are employed of which more than half works in eentres spread over the country. 
Major tasles of this division are in the field of research, testing and dissemination of various energy 
technologies for the exploitation of renewable energy sources. 

Till 1992 the budget for this division was only 2.2 million Baht, which was insufficient to work out all the 
ideas and plans generaled by the personnet Fortunately the policy changed in 1992 when a new 
Secretary-General of NEA, Dr. Prathet Sulabutra, was installed. The budget increased to 70 million Baht 
and this will definitely prosper the activities of the Energy Research and Development Division. 

3.3.3 Regionat Energy Centres (REC's) 

The largest section of the Energy Research and Development Division is the dissemination section that 
employs 65 people and consumes 85% of total budget. Dissemination of energy technologies is done by 
means of 7 eentres spread over the country. The frrst eentre, "Rangsit Energy Development and Testing 
Centre", was established in 1979 with fmancial support of the "Japan International Cooperation Agency'' 
(JICA). This eentre was initially hardly involved in dissemination activities, but at the moment they fulfil 
a role in dissemination of renewable energy technologies as well. 

In 1984 six "Regional Energy Centres" were established in order to transfer relevant rural-oriented energy 
technologies into the rural areas. Financlal assistance came from the "United Stales Agency for 
International Development" (USAID), that also supplied funds to operate the REC's fora five-year 
period. These REC's mainly concentrale on renewable energy sourees and provide demonstrations, 
training, assistanee in procuring and fabricating of suitable energy systems using renewable energies. 

Tilbie 3.1: OPemew of principoJ REC IICtivities. 

LOCATION OF CENTRE: 

14 

ChiangMai 

Nakbon Ratchasima 

Nakbon Sithammarat 

Pitsanulok 

Rangsit 

Ratebaburl 

Ubol Ratchathani 

INVOLVED IN: 

tobacco curing, starage for agricultural produels 

brick industry, rubber dcying 

brick industry, improved stoves 

brick industry, charcoal kilns, improved stoves 

lignite briquettes, improved stoves 

wind mills for pumping, PV for electricity, 
charcoal kilns, time industry 

brick industry, charcoal kilns, improved stoves 



3 Energy conservalion 

Besides they coordinate with local governmental agencies in energy related projects and collect relevant 
data on aspects conceming renewable energies. 

* Phitsanulok 

In table 3.1 an overview is given of the 
principal activities in which the eentres 
are involved. From this table it can he 
concluded that only a small fraction of 
total potential for improvements of the 
rural energy situation is worked at. Also 
the staff (8-10 people) and budgets of the 
eentres contribute to this imperfections. 
Most likely also the REC's will benefit 
from the increase in the budge. of the 
Energy Research and Development Divi
sion, which can result in more staff and 
more money to start new activities. 

* Ubol Ratchathani 
* Nakbon Ratchasima 

In figure 3.2 the geographical situation of 
the six REC's and Rangsit Energy Devel
opment and Testing Centre is presented. 
It shows that the spreading of these 
eentres is such that nearly every centre is 
located in the middle of a large adminis
trative region, which is considered to he 
the centre's working area. Unfortunately 
these regions are so large that it is impo
ssible for the eentres to focus on all rural 
energy related activities. 

3.3.4 Eoergy Conservalion Centre of 
Thailand (ECCT) 

The Eccr began to operate in 1987 
under tbe co-supervision of the NEA and 

* Rangsit 

I I 
208 km 

the Pederation of Thai Industries (Ffl). F~g~.W 3.2: LoaJiion of REC's and Ransril Centre. 
lts establishment was made fmancially 
possible by the Thai government who 
supplied an amount of 40 million Baht. Other, mainly technical, assistance came from international 
development agencies such as AlT, UNDP, GTZ, BITS and AFME8

• 

The activities of the centre vary from engineering and consultancy services, technical information and 
advisory services to training programmes, seminars, pubtic campaigns and promotional activities to create 
awareness on energy conservation. The focus is mainly on small- and medium scale industries, who can 
also contact the ECCf directly for help when desired. 

A characteristic feature of the ECCf is the fact that they operate under a board of directors in which 
people from the public and private sector are represented. Perhaps this initialive of both sectors will lead 
to oomparabie eentres spread over the country where small- and medium scale industries can contact 
them directly and make use of their services. 

8 The abbrevations stand for: AIT (Asian Instil u te of Technology), UNDP (United Nations Development Programme ), GTZ 
(The German Association for Technical Cooperation), BITS (Swedisch Agency for International Technical and Economical 
Cooperation) and AFME (French National Agency for Energy Management). 
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4 Lime sector in Thailand 

In this chapter the Thai lime sector will be described by means of various characteristics that are used to 
qualify sectors of industry; location, output, size, organization and employment. Because this research 
focuses on the energy situation of the lime sectoralso the energy supply has been looked at thoroughly. 
The environmental issue is getting more and more important on a global scale, but unfortunately in the 
Thai lime sector not too much attention is being paid to the environmental aspects yet, as will be seen in 
the final section. 

lt is stressed that the flgures on output, employment and size of industries, as presented in this chapter, 
are based on colleeled data from six lime industries and relevant ministries of industry only. Therefore a 
discrepancy between real flgures and those presented in this chapter can be found. 

4.1 Location and output of lime industries 

Because transport costs of limestone are 
relatively high, the large quantities of lime
stone input for the lime production pro
cess make it necessary for time industries 
to operate in the vicinity of limestone 
quarries. From figUre 4.1 it can be con
cluded that lime production potentially is 
possible on numerous locations, because 
timestone deposits are spread all over the 
country. 

Another important factor for the location 
of time industries is the vicinity of a time 
market, because also the transport costs 
for tbc end-products; i.e. quick- and slake 
lime, are relatively high. The market for 
these two forms of lime is formed by vari
ous industries and sectors, who use the 
time as an input in their "production" pro
cess: 

- iron, steel and zinc industries; 
- paper industry; 
- sugar industry; 
- chemical industries; 
- water treatment and supply; 
- agriculture; 
- construction. 

The location of these end-users is mainly 
in the Central region (iron, stee~ zinc, 
sugar, paper and cbemical industries, 
water treatment and supply, and construc
tion), which explains the large number of 
time industries in this region (sec table 
4.1). 

•
Umestone 
deposlt 

Research~ 
...... '& 

Figure 4.1: Locoûon of limestone deposils in Thai/muL 
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Toble4.1: 
Source: 

Number of registm!d üuJustries in Tlulilllnd in 1984 1985 fi1U1191d. 
'Pfldory Con/rol Division of the lndustrüll WOib Department of the 
Muaistty of lndustty~ TluJiland. 

REGION: 1980 1985 1989 

North 8 17 2S 

North-East 9 s 7 

East s s 2 

Central: 80 106 77 

- Ratchaburi province 40 43 36 

- Saraburi province 3S 40 2S 

- Othcn s 23 16 

South 53 31 24 

TOT AL 155 164 135 

Table 4.1 shows two interesting aspects that need some further explanation. Fust the general trend of the 
past 5 years, except for the Narthem region, shows a reduction in the number of industries despite of a 
fast growing economy as a whole. This supports the problem description of this research that the change 
from wood to tignite resulted in such high and increasing prices for fuel that the resulting negative 
impact on time production economics made smaller industries drop-out of the time sector. 

The other striking aspect is the growth in number of industries in the Nartbern region instead of a drop. 
This can best be explained by the vicinity of the lignite deposits and the fast growing development of tbe 
North of the country, where also the Narthem time industries benefit from. Especially in Tak province, 
very close to the tignite- and limestone deposits, the number of time industries grew spectacularly the 
past 5 year; i.e. from 1 in 1985 to 12 in 1989. Very low transport casts for timestone and lignite in 
combination with a large growing lime market close by are the main reasoos for this exponential growth. 

Tbc data in table 4.1 do oot indicate the annual time output of the different regions, which is another 
important aspect of the Thai time sector. Annuallime output data are presented by means of the annual 
quick time production, whether or oot the quick time will be converled further into slalee time. 
Unfortunately the time output data supplied by the individuallime industries to the provincial ministries 
of industry, by means of a registration form, is highly unreliable. Because business tax is calculatcd based 
on this lime output data, the registration of a low output tigure means less business tax, which of course 
is attractive for the lime producers. Tbe annual lime output figures collected from the six lime industries 
in Ratchaburi- and Saraburi province have been compared with the figures registered by the correspon
ding provincial ministry of industry. It was found that registered annuallime output was in the range of 
14%-40% of actual annual lime output only. 

To calculate the annual quick time production, the number and quick time output per batch of the 
operaled kilns of each industry should be known. Besides the number of fll'ings per kiln per year bas to 
be known. Unfortunately these data are very hard to obtain for alllime industries and therefore two 
estimates are made bere to calculate national annuallime production. These estimates10 are on one 

9 Limc industries are defined as industries where one or more lime kilns are operaled to produce quick lime. The industry is 
registered with the provindal and national ministry of industry and requires an "operation Jicense•. 

10 Extrapolating the 1980 data and the output figures found for the six lime industries may scientifically be unacceptable, but 
in practical situations it results in reasanabie information if proper estimates have been made. 
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band based on 1980 nationallime output ftgW"es, and on the other hand on data supplied by the six 
investigated industries and the provindal ministries of industry of Ratchaburi- and Saraburl province. 

1) In 1980 total national quick lime output was estimated to be 172,00011
• Making the assumption that 

total output of the lime industries had the same average growth rate as the national economy during the 
period 1980-1991; i.e 8%, the national quick lime output in 1991 was: 172,000 * (1.08)11 = 401,000 ton. 

l) In 1980 sixty-four percent of total national quick lime output was supplied by Ratchaburi- and 
Saraburi province lime industries12

• In 1991 the quick time output of Ratchaburi- and Saraburl province 
was 125,000 and 150,000 ton respectively. These figures are calculated making use of the data in appendix 
2, which are supplied by the six lime industries, the staff of Ratchaburi REC and Rangsit Centre the 
corresponding provindal ministries of industry. Tbe assumption is made that the percentile share of both 
provinces has not changed over the years. Thus national quick lime output according to this approach is 
430,000 ton. 

To supplement these estimates results from a market-study, carried out by order of a large-scale time 
industry who plans on investing in a modem shaft kiln, cao be mentioned. This study indicates a total 
quick time potential of 510,000 ton in 1993, which corresponds with (510,000/(1.08)~ = 437,000 ton in 
1991 if is assumed that the quick time output growth rate is 8% annualiy in 1982 and 1983. 

Because there is no import of quick- or slake lime reported it may be concluded that total annuat quick 
time production in 1991 was most likely somewhere in between 400,000 - 440,000 ton. 

From this section it can be concluded that an increase in the national annual quick lime output in 
combination with a reduction in the number of industries must have led to a larger scale of operation. In 
these larger industries more and larger kilns are operated to ensure the growing annual demand. 

4.2 Characteristics of Ratchaburi- and Saraburi lime industries 

4.2.1 Size of industries 

In the time sector in Ratchaburi- and Saraburi province, as it is expected to be in other provinces as well, 
smali-scale industries are operated and family busmesses are abundant. These industries have been sub
divided further into 3 different categories depending on the annual quick lime output: 

- smali-scale lime industry; < 3,500 ton of quick time outputjyear; 
- medium-scale lime industry; 3,500 - 10,000 ton of quick lime outputfyear; 
- large-scale lime industry; > 10,000 ton of quick time outputjyear. 

From the information included in appendix 2 it can be concluded that in Ratchaburi- as weU as Saraburi 
province the medium-scale time industries form the majority; 61% and 72% respectively of total number 
of lime industries. Smali-scale lime industries in Ratchaburi province still form a relevant share (39%) of 
total number of time industries in that province. However in Saraburl province smali-scale time industries 
are few; i.e. only 16% of total number of Saraburi lime industries. Large-scale time industries were only 
found in Saraburi province. Despite of their small (12%) share of total time industries their large annual 
quick time output, 36% of total annual Saraburi province quick lime output, is of considerable import
ance for national quick time production. 

Profit, especially in the smaller industries is Iow and is heavily influenced by changes in fuel costs, quick
or slake lime prices (see chapter 7). As a result a trend towards larger scale production occurred in both 

u Sec "Wood-based ............... Ratebaburl province•, page 18, Dr. Aroon Chomcbam. 

12 Sec "Wood-based ............... Ratebaburl province•, page 3, Dr. Aroon Chomcbam. 
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provinces. The trend of larger scale production can be seen most clearly in the change of kiln sizes 
between 1985 and 1991. In 1985 these sizes varied from 13-120 ton of quick lime output/batch. In 1991 
the smallest kiln still in operation was 35 ton of quick lime output/batch (fired with wood), found in 
Ratebaburl province, and the biggest kiln was 160 ton of quick lime output/batch operaled in Saraburi 
province. The most important reason to increase the kilo size is to improve the energy efficiency of the 
production process. However even large kilns of 140 ton of quick lime output/batch have a poor energy 
efficiency as will be seen in chapter 6. 

As noted earlier, only in Saraburl province large-scale lime industriescan be found. Momentarily three 
commercial production plants, which logether operate 28 kilns varying in size from 100-150 ton of quick 
lime output/batch, cooperate to strengthen their bargaining position towards lignite and limestone 
suppliers as well as towards buyers of their end-products. Besides they make use of shared transport 
facilities to economize on transport costs. Furthermore they jointly make use of a crane for toading their 
kilns tosave time and money on Iabour. This kind of cooperation was only found in Saraburi province. 

Furthermore should it be mentioned that one of the owners of the commercial plants in Saraburi 
province is in an advanced stage of purchasing a modemshaft kiln from Italy, with a high (200 ton) 
quick lime output per day. To eosure demand for the quick lime output, and fmancial support for this 
multi-million investment, the paper industry bas been approached for help. If all works out according to 
schedule this modem shaft kiln will start to operate mid 1993. This kind of cooperations between the 
end-users and the lime producers is expected to expand in the future, which will make it more difficult 
for the small- and medium-scale lime industries to compete with large-scale industries. 

4.2.2 Organizational aspects 

Business organization: 
As already noted before, the lime sector includes many family businesses where the head of the family 
also manages the lime industry. Five of the six owners/managers interviewed were women and according 
to them most of the Iime industries they know are being managed by women. They commented that 
"women could do this kind of work because it is a technically simple one. Moreover men consider this job 
as inferior and are not interested in perfonning this kind of work". In both provinces several memhers of 
the same family have their own lime industry and the older owners/managers indicated that their 
children were interested in taking over the business in the future. 

In most cases the owner /manager Jives at the site of the lime production plant, which makes control of 
the workers more easy. Especially a frequent check on the firing workers during nighttime is necessary to 
keep them motivated and awake. Some ownersjmanagers even supply amphetamines; Lipo Vitandee, 
Krating Daeng or M-100, to prevent their frring workers from falling asleep at night. At Iime industries 
where the owner /manager doesn't live at or near the Iime production plant the Jack of control results in 
an overall worse performance of the entire lime production process. Also the flXed personnel, among 
whom the ftring workers, live at the site of the lime production plant. The rent, costs for water and 
electricity are paid by the owner /manager and can be regarcled as secondary benefits of employment. 

Contracts and middlemen: 
Most small lime industries have no contracts with buyers of their end-produels nor with the suppliers of 
their lignite and limestone input. Neither do they want to have contracts with the buyers of their end
products, because they are nol sure that they can supply in time. These buyers however would Iike to 
have contracts to ascertain the quality and amount of their quick- or slake lime input. Especially 
industries with continuous processes Jike in steel, paper, sugar and chemical industriesneed to be sure of 
a continuous supply of quick- or slake lime13

• 

13 This explains wby the paper industry is interested in financially supporting the commercial producer in Saraburl province 
with the purebase of a high output shaft kiln from ltaly. 
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Having no contracts whatsoever, makes the smali-scale lime industries dependent on middlemen who 
supply them with lignite and limestone and buy their end-products at the factory gate. During the sugar 
season, from december to april, sugar industries sametimes collect the quick lime at the industries 
themselves without making use of middlemen. However the price received by the lime industry for its 
quick lime remains the same whether use is made of middlemen or when the sugar industries come to 
collect it themselves. Large-scale and some medium-scale lime industries have contracts with especially 
paper, sugar and steel industries for their quick lime output. They even managed to assure the quality 
and amount of li.mestone and, to a lesser extent, of lignite. In most cases large-scale lime industries have 
their own transport facilities. Most medium-scale lime industries still depend on middlemen for transport 
of their in- and outputs. 

Lime producers oraanization: 
Presently neither in Ratchaburi- nor in Saraburi province an organization exists that looks after the 
interests of the lime industries. In Saraburi province there seems to be no need for such an organization, 
because many lime producers meet frequently at gatherings of the limestone mining organization of 
which they also form a part. There bas been an organization in the past that looked after the interests of 
lime industries, but because of price differences in raw matcrials and fuels among the lime industries 
(some had contracts and the right connections) cooperation was very difficult and the organization fell 
apart Despite of what happened in the past, lime producers in Saraburi province momentarily have a 
positive attitude towards the renewed establishment of a lime industries organization. Also in Ratebaburl 
province lime producers have a positive attitude towards such an organization and are even willing to 
participate in it. 

As a major task of such an organization the lime producers mentioned the strengtbeDing of the 
bargaiDing position for prices of their quick- and slalee time output. Moreover such organization could 
frequently check the quality of the limestone and lignite input, because low quality of these inputs bas a 
considerable negative impact on production costs; i.e. mainly on energy costs, and quality of the end
products. 

4.2.3 Employment 

Employment flgUTeS for the lime sector can he given for direct and indirect employment. The first 
category consists of people directly involved in the lime production process, including the owner / 
manager. Employment for those people related to the lime production process but not directly employed 
by it, is called indirect employment and consists of employment for the initial construction of the plant, 
maintenance, mining and transport. The employment figures arebasedon data collected from the 140 
ton of quick lime output kilo in Ratebaburl province. These ftgures are presented in hours and extrapo
laled afterwards, in order to get an indication of total employment in the Thai lime sector. For this 
extrapolation the average of 420,000 ton of quick lime output in 1991 and an average of fifty-two weeks, 
consisting of 40 working hours per year, bas been taken. Also the share of female workers in total 
employment is considered. The wages of female workers are slightly lower (10%) than those of their 
male colleagues who get paid 90-100 Baht/day. The firing workers get paid 100-130 Baht/day depending 
on their experience and agreements with the owner /manager.In table 4.2 the results of the employment 
calculations and extrapolations are presented. 

Direct employment: 
The quick lime production process14 consistsof loading, firing and unloading the lime kiln, which in the 
case under attention is all being done manually. For toading the 140 ton of quick lime output kiln with 
229 ton of limestone 8 workers, of which 50% are women, are employed for 40 hours each; i.e. a total of 
320 hours. Firing the kiln is done in shifts of 4 frring workers, mainly men, which changes every six hours 

14 For a better understanding of the different stages in the quick- and slake lime production process chapter 5 can be 
consulted. 
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during a period of 6 whole days; i.e. 576 hours. After the fuing period the kiln cools down for one day, 
after which it is unloaded by 4 workers, of which again 50% are women. These workers need 40 hours 
each to carry out this kind of work; i.e. 160 hours. 

The supervision on this workis done by the ownerfmanager in combination with a foreman. They have 
to be present during all phases of the production process, as mentioned above, which amounts up to 224 
hours. However they spend their time oot on one kilo only, but on all kilns operated. A total of 4 kiins 
are operaled in the case under attention, which means that 56 hours for supervision have to be accounted 
for. Forthermore all kind of small jobs need to be done for which two people are hired 8 hours per day. 
The woricing hours of these people have to be divided over 4 kilns, which results in 56 hours for the kilo 
under study. 

Based on the data colleeled from the six investigated lime industries and the relevant provincial 
ministries of industry it has been estimated that 25% of total annual quick lime production is converled 
forther into slake lime. This corresponds with an amount of 130,000 ton of slake lime per year. Por 
slaking, milling and packing 25% of the 140 ton of quick Iime output 4, mainly female, workers forabout 
40 hours each are required; i.e. 160 hours. 

Indirect employment: 
Indirect employment starts with the construction of the time production plant of which the construction 
of the time ki1ns forms the major share of workers needed. The construction of a 140 ton of quick time 
output kilo takesabout 1-2 months depending mainly on the availability of skilied bricklayers. Afterits 
construction the kilo has to dry for 1 month before it can be put into operation. Ten male and ten 
female workers, for a period of 300 hours each, are needed to construct the kilo; i.e. 6,000 hours. This is 
0.36 hour /ton of quick time output ü the size, the 10 year lifetime of the kiln and the number of frrings 
per year (12} is taken into consideration. Thus indirect employment for construction in this case is 140 • 
0.36 = 50 hours. 

In most cases small maintenance, which mainly focuses on the frring ports, bas to be carried out after 
each fuing. This takes about 60 male woricing hours which in combination with the number of firings per 
year gives an indirect employment ftgttre of 0.43 hour /ton of quick lime produced. Big maintenance; i.e. 
reconstruction of the firing ports, reconstruction of the kilo walls and replastering of the inside of the 
kilo wall, is done once a year and requires approximately 400 male and 200 female working hours. Thus 
total maintenance related with the production of 140 ton of quick Iime is 60 (smalt) + 50 (large) = 110 
hours, of which 15% by females. 

Figures for Iabour requirement in limestone mining are supplied by "The Department of Mineral 
Resources from the Ministry of Industrial Works". A total number of 2,240,616 hours have to be worked, 
of which 15% by women, to produce 19,696,548 ton of limestone. Por the production of 140 ton of quick 
lime 229 ton of Iimestone is needed. This Iimestone input corresponds with 26 hours for limestone 
mining. Having no employment figures on lignite mining the same ratio of working hours/ton of output 
bas been taken as with limestone. Using the average of 1 ton of lignite for the production of 1 ton of 
quick time results in 16 hours indirect employment, of which again 15% are female hours. 

Employment figures for transport are more difficult to ascertain because distances of the lime producers 
to the timestone and lignite deposits as well as to the quick time market are rather different. In appendix 
2 the transport employment hours are worked out in detail for transport of the annual quick lime 
consumption resulting in 228,000 hours/year for mainly male workers. This corresponds with 76 hours for 
the 140 ton of quick lime output kilo. Also in appendix 2 employment figures for transport of slake Iime 
are calculated for total annual slake time consumption: i.e. 43,000 hours, corresponding with employment 
for 21 people annually. 
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Toble 4.2: Emp1oyment figures of the 77aai 1ime sector. 

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT: "140 TON KILN" 'l1IAI LIME SECI'OR FE MALE 
(HOURS) (NUMBER OF PEOPLE) SHARE(") 

Direct employmcnt: 

- Loading 320 462 50 

- Firing 576 831 0 

- Unloading 160 231 50 

- Supervising 56 81 50 

-Smalljobs 56 81 0 

- Slaking, milling, packing 160 230 100 
Indirect cmploymcnt: 

- Construction 50 72 50 

- Maintcnancc 110 158 15 

- Mining 42 61 15 

-Transport 91 131 0 

TOT AL: 1621 2338 29 

4.2.4 Energy input 

In a period of approximately five years fuel input for time production bas changed from almost 100% 
wood in 1986 to almost 100% lignite in 1991. However those still using wood switched to liguite from 
January frrst 1992, because from that date lime industries could get tax-reductions if they can show their 
lignite receipts to the tax-officer. The major reasou for switching from wood to lignite was a nationallaw, 
issued in 1988, that prohibited lime producers to use wood from natoral forests. Because most of the 
fuelwood came from natoral forests lime industries had to switch to another energy source. At that time 
lignite was a viabie option, because only small adjustments had to be made with regard to the energy 
conversion system to continue the lime production process with lignite. Moreover lignite supply for future 
years seemed guaranteed, because of Thailaud's large lignite reserves of 1,500 million tons (1990). 

Liguite however bas several disadvantages over wood, making the lime production business even more 
difficult. The most important disadvantage is the high, and annually 5% increasing, price of lignite 
delivered at factory gate. Liguite is mined in Lampang province, 600-700 km north from Central region 
(see tigure 4.2). Therefore 36% of total at factory lignite costs are to cover transport costs. 

The higher healing value ( quality) of the liguite varies from 12 MJ /Kg to 27 MJ /Kg, which makes fuel 
consumption of the lime production process variable. This results in a more difficult to control firing 
process, what will effect the overall performance of the time production process. The small share of the 
lime sector bas of total registered liguite consumption (see table 4.3) makes it difficult to have a say in 
the quality of the lignite supplied. Moreover the absence of a lime industries organization makes 
negotiations for a regular supply of a standard quality of lignite almost impossible. 

Tbe irregular supply of lignite makes it somelimes necessary for time industries to suspend their time 
production process. Especially during the tobacco-curing season, from December to April, in the north of 
Thailand (Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai and Lamphun province) the liguite supply for the lime industriescan 
be very irregular. In this period the tobacco-association, thatlooks after the interests of the tobacco 
farmers and curers, takes care of sufficient supply of a standard quality of liguite for its members15

• 

15 Here tbc importsnee of an organization, lookingafter its members interestsis shown. Even despite of tbc small share (1%) 
of total registcrcd lignitc consumption, thc tabacco curers manage to get a regular, sufficicnt and standard quality of lignitc 
supply. Of course atso the vicinity of the lignitc deposits plays an important rolc. 
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Table 4.3: The mgislered lignite consumpdon in TluJilll1ul, in thousiiiUis of tons, by type of industly'6• 

Sourr:e: "Economie section of NEA ~ TluJillmd. 

INDUsrRY 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Sugar 26 17 28 

Alcohol 1 

Iron 1 7 

Textile 8 7 9 14 24 7 

Feeding 2 14 26 35 

Fibre 54 

Food 13 13 71 73 84 88 

Lime 13 11 4 48 78 91 

Tobacco curing 92 80 78 60 110 132 

Paper 20 61 103 168 196 219 

Cement 387 532 799 874 1,265 1,951 

Unclassified 10 15 24 9 

Total industry 535 741 1,096 1,303 1,793 2,582 

Electricity 4,597 4,685 5,727 5,896 6,780 9,875 

TOT AL: 5,132 5,426 ~ 7,199 8,573 12,457 

Some fmal minor disadvantages of lignite, as recognised by the time industries, are: lignite is more 
difficult to ignite than wood; it doesn't burn as long as wood which makes the fuing practice more 
intensive; it gives a bad smeU and generales black smoke (see section 4.25). 

Table 43 presents the registered lignite consumption in Thailand. Clearly can be seen that the registered 
lignite consumption of the time industry increased in 1988 when the use of wood from natural forests was 
prohibited by law. Moreover it presents the small share of the lime sector on total registered lignite con
sumption, which makes it a fairly unimportant sector for the lignite suppliers. 

In fJgure 4.2 the location of lignite deposits in Thailand are presented. lt can be seen that major deposits 
are in the north and south of the country. There is one deposit in Petchaburi province (Nong Ya Plang) 
that produces annually approximately 500,000 tonsof lignite, of acceptable quality (1990 data) which 
could easily cover the current demand of time industries in the Central region. However this privately 
owned mine bas contracts with "Jalaprathan Cement Co. Ud", to whom they sell their total annual 
output, to supply the cement plant inCha-am (Petchaburi province) with energy. Furthermore the proven 
reserves of this lignite deposit (1,400,000 ton) is quite small, what would mean that a lignite supply from 
this deposit for all lime industries in the Central region could only last for about 3-4 years. 

16 Unfortunately the registration of tbc lignite consumption for different type of industries is not very reliablc, exccpt for tbc 
total registered figure for consumption. Por tbc case of lignite consumption in tbc lime sector this unreliability is illustrated in the 
following. The 91,000 ton of lignite consumption by tbc Jime sector in 1990 is very low compared with annual quick limc output of 
420,000/1.08 = 389,000 ton in that ycar. Por the production of 1 ton of quick lime 1 ton of lignite is required (sec section 6.25). 
This would mean a lignite consumption 4.3 times higher than registered with tbc economie division of NEA. This research focuses 
only on tbc two provinces Ratebaburl and Saraburl where energy for lime production is supplied by means of lignite. Because no 
data on energy use by the limc industry in other provinces is collected, it might be that fuelwood is still used inslead of lignite. 
This however would still not explain the low registered lignite consumption, because 64% of total annual quick limc production, 
with an equivalent of 249,000 ton of lignite, oornes from Ratchaburi and Saraburl province. The exact reason for this difference is 
not known but probably the problem lies in registerlng the lignite output at the mining locations where lignite is sold to mid
dlemen and not directly to the end-users. This could mean that energy is registcred for other purposes than for what it is used in 
actual practice. 
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4.2.5 Environmental aspects 

If environment is discussed a dis
tinetion bas to be made between 
environmental aspects and activities 
on different levels. This bas been 
done in this section as well, where 
environmentally related aspects of 
the time sector in Ratchaburi- and 
Saraburl province are presented. 
Unfortunately the environmental 
issue with regard to rural industries 
does oot get much attention yet. 
Also individual time industries were 
oot concerned with the negative 
impact of their production process 
on the environment. 

Macro level: 
On macro levellegislation with 
respect to national environmental 
issues is considered. One major 
environmental aspect with regard to 
the time sector cao be mentioned. 
In 1988 a national law was issued 
that prohibited wood-based indus
tries, among whom the lime indus
tries, to use wood from natural 
forests in their production process. 
This was issued to stop the defor
estation in Thailand and especially 
in the Central region. The introdue
tion of this law meant that with 
regard to the lime industry an 
amount of approximately 2,200,000 
stere ( = 1.1 million Kg, MC 15%) 
of fuelwood is saved, or made avail-
able for other purposes, till 1992. 
However oot being able to use 
fuelwood any more meant the 
change to lignite which introduced 

other negative impacts on the environment. The use of fossil fuels such as lignite leads to a reduction of 
the national energy resources and contributes to air pollotion through the generation of S02, CO and 
C02- The use of wood on the other hand cao be balanced by planting trees; e.g. a reforestation pro
gramme. Whether or oot the negative environmental impacts, indoeed by the use of lignite, are worse 
than the situation where wood from natural forests would have been used should be evaluated and taken 
into consideration in future policy making. 

Meso level: 
On meso level the polluting effects of the quick lime production process on the direct surroundings are 
considered. For both provinces two environmental aspects directly related with the time industries can be 
distinguished. First the bad smeU, that is caused by tbc cambustion of sulphur, resulting in sulphur 
dioxide (S02). This S02 is the major atmospheric pollutant of the lime production process. Especially the 
high (5%) sulphur content of lignite makes this a significant souree of local and provindal pollution. 
Solving the problem by removing the sulphur before the coat is burned or to rcmove the S02 from the 
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cambustion gases is technically difficult and expensive. 

The second form of pollotion caused by using lignite is black smoke, which is produced mainly in the 
beginning stage of the firing process. This black smoke is an indication of incomplete tombustion as a 
result of insufficient secondary air17

• When the limestone batch bas warmed up, after 1-2 days, natoral 
draft increases that results in sufficient (secondary) air for complete oombustion of the fuel without 
generating black smoke. Black smoke consists of carbon particles or carbon black which are caused by 
the oombustion of volatile matter ( approximately 30%) in the lignite. 

Although in both investigated provinces the time production process is identical, causing the same forms 
of pollution, the attitude towards pollotion control in the lime industry of the provincial ministries of 
industry is quite different. In Ratebaburl province many lime, ceramic and brick industries are located in 
the vicinity of the provincial capital Ratchaburl. All these industries logether cause pollotion that directly 
causes annoyance to people in the city. Because production of these industries increases annually the 
provincial ministry of industry bas installed a provincial environmental board to discuss and solve 
environmental problems with the industries mentioned above. Suggestions have been made to open up an 
industrial estate outside Ratebaburl-city where new, and in a later stage, the already existing industries, 
should operate their lime, ceramic, brick or other type of industry. 

In Saraburi province however lime industries are located in an area where extensive limestone mining 
activities take place. This means that the pollotion caused by the lime industries is only a very small 
fraction of pollotion caused by the mining companies; i.e. mainly dust and noise. Forthermore this 
location is at a distance of 25 km from the capital of the province Sarabur~ that seems to make an active 
environmental policy towards the lime industry up to now unnecessary. 

Micro level: 
With micro level is meant the direct surroundings of the lime production plant where the S02 pollotion 
and black smoke have a negative impact on the working conditions as well. Unfortunately the workers 
have no other choice than to accept this kind of pollution. Forthermore other occupational hazards of the 
lime production process like for example the toading of the kiln, where use is made of bamboo ladders 
on which 4-5 people have to balance on a height of 3-7 metres, contributes to dangerous working 
conditions. 

Another minor form of a very local pollotion is the heat and the dust that is produced during the slaking 
process, and the milling of the slaked lime respectively. Workers involved in this kind of work use no 
mask nor proteelive clothes, but cover most of their head and face with a Thai traditional cloth, 
pakamaa, to prevent dust from entering their nose, ears and mouth. 

Since there are no legal nor economie incentives to control this kind of local pollotion no lime producer 
bas made any effort to improve the polloting situation. However one lime producer reported that he had 
switched back to using wood as a fuel for one of his kilns, because the wind direction was such that the 
black, badly smelling exhaust gases were blown directly towards hls house what he considered to be an 
unbearable situation. 

17 More technica! details on the energy conversion can be found in appendix 4. 
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Most people know time as a dry fine powder that is used for construction purposes. This dry fine powder 
or dry hydrate is only one of the forms timestone can be transformed into. This transformation process 
starts with the calcination or burning of the timestone resulting in quick- or burned time. This product 
can be sold as such or processed further into slake- or hydrated time through the addition of water. 

In this chapter the chemical aspects18 of both major forms of time; quick- and slake time, will be 
discussed with particwar reference to the specific teehoical aspects of the lime production process in 
Ratchaburi- and Saraburl province. 

5.1 General cbemical aspects or lime production 

Ouick time: 
Two forms of time are produced and sold in Ratchaburi- and Saraburi province; quick- and slake time. 
Producing slake time can only be done when quick lime is produced frrst. Quick time is produced by 
burning or calcining some form of timestone, which consists of calcium carbonates. The process of time 
production involves the dissociation of carbon dioxide from these carbonates, which occurs at tempera
tures of 900"C and higher, according to the following equation: 

During this calcination process the grey colour of limestone changes to the white coloor of quick time. 
The size and shape of the limestone don't change but due to the dissociation of carbon dioxide its weight 
reduces. According to the atomie masses of the elements Ca( 40), C(12) and 0(16) a weight toss of 44% 
takes place, as presented by the mass balance below, when dissociation of carbon dioxide is fully 
completed. 

Another form of time, called magnesia, is produced when magnesium carbonales are found in the 
limestone ( dolomite) used for the time production process. The temperature at which dissociation of 
carbon dioxide takes place is much lower than in the case for calcium carbonales and varles between 
400°C and Sod'C. The chemical equation for this transformation process is: 

I . .. .. . . . ... ·:· · .. · .... ·:.:·· .. ·.···.: .. ·.· 

H )• • ••• • 00 

With dolomite, coloor changes, shape and size of the stone are similar as with calcium carbonates. 
However there is a greater loss in weight since a pure magnesium carbonate releases 52% of its weight 
when carbon dioxide fully dissociates as can be seen in the mass balance below. This is related to the 
atomie mass of magnesium (24.5) which is lower than the atomie mass of calcium ( 40). 

>I 

Apart from magnesium carbonates, the major impurities likely to be found in limestone are silica, 
alumina and iron oxides, with smaller quantities of potash, soda and sulphates. Specifications for different 

18 Data on elements and chemica! reaelions come from standard rhemiral handbooks. 
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uses limit the allowable proportions of these impurlties in the lime, and thus set upper limits to their 
proportion in the composition of the limestone. The presence of impurities, which can not be removed 
during the calcination process at 90<fC, reduces the quality of the quick lime. Also the thermal efficiency 
of the lime production process reduces, because these impurlties are heated without any benefit 

In order to make the calcination process more controllab Ie the raw material input (limestone) should be 
of constant quality and therefore be tested frequently. Unfortunately this is neither done in Ratebaburl
nor in Saraburl province by the lime industries. Figures given by "The department of mineral resources of 
the ministry of industrial works" indicate a calcium carbonate percentage of 88%-89% and 89%-90% of 
the limestone used in Ratchaburl- and Saraburl province respectively. These percentages are rather low 
and thus contribute to the low thermal efficiency of the quick lime production process as wiU be found in 
chapter 6. Magnesium carbonales are not found in limestone being used for quick lime production in 
Thailand. 

Slalee lime: 
Chemically the process of slaking or hydrating involves the addition of water, at ambient temperature 
(:Z.SOC), to quick lime in order to convert it to calcium hydroxide ( slake lime) according to the following 
equation: 

Considerable heat is evolved during this reaction (up to 1130 KJ/Kg), which in the case of soft-burned 
quick lime takes place very rapidly, almost explosively. At the same time, through the expansion of the 
quick lime, it disintegrates and if the hydration is properly controlled, is reduced to very fme particles. 
However hard-burned quick lime reacts much more slowly, what makes the slaking process safer but also 
lcss efficient because expansion of the quick lime wiiJ be smaller. 

Slake- or hydrated lime can take 3 forms: 

a dry fine powder called dry hydrate; 
a plastic mixture of hydrated lime and water called lime putty; 
a milky suspension of lime in water called milk-of-lime. 

When producing a dry fine powder the addition of the right amount of water, at the right rate, is crucial 
to successful hydration in order to avoid two darnaging effects. First, if too much water is added quickly, 
the lime is drowned and hydration stops or is slowed down because the temperature does not rise 
sufficiently to disintegrale the particles. Second, if too little water is added, the lime is burned owing to 
the generation of excess heat and incomplete penetration of water to the interior of the particles. In 
either case, a slake lime of poor quality is produced. 

In theory a weight expansion of 32%, as can be seen in the mass balance below, should take place when 
a dry fme powder is produced. After the production of a dry fine powder more water can be added to 
produce lime putty or milk-of-lime. Weight expansion for the production of time putty or milk-of-lime 
depends on the amount of water added and varles accordingly. 
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Almost all slake lime produced in Ratchaburi- and Saraburi province is in the form of a dry fme powder 
for which an increase in weight of approximately 30% was found. The heat generated by the hydration of 
calcium oxide is difficult to control and can hardly be made useful for any purpose and is therefore lost 
to the atmosphere. 

One smalltime industry in Ratebaburl province produces red and white time putty that is being used for 
chewing with betelnut leaves. This chewing is a habit observed frequently among especially elderly people 
in the rural areas. 

5.2 Characteristics of Thai lime industries 

Before the technica! aspects of quick- and slake lime production will be presenled the environment, in 
which this production takes place, wil1 be discussed fust. Successively the plant lay-out, a traditional batch 
kiln and the energy conversion system of that kiln wil1 be illustrated. The description, drawings and 
photographs are based on two or three time industries only, but can be regarded as characteristic 
features of the Thai time industry. 

5.2.1 Plant lay-out 

Although not in all time industries slake lime is produced, the plant lay-out in tigure 5.1 includes a unit 
where slake time is produced. Not alltime industries have organized the different parts in the same way 
as presenled in tigure 5.1 but, apart from a slake lime production unit in some cases, all parts are 
present in a typical Thai lime industry. Tbe different parts are elucidated below for clarity. 

Area: The area used by the time industries varles from 1,600 m2 to 15,000 m2 depending mainly on the 
number of kilns that are being operated. The lime industry presented in tigure 5.1 occupies an area of 
6,000 m2 (SOm • 75m). 

Fence: The fence marks the boundaries of the lime industry but bas no function as a security measure 
due to its cheap and simple construction. 

Paved road: The paved road is constructed to make transport of raw material, fuel and end-products on 
the premises of the time industry possible by 6-, 10- or 18-wheel trucks . Especially during the rainy 
season a paved road is inevitable. 

Main entrance: Tbe main entrance is conneeled with the pubtic road and is situated such that all traCtie 
in and out the lime plant can be observed easily from the office. 

Office and house of the owner: The owner/manager living at the premises of the lime industry makes 
control of the workers more easy. The office forms a part of the house of the owner and is normally a 
small, simply fumished room wbere business agreements are settled and the administration is being kept. 

Housing of the employee.§:. In most cases the frring workers and other ftXed personnetlive on the 
premises of the lime industry. 

Storehouse and workshop: Tools, blowers, spare parts, etc. are stored in this building where also small 
maintenance of electrical devices is carried out. 

Limestone storage: Since the limestone quarry is near and normally readily available, most lime 
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industries keep only a small amount, enough for fuing one kilo, in storage. This reduces the costs of 
stone inventory and avoids double handling of limestone. The limestone slorage is not covered by a roof. 

Liguite storas;e: Lignite is slored close to the kilns to make the fuel supply for the frring of the kiln as 
comfortable as possible. The irregular and small quantity of lignite supplied to the lime industries makes 
a roof, toproteet the lignite against climatic ciccumstances (mainly rain), unnecessary because lignite is 
used directly after it bas been delivered to the lime industries. 

Batch kiln: The number of kilns operaled by a lime industry vary from 2 to 10 depending on investment 
possibilities, market and intentions of the owner. The sameaccounts for the size of the kilns that varies 
from 35 to 160 ton of quick lime output. More details on the batch kilns will be given in the next section. 

Kiln shed: The kiln sheds are mainly built to minimize heat losses during heavy rainfall and proteet 
(frring) workers against rain and strong sunshine. 

Slake lime production unit: This completely roof-covered area is used to hydrate the quick lime and 
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thereafter mill and pack the slake lime. 

Water pump: Water for the hydration of quick lime is supplied by a pump, which is powered by 
electricity or diesel. 

Ouick- and slake lime storage: If quick- or slalee lime cao oot be transporled directly after production, it 
is stared in a fully roof-covered area. Storage however of quick lime should be short because atmospheric 
reactions, like the absorption of carbon dioxide by the calcium oxide, diminish the quality of the quick 
lime. 

5.2.2 Kilo design 

The way in which quick- and slake lime is produced in both provinces is identical. For the production of 
quick lime use is made of batch kilns and lignite supplies the necessary energy. The characteristic feature 
of batch or intermiltent kilns is that each batch of limestone is loaded in an empty kilo, fired and 
thereafter unloaded from that same kilo. 

The design of such kilo consists of a square- or slightly rectangular chamber enclosed by four vertical 
walls, which are erected on a foundation of well compacted stone and earth. The top of the kilo is fully 
open for hot gas venting, which makes the control of exhaust gases impossible. At the base of two oppo
site walls, two or three half-circle-shaped openings (firing ports) are located. Each frring port is exactly in 
line with another firing port on the opposite side. Only those two walls situated at right angles to the 
normal wind direction have frring ports; this brings the total num.her of firing ports per kilo at four, for 
kilos up to 140 ton of quick lime output, and six for bigger kilns. The floor of the batch kilo, except the 
extended part of the firing ports, is elevated about half a meter above ground level to facilitate rock 
piling to form the frring tunnel and heat flow. Loading the kilo is facilitated by the construction of a door 
at ground level and two top toading ports at the kiln's collar. 

To build the kilo two types of bricks, frred and unfrred bricks, are used in combination with a steel 
structure that braces up the kilo walls and the entire kiln as such. The nine to twelve Iayers of brick to 
construct the kilo wall consist of three to four layers of unfired brick on the inside of the kilo and six to 
eight layers of frred bricks at the outside of the kilo. Unfired bricks cao be used because they will be 
cured during the frrst batch of production by residual heat. Unfrred bricks are approximately 25% 
cheaper than frred bricks resulting in smaller investment costs. The steel structure is required to brace up 
the kilo to counter the lateral pressure induced by the limestone pile inside thc kilo and thc thermal 
expansion of both the limestone pile and the brick walls itself. 

The technology involved with regard to these batch kilns is cheap and simplc; it permits the use of 
unskilled- and semi-skilied (frring workers) labourers. Due to this kind of production technology, thcrmal 
efficiency is very poor as will beseen in the next chapter. Also the production of a constant (high) quality 
of quick lime is difficult with such kilo design. Figure 5.2 shows a typical batch kilo. The photograph as 
well as the drawings are from a kilo with a capacity of 140 ton of quick lime output per batch. 

5.2.3 Energy conversion system 

One of the most important parts of the batch kilo is the energy conversion system, which supplies the 
energy required to buro the limestone by converting solid fossil fuels into useful heat. A closer look at 
the energy conversion system, of whiëh 2 are present in a 140 ton of quick lime output kilo, will be useful 
to understand poor thermal efficiency and pollulion caused by batch kilns frred with solid fossil fuels. 

The energy conversion system is formed by two frring ports, one on each side of an opposite wall, linked 
by aso called firing tunnel over the lengthof the kilo. This firing tunnel is formed by selected flat 
limestones and can be done so because limestone doesn't splint or burst whcn it is being calcinated, 
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which would mean the collapse of the frring tunnels. Using lignite as the main energy souree means that 
use has to he made of a grate in combination with a blower for supplying the primary oombustion air. 
Natura! draft in the kilo, as a result of the height of the kilo in combination with the temperature of the 
batch, provides for the secondary oombustion air. This secondary air flow cao oot he controlled, which 
makes an optimalization of the oombustion process impossible. A detailed presentation of a frring port, 
with all parts included as mentioned above, is given in ligure 53. 

A! Primary air (blower) 

B: Secondary air (natural draft) 

C: Cast iron grate 

D: Ugnite 

E: Ashes 
H: 1 

F: Fired bricks 

G: Foundation 

H: Dimensions (m) 

/ / 

.___ H; O.S ----.. 

Figure 5.3: Fuing pott and likewise the energy convenion system as used in the 77uJi lime production. 

5.3 Teehoical aspects of Thai lime production 

For a better understanding of the quick- and slake time production process appendix 3 bas been 
composed. In this appendix aspects of both production processes, as described in the following sections, 
are presenled by means of photographs that reflect the process step by step. 

5.3.1 Quick lime production 

Three major activities have to take ptace when quick time is being produced. First the batch kiln is 
loadcd with limestone after which the Iimestone can he calcinated. Unloading of the quick lime is done 
after the batch bas cooled down. These activities are discussed in more detail in the following. 

Stone loading: 
In Ratchaburi province stone toading is done completely by hand while in Saraburi province in some 
cases, mainty by the large-scale producers, use of a crane is made for toading the kilns. Using a crane 
makes the loading-time shorter that makes more frrings per year of that kiln possible. Furthermore the 
heat loss through the cooling down of the brick structure is less. 

Wben toading the kilo, the kilo base and frring tunnels are formed frrst, making use of setected flat 
stones for the frring tunnels and big stones (20*20*30 cm, < 30 kg) for the kilo base. This kind of 
toading is done through the frring ports and a 2 meters high door-shaped opening that is constructed on 
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one side of the kiln to facilitate the loading and unloading of the kiln. 

The second phase of stone loading is carried out through the top loading port making use of bamboo 
ladders on which 4-5 people receive and pass each piece of limestone from the ground floor to the top 
loading port. 

Other workers in the kiln rearrange the stones that are being thrown in the kiln through the top toading 
port. Next the loading of Iimestone is completed making use of smaller slones as the top of the 
pyramidal heap is reached. Slones to be used on top can be chopped down to very small pieces (5*5*3 
cm; i.e. 1-2 kg), before being loaded. This however was only seen in Saraburi province. 

The time at which the dissociation temperature bas to be held is directly related to the size of the lime
stone; the bigger the stone the Jonger it takes to convert all CaC03 into CaO. Especially the core of a big 
stone remains frequently uncalcinated. This dissociation-time explains why the kiln is loaded with big 
stones at the kiln base, small stones on top and slones of varying sizes in between, because ftring is done 
at the kiln base and the heat bas to travel upwards leaving less time, at dissociation temperature, for 
calcination of the opper layers of limestone. 

After the kilo is loaded completely, which takes 6-8 hours when use is made of a crane and 5-6 days for 
a 140 ton of quick Iime output kiln if done manually, the door-shaped opening is closed with one layer of 
unfrred bricks after which the frring process can be started. 

Ki1n firinK= 
The frring of the kilo is the most important activity in the entire quick Iime production process because it 
influences both the energy consumption and the quality of the quick lime. Therefore experienced frring 
workers, when available, are used for this kind of work. Most of them got their training on the job and 
being an experienced frring worker means a higher payment and better secondary conditions of 
employment than other workers. However the increasing demand for quick- and slake lime also increases 
the number of experienced frring workers needed. This is creating a problem at the moment. Some kilns 
are operaled by unexperienced ftring workers and this bas a negative impact on the overall efficiency of 
the quick lime production process, or some kilns are nol operaled at all due to the Jack of firing workers. 

The ignition of lignite is difficult and therefore in most cases wood, scrap tyre rubber or diesel is used to 
start the fire. After the fire bas starled lignite is thrown through the firing ports and pusbed into the 
frring tunnels making use of long {3-4 meters) metal shovels. Fire feeding in the beginning is slow 
because natoral draft, or secondary combustion air, is not sufficiently strong due to the stilllow limestone 
batch temperature. Primary air, which can be varied by adjusting the air inflow of the blower, is also low 
at the initial phase of frring. After the slones have absorbed more heat through opper layers, natoral 
draft and lignite consumption will get stronger, so primary air and firing feeding can be accelerated. 
Approximately after every six hours the ashes19 have to be removed from the frring tunnels to avoid 
clogging up and to ease the oombustion air flow. 

Since there is no measurement of exhaust gas temperatures, exhaust gas composition and no poke holes, 
through which the state of decomposition of limestone can be seen, the frring worker bases the decision 
on when to stop frring on his experience. This experience can be summarized by the following explana
tion of a firing worker: "Before the firing begins the slones on top are of a light grey colour that changes to 
black once the firing has starled. After 1-2 days the colour of the slones changes to yellowforange and when 
the colour changes to white the firing hos to be stopped, because then the limestone is converled completely 
into quick lime." This explanation correspoods with the ( chemical) changes in colour that take place when 

19 The ashes that are removed are sifted to reeover the larger pieces of unbumed carbon that are present in these ashes. The 
amount of this pure carbon depends on the firing practice as well as on the design of the energy conversion system. For a 100 ton 
of quick lime output kiln in Saraburi province an amount of 200-250 Kg of pure earbon could be reeavered from the ashes. This 
pure carbon is used for cooking, beeause there is no black smoke and bad smell any more what makes it suitable for cooking 
purposes. Moreover pure earbon has a higher healing value of 33 MJ/Kg what makes it a qualitatively high energy sou ree. 
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5 Lime production process 

decomposing limestone. It bas already been noted in section 4.2.5 on that the black colour is caused by 
the carbon particles or carbon black, that also cause the black smoke, which are generaled by the 
combustion of volatile matter with insufficient (secondary) air for combustion. 

The fui.ng time varies from 4 days fora small kilo (70 ton of quick time output) to 8 days fora 150 ton 
of quick time output kilo. 

Ouick time unloadini: 
After cooling down of the kiln, that covers a period of time varying from 12 hours to 2 days, workers will 
remove the ashes from the firing tunnels prior to unloading the kilo. The one-brick layer of the door
shaped opening will be removed and workers start unloading the kilo through this opening and through 
the firing ports. Unloading time also varles and is normally between 3 and 7 days depending on the kiln 
size and the wishes of the owner /manager. 

5.3.2 Slake lime production 

Also the slakingprocessis done completely by hand and starts with spreadinga small pile, 40-50 cm 
thick, of quick time with wooden shovels. Next water is sprayed on the pile, which is tumed 2 to 3 times, 
after which the slaking process is considered to be completed. After a period of 24 hours the heat, that is 
caused by the exothermic reaction changing quick time into slake time, is released and the slake lime can 
be processed further. 

Even the best slaking process produces slake time with small lumps in it. Therefore milling the slake 
time, before it is packed and sold is essential when producing slake time of uniform quality. 

The time required for the slaking process mainly depends on the end-users. If there is a demand for 
slake lime the quick time will be processed further into slake time directly after unloading the kilo. 
Otherwise quick time will be stored under a cover and processed further later on. 
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6 Energy requirement for lime production 

Two forms of energy requirement will be discussed in this chapte~, the costs of these energy require
ments will be discussed in the chapter that covers the economics of lime production: 

- the Process Energy Requirement (PER), which involves all necessary energy to produce 
quick- and slake lime; 

- the Gross Energy Requirement (GER), which involves the PER as wellas all energy 
required for transport of the raw material input, energy input and quick- and slake lime 
output. 

6.1 Process Energy Requirement (PER) 

Since the production of quick lime consumes almost all energy required in the lime production process, 
little attention bas been paid to the energy requirements for the production of slake lime. All formulas, 
parameters, input data and assumptions used to calculate the PER, for quick- and slake lime, are 
presenled and supplemented by an explanation where necessary, in the appendices 4 and 5. 

6.1.1 Quick lime 

In most studies the efficiency of an energy conversion system is defmed as the theoretical energy 
requirement, bere; the heat required to dissociale all carbon dioxide from the calcium carbonates, 
divided by the total energy input. In practical situations however more energy is required than is 
indicated theoretically. Therefore in this study the Minimum Energy Requirement (MER) is used, which 
includes all practically unavoidable energy uses (i.e. without using more energy); e.g. the MER includes 
the energy absorbed by the heating, vaporization and heating of vapour of water in the cambustion air, 
because drying the air before using it for cambustion would cost more energy. Besides the energy input 
does not only consist of fossil fuels, but also electricity for blowers and lighting. 

In short the PER for quick lime can only be calculated when total energy input, MER and energy losses 
are known. To calculate these items the formulas, as presented in appendix 4, are used. The parameters 
used in these formulas are similar for all six lime producers visited. The assumptions and colleeled data 
however are for one specific producer only. In the tables, which are presented in appendix 5, these 
parameters, assumptions and collected data are given for the 140 ton of quick lime output kilo, located in 
Ratebaburl province, which can be regarcled as a typical lime production process in Thailand, where 
quick- as well as slake lime is produced and sold. 

Entering the data from the tables in appendix 5 in the formulas presented in appendix 4 gives the 
outcome for the energy input, MER and energy losses as presented in table 6.1. The quantity of MER 
and energy losses are given in absolute flgures and percentages of total energy input, which gives an 
insight in the energy flows of the lime production process. The percentages are presented in 2 places of 
decimals, what however does not indicate the reliability of the outcome. It is presented this way in order 
to make distinctions between the smallest percentages; i.e. < 1%, possible. Similar situations occur with 
other numbers presented in this chapter as weD. 

20 Althougil human Iabour forms a substantial share of total energy input in the lime production process it has not been 
taken into account in determining the PER and GER. Calculating the human Iabour energy input would be useful when 
automation of the lime production process, in order to reduce total production costs, is under consideration. At the moment 
automation is no viabie option yet for a reduction of production costs, because of the low wages of the employees. 
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6 Energy requirmlent for lime production 

Tilbie 6.1: Energy input, 11114 uses of a 140 ton quiclc lime outputlciln in Rlltclulburi province. 

DESCRIPI'ION OF 1HE ENERGY ITEM VALUE (MJ) %OF TOTAL ENERGY INPUf 

Energy in: 

Ilgnite input 1,845,084 99.82 

Woodinput 2,263 0.12 

Electriclty input 991 0.06 

Total energy in: 1,848,338 100.00 

Minimum energy requirement MER: 

Energy for quick lime 3S1,854 19.04 

Energy for uncalclned CaC03 2,546 0.14 

Energy for impurities 20,370 1.10 

Energy for water in comb. air 21,563 1.17 

Energy for water in limestone 3,417 0.18 

Total MER: 399,750 21.63 

Energy losses: 

Energy in flue gas ~096 43.07 

Energy in COr-Oow 41,819 2.26 

Energy in unbumt fuel 195,671 10.59 

Incomplete oxidation 49,245 2.66 

Cooling down of batch 118,825 6.43 

Sensible heat of brick structure 46,980 2.54 

Fuel bumt under the kiln wall 36,947 2.00 

Fuel bumt outside the kiln 9,237 0.50 

Conveetien 17,211 0.93 

Conduction 11,656 0.63 

Radiation 10,680 0.58 

Unaccounted losses21 114,221 6.18 

Total energy losses: 1,448,588 78.37 

From table 6.1 it can be concluded that the PER for the production of 140 ton of quick time, with a 81% 
CaO-percentage, is 1,848,338 MJ. Thus the specific energy consumption for quick time production is: 
1,848,338/140,000 = 13.202 MJ/Kg. The "theoretical" energy efficiency of the quick lime production 
process is calculated by dividing the "energy for quick lime" by the "total cnergy input" and bas a value of 
19.04%. However the energy efficiency that results from lhe calculation that makes use of the "MER" 
and "total energy input" is more realistic and thus an energy efficiency of 21.63% for the quick lime 
production process is used for further calculations and conclusions. The two major energy losses, causing 
this low energy efficiency, are the energy in the flue gases and in unburnt fuel. Thus improving the 
energy efficiency of the quick time production process should start by reducing these two losses. In 
chapter 8 production methods, and kilns, will be presenled that make use of the energy in the flue gases 
and reduce the amount of unbumt fuel. 

Another way of presenting lhe energy flows of lhe quick lime production process is the so called "Sankey 
diagram" (see figUCe 6.1). In lhis diagram lhe energy flows are presenled graphically, making use of the 
percentages presenled in table 6.1, in such a way that a quick overview of the energy saving potential is 
given. Therefore the separate items of the "energy in" and the "MER" are taken logether to focus mainly 
on energy losses. 

21 Unaccounted losses are calculated on basis of what remains after subtracting the MER and energy losses from the energy 
input and are therefore subject to changes in these energy flows. However the energy losses due to conduction of heat to the 
ground, and in tbc worst case to the ground water, as well as heat from the ashes removed from the firing port are losses not 
accounted for. Also little heat will be absorbed by the tools used to shove the lignite in the firing port and to remove the ashes. 
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6 Energy requiremenl for lime production 

The energy in the flue gas and the CO~-f1ow are considered as exhaust gases being the major energy loss. 
Due to the poor energy conversion system, energy loss as a result of unburnt and incompletely humt fuel 
is considerable. Cooling down of the batch and the sensible heat of the brick structure are called batch 
losses because these are inherent with a batch production process. Fuel burning outside the kiln or under 
the kiln wall is mainly a loss due to an impraper firing practice and varles accordingly. Conduction, 
radiation and conveelion are transmission losses and form only a small part of total energy loss. The 
unaccounted losses are included to make up the remaining difference between energy input, MER and 
energy losses. 

Energy in 
(100%) 

Exham.:t 
gases 
(45.33%) 

"Unbumt" 
fuel 

(13.25%) 
Batch 
Josses 
(8.97%) 

Firing 
practice 
(2.50%) 

Unacrounted 

MER 
(21.63%) 

Fq:ure 6.1: SanJcey-diogram pt'Uenûng the energy flowsof the 140 ton quick lime output production 
procas. 

6.1.2 Slake lime 

Producing slalee time means an expansion of 30% in weight of the pure quick time (CaO). In the case 
under attention 140 ton of quick time with a percentage of 81% CaO is produced, what corresponds with 
113 ton of pure quick time. The remaining 27 ton, which can not he converted into slalee lime, consists of 
24 ton of impurities and 3 ton uncalcined calcium carbonates. Although the uncalcined calcium 
carbonales and the impurities in the output of the quick time production process cannot he converted 
into slalee time, they are milled and packed along with the stake time and sold as such. In order to 
calculate the specitic energy consumption of slalee time the calculation bas been made for a situation 
where all quick time produced is converted into slalee lime. The output of this slaking process is 174 ton, 
of which 147 ton is pure slalee time (Ca(OH)J and the remaining 27 ton are impurities and uncalcined 
calcium carbonales physically mixed with the Ca(OH)2• 

The energy input for slalee time production consists of electricity for an electric pump, to collcct water 
for spraying the quick time, and fora machine to mill the hydrated time. Formulas and data to calcutate 
the energy used by the pump and the milling machine are presenled in appendix 4 and 5. The production 
of 174 ton of slalee time from the entire 140 ton quick lime output requires 1,187 MJ. To calculate the 
PER of slake time also the PER for quick time bas to be included, because for both production 
processes limestone is considered to he the raw material input, and for producing slake lime it bas to he 
processed into quick time frrst. Thus total PER for 174 ton of slake lime is 1,187 + 1,848,338 = 1,849,525 
MJ, which is a specific energy consumption of 1,849,525 I 174,000 = 10.629 MJ/Kg. 
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6.2 Gross Energy Requirement (GER) 

Apart from the PER as calculated in the two previous sections, the GER involves all other forms of 
energy used in the entire lime production sector. The GER includes energy for mining the Iimestone and 
lignite, energy for producing the transport facilities used, energy for producing the construction matcrials 
of the kilns, etc. In this case however the determination of the GER will be done by making calculations 
of the energy consumption for transport only. Energy for transport on the input- as well as on the 
output-side of the lime production process will be considered. 

Transport is done by 6, 10, or 18-wheel trucks having a maximum capacity of appro:ximately 6, 15 and 30 
ton respectively. Fuel consumption for these trucks, with maximum load, is 6, 5 and 4 km per titre of 
diesel respectively. It bas been assumed for the calculation of the energy use for transport, that the trucks 
only cover the distance once, thus trucks are considered to have a load on their way back to the 
limestone quarry, lignite deposits or lime industries. 

To calculate the energy consumption for transport of the in- and outputs of the Iime production process 
the following formula bas been used. 

Also for the calculation of the GER the data for the 140 ton quick lime output kilo in Ratchaburi 
province bas been taken. 

6.2.1 lnput-side of the production process 

Limestone: 
Because of the large quantity of limestone input, in combination with the relative high transportation 
costs for limestone (limestone is a so called bulk-good), all Iime producers are located in the close 
vicinity of a limestone quarry. This was also the case in Ratchaburi province up to 1988 when 21 mining 
industries around "Khao Ngu" ("Snake mountain") were forced by law to stop their mining activities. The 
reason for the introduetion of such law was twofold: fust the dost and noise pollotion caused extreme 
annoyance to the inhabitants of the nearby city of Ratchaburi (5 km) and second Buddha footprints were 
found in one of the limestone mountain caves that threatened to collapse onder the continual explosions. 
The majority of the mining companies, including their employees, moved to another limestone quarry 
approximately 25 km from Ratchaburi city; "Khao Sam Ngam". 

In the case under attention use is made of a 10-wheel truck to transport the limestone input of 229 ton. 
The energy consumption for transport of this limestone input is 2, 780 MJ. 

Fuel: 
Fuel input mainly consists of lignite and only a smalt amount of wood, scrap tyre rubber or diesel is used 
to start the frre. Because of the small transport distances and small quantities of wood, rubber and diesel 
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6 Energy requirement for 1ime production 

their energy use for transport is considered to be negligible and therefore no further attention bas been 
paid to it. Transport distances for lignite bowever are long, because lignite deposits in Thailand are only 
found in tbe nortb and south of the country (see figure 4.2). The covered distance for lignite used in 
Ratchaburi province, which comes mainly from Lampang province, is approximately 700 km, for which 10 
or 18-wheel trucks are used. 

The case under attention uses 140 ton of lignite and 18-wheel trucks take care of transport which gives 
an energy consumption fortransport of 29,743 MJ. The transporled lignite bas a higher heating value of 
18.42 MJ, which means that energy used for transport; 29,743/(140,000*18.42), is roughly 1% of tbe 
energy content of tbe cargo. 

6.2.2 Output-side of the production process 

Of the produced 140 ton of quick lime only 30% is soldas quick time. The remaining 70% is converted 
into slake lime and soldas sucb. In ftglll'e 6.2 the most important regions are presenled wbere quick- and 
slake lime, from Ratebaburl province, are sold and transported to. 

district 

Gult of Thailand 

Ouick lime: 

Market for: 

~ Quick lime 
@] Slake lime 

Quick lime is sold to paper- and sugar industries, which are located in Kanchanaburi province and Ban 
Pong district about 50 km from the time production eentres in Ratchaburi province. Transport, in the 
case onder attention, is by 10-wheel truck resulting in an energy consumption of 1,020 MJ for the trans
port of 42 ton of quick lime. 

Sla]çe lime: 
Slake lime is mainly sold to fish- and shrimp farms in 2 coastal areas: the first is between Sarnut Sakbon 
and Petchaburi, approximately 100 km away from the time production eentres in Ratchaburi province and 
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the other one is between Rayong and Chantaburi at almost 500 km distance from the lime centres. 
About 80% of the slalee lime produced is consumed in the Rayong-Chantaburi area teaving a 20% share 
for the other area. For the short-distance (100 km) transport use is made of 6-wheel trucks and 
somelimes even piek-ups are used. The long distance is covered by 10 or 18-wheel trucks. 

For the case under attention 24.4 ton of slalee lime is sold to the Samut Sakhon-Petchaburi area and 
transporled by 6-wheel truck, the other 97.6 ton is sold to the Rayong-Chantaburi area and transporled 
by 10-wheel truck. This is a total energy consumption of 2,465 + 23,659 = 26,124 MJ for transport of 122 
ton of slake lime. 

6.2.3 Total GER 

With the PER of quick- and slalee time in combination with the energy consumption fortransport of 
limestone, fuel and both types of lime, the GER can be calculated. In table 6.2 the GER, and the energy 
items composing it, are presented. For both, quick- and slake lime, the energy items are presented in 
MJ/Kg. 

Tilbie 6.2: ~of PER, energy ~ /OI' transpon tmd 
GER /OI' quklc- tmd ski/u! lim& 

ENER.GY ITEM: Quick lime (MJ/Kg) Slakelime(MJ/Kg) 

PER 13.202 10.629 

Energy requirement for: 

- Limestone transport o.ozo 0.016 

- Fuel transport 0.212 0.171 

- Traasport to the market 0.024 0.214 

GER 13.458 11.030 

From table 6.2 it can be concluded that the influence of the energy requirements for transport are small 
compared to the PER of quick- and slake lime. However, as will be presented in the next chapter, the 
costs of transport are relatively high and form a major production cost for the Thai lime producers. 
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7 Economics of Hme produdioa 

An energy audit is performed to delermine the energy use and energy costs in lime production. The 
energy use bas been calculated and presenled in the previous ebapter by means of the PER and the 
GER. In this ebapter the costs of these forms of energy requirements will be calculated as well as all 
other lime production costs. Purthermare a cast-benefit analysis will be made to find out the profitability 
of lime production in Ratebaburl province. Even before these calculations are made it can be stated that, 
according to the interviewed lime producers, energy costs form the most important share of totallime 
production costs and therefore deserve to be looked upon thoroughly. 

As in the previous chapters, the data from the 140 ton quick lime production processin Ratebaburl 
province is used to calculate both; the energy costs and all other lime production costs. H no information 
could be supplied by the lime industries, assumptioos have been made by the author in close cooperation 
with the staff from Ratebaburl REC. In table 7.1 once again the in- and output data of the 140 ton quick 
lime production process is presented. 

Tilbie 7.1: In- and output datll of the 140 ton quick lime production process in RlltcJuzburi proviru:e. 

END-PRODUCf 

Quick time: 

Slake time: 

IN PUf 

• 229 ton of "timestone•, i.e: 
- 204 ton of CaC03 
- 24 ton of impurities 
- 1 ton of water 

• 98 ton of "quiclt time" 

• 25,000 titres of water 

OUfPUf 

• 140 ton of "quiclt time", i.e.: 
- 113 ton of CaO 
- 24 ton of impurities 
- 3 ton of uncalcined CaC03 

• 122 ton of "slalte time•, i.e.: 
- 103 ton of Ca(OH)2 
- 17 ton of impurities 
- 2 ton of uncalcined CaC03 

Despite the fact that only 113 ton of total quick lime output is pure quick lime (CaO), the entire 140 ton 
output can be sold as quick lime. The same accounts for slake lime (Ca(OH)J where milling of the 
slaked lim.e results in an end-product with uniform size. However the composition of this milled and 
slaked lime consistsof calcium hydroxides, impurities and uncalcinated calcium carbonates(CaC03)

22
• 

Selling this diminished quality of quick- and slake lim.e is possible because buyers accept the fact that 
quality is low and areaware of the physical impossibility to separate the impurities from the pure quick
and slake lime. Moreover the buyers have to accept the low quality of quick- and slake lime because no 
better quality is available due to limitations in the quality of raw material input and design of the li:me 
production process. 

Not all quick lime is converled into slake lime, 30% is sold as quick lime and the remaining 70% is 
converled into slake lim.e and sold as such. In most lime industries in Ratchaburi province the majority of 
the quick time output is converled into slake lime. In other provinces mainly quick lim.e is produced and 
sold. Therefore on a national scale only 25% of total quick lim.e production is converted into slake lime. 

7.1 Energy costs 

The energy costs can be looked upon from two different point of views. Firstly is the more academie 
approach whereby strictly the costs of PER and GER are considered. This means that only the costs of 
the energy component of energy input and transport are calculated without taking into account the 
middlemen costs. Although this academie approach gives a clear insight into actual energy costs per ton 

22 The presence of uncalcined calcium carbonales and impurities in the quiclt time have a negative impact on the mass-increase 
during the slaking process, because only 113 ton of pure quiclt time, instead of 140 ton, can be converted into slalee time. 
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of quick- or slake Ii.me produced, it is of little practical use for the individuallime industries. The price 
they have to pay for their inputs are not only to cover energy costs for transport, but also for middlemen. 
Both point of views as well as the position of the middlemen will he discussed in the following sections. 

7.1.1 PER 8IUI GER costs 

PER costs: 
In order to calculate total GER costs for the production of quick- or slake lime it is necessary to 
delermine the PER costs frrst. These PER costs for quick and s1ake lime consist of the following three 
energy input items; lignite, wood and electricity. The at factory prices of these items have to he broken 
down into actual fuel and electricity costs, and transport costs of the fuel for the calculation of the PER 
costs. 

The at factory lignite price is 880 Baht/ton of which 560 Baht is the price for the lignite as sold at the 
lignite mines. The remaining 320 Baht is to cover transport and middlemen costs. Totallignite input for 
the production of 140 ton of quick Ii.me is 140 ton corresponding with 78,400 Baht. The wood that is used 
to start the fire, only 200 Kg, comes from natoral forests nearby. lts price consists mainly of Iabour costs 
for cutting, loading and unloading the truck; i.e. 400 Baht/truck. The maximum load of wood for a 6-
wheel truck is 8 m3

, which is 5.2 ton/tru~. Transport costs for such low weight and short distances ( < 
10 Km) are included in the price per truck-load. Thus wood input costs are (200/5,200) • 400 = 15 baht 
only for the production of 140 ton of quick lime. Electricity input consistsof electricity for the blower 
and for lighting and amounts to 991 MJ, which equals 275 kWh24

• The price per kWh for small 
industries is 1.7 Baht what makes total electricity costs 468 Baht for the production of 140 ton of quick 
lime. Resuming total PER costs for the production of 140 ton of quick lime are 78,883 Baht, which is 563 
Baht/ton of quick Ii.me. 

The only extra costs to produce slake lime (122 ton) from 70% of the quick lime output are for 231 kWh 
of electricity for a waterpump and a milling machine. The 25,000 litres of water, used for the hydration of 
the quick lime, are pumped from the groundwater and consequently free of charge. Thus total costs for 
the production of 122 ton of slake lime are (0.7*78,883) + (231*1.7) = 55,611 Baht, which is 456 
Baht/ton of slake Ii.me. 

GER costs: 
The costs for the energy consumption in transport are found on both, the input- and output side of the 
quick- and slake lime production process. In order to calculate the GER costs the transport costs have to 
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. ·· ...•.•..••....•........•• i•·••·•··••••K•••t·•·~~··•~r••e~r~••cà~j~;ti~••ig;•·tl"ansport· of input or 
•. \ . > .· • a .• iä.· ~ergy collSumptioa for ttänsport oC iaput or output products .... ,..., J .· .· .. ·. ···•···•• ) <· ~ ~ weigilt oe ®t))u.: prtld\JI:ts (tc:)nJ< · ............................ . 
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23 According to the "Royal F01·est Department• of Thailand, 1 m3 of natural grown wood bas a weight of 650 Kg at a moisture 
content of 20%. 

24 1 Watt = 1 Joule/~ < = > 1 Watt•~ = 1 Joule < = > 1 kWh = 3.6 MJ 
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be broken down in pure energy consumption costs and middlemen costs, which will be explained in more 
detail in the next section. These energy consumption costs for transport can be calculated making use of 
the outcome of the calculations on energy consumption for transport in the sections 6.2, 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. 
In the formula presenled above the energy consumption for transport is calculated in litres of diesel and 
multiplied with the price of diesel per litre, resulting in the energy consumption costs for transport. 

In table 7.2 the costs for PER, transport energy and totalGERare presenled for quick- and slake time. 

COSTITEM: Quick lime (Baht/toa) Slab 1ime (Baht/toa) 

PER. S63 456 

Limcstoac transport cnergy s 4 

Fucl transport cncrgy 48 39 

Transport cncrgy to tbc market 6 49 

GEit 622 S48 

From table 7.3 it can be concluded that only for large distances the energy consumption for transport of 
quick- and slake time is of any interest. 

7 .1.2 Position of the middlemen 

Most time industries make use of middlemen for their supply of raw material and fuel. These middlemen 
buy their goods at the limestone- and lignite mining locations and transport and sen it to the lime 
industries. With regard to the quick- and slake time output a similar situation exists where middlemen 
buy the end-product at factory gate and transport and sen these to the end-users. 

There is a need for such middlemen because most lime industries, especially the smaller ones, do oot 
have their own transport facilities. The larger industries however have some form of own transport which 
is used for limestone, quick- and slake lime transport over short distances. In some cases these industries 
function as middlemen for other time industries by taking care of their in- and output transport. Lignite 
is transporled most economically making use of 18-wheel trucks because of the long transport distance of 
600-700 km. The investment for an 18-wheel truck is very high for individual industries and therefore 
most lignite is supplied by middlemen. Another good reason to make use of middlemen is the guarantee 
that your end-product can be sold. You do oot have to fmd a market for your end-products because you 
can always sen to the middlemen whohave good cantacts and/or contracts with the end-users. 

Of course the interference of middlemen increases the costs of raw material and fuel input and deercases 
the possible revenues from sale of the end-products. These middlemen costs oomprise of expenses that 
the middlemen bas to make; i.e. investment, Iabour costs, maintenance costs and taxes. Forthermore bis 
profit forms a part of total costs. To fmd out what part of the middlemen costs is for investment, 
maintenance etc. would require an extra study that does oot fit in with the rest of this study. But in order 
to get an idea of the height of the middlemen costs, compared with other costs, the at factory gate input 
prices and the end-user prices are broken down in actual product prices (AAP), energy costs for 
transport (ECf) and middlemen costs (MCo). The results are presenled in figUre 7.1 were all prices are 
in Baht/ton of product. 

From figUre 7.1 it can be concluded that middlemen costs for products, that have to be transporled over 
long distances, are high. Lime producers often complain about these high costs and it is believed that 
middlemen make huge profits. Therefore a tendency towards investing and making use of cooperatively 
owned transport facilities is found in the Thai lime sector. However one should bear in mind that many 
middlemen operate in the Thai lime sector resulting in a price for their services that is set by the market 
mechanism. This price reflects the value of the services and huge profits can hardly be made. Further-
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7 Economia of lime production 

input-side output-side 

limestone AAP: 35 
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AAP = Actual Product Price 
ECT = Energy Costs for Transport 
MCo = Middlemen Costs 

[1] = Samut-Sakhon - Petchaburi area 

[2] = Rayong - Chantaburi area 

Fpre 7.1: .AIIINm'iew of pticu 111 mining loclllions, fllCioty 11* tillil end-usen of in- tillil OUipUIS of t1 

lime bulustly. 

more the middlemen needs to negotiate contracts and carries risks that have to be reflected in the price 
of their services as wen. 

7.1.3 Eaergy costs as regarded by Iime producers 

Generally speaking lime industries are only concemed with the prices they have to pay at factory gate for 
their inputs and the at factory prices they get paid fortheir outputs. How these prices are composed is of 
little interest for the lime industries. Thus the energy costs as regarded by lime industries consist only of 
lignite costs at factory gate. All other energy costs, e.g. for transport, are included in the at factory prices 
of limestone, quick- and slake lime as cao be seen in figure 7.1. 

This point of view, in which energy costs are 880 Baht/ton of lignite, wiU be used to calculate the lime 
production costs and carry out a cost-benefit analysis in the following two sections. 

7.2 Other lime production costs 

To understand the importance of the energy costs on total lime production costs, it is necessary to 
calculate these other lime production costs as weU. These costs consist of land rent, investment costs, 
financlal costs, maintenance costs, working capital costs, raw material costs, (in)direct Iabour costs, 
business tax and miscellaneous costs not yet accounted for. Determining these costs is done by using data 
from the lime production plant where the 140 ton quick lime production processis operated. In total4 
kilns; 110 ton, 140 ton (2) and 150 ton of quick lime output are operaled at this plant. Each kilo is frred 
12 times per year, corresponding with 6,480 ton of quick lime output annually. Seventy percent of total 
output is sold as slake lime and thirty percent is sold as quick lime. The annual lime production costs, as 
presenled in table 7.3, are calculated in appendix 6. 
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7 Et:onomics of lime production 

7.3 Cost-benefit analysis 

A simpte oost-benefit analysis is carried out to investigate the commercial profitability of lime production 
in the case under attention. Only two criteria have been used; the "net profit" and "payback per unit of 
costs". In order to delermine the value of these criteria it is necessary to calculate annual revenues first. 

ITEM: COSI'S (BAHTf\'EAR.) -.OF TOTAL COSI'S 

1. Land rent 144,000 1.6 

2. Investmcnt com 420,100 4.6 

3. Fmancial COlts 334,475 3.6 

4. Maintc!UlllCe com 143,000 1.6 

S. Working capita! ']!},1SO 0.3 

6. Umcstonc costs 1,110,000 12.0 

7. Labour costs 1,1SS,310 12.S 

8. Energy costs ~742,168 622 

9. Business tax 42,768 o.s 
10.Unaccountcd costs 100,000 1.1 

TOTALCOSTS 9,222,171 100.00 

Annual revenues come from sales of quick- and slake lime. Total annual quick lime production is 6,480 
ton, of which 30% (1,944 ton) is soldas quick lime. The remaining 70% of quick lime output is 
converled into slake lime and sold as such. In table 7.1 is indicated that 98 ton of quick lime is 
converled into 122 ton of slake lime which is a mass increase of 24%. Thus annual sales of slake lime 
amounts: 6,480 • 0.7 • 1.24 = 5,625 ton. The at factory gate prices for quick- and slake lime are 1,300 
and 1,250 Baht/ton respectively (see figure 7.1). Multiplying these prices with the annual quick- and slake 
lime produced and sold results in annual revenues of 9,558,450 Baht. 

Net profil: 
Net profit is the difference between annual revenues and costs, which is 9,558,450- 9,222,171 = 336,279 
Baht/year. 

Payback per unit of costs: 
This criteria is used to review the cost-effectiveness of the capital used in the lime industry. The value of 
this ratio is (336,279 / 9,222,171) • 100% = 3.6%. 

Based on the values of both criteria it can be concluded that the economical performance of this lime 
industry is very poor. Since the above calculations are madefora medium-scale lime industry it may be 
assumed that smaller industries have to deal with even poorer economie results. This assumption is based 
on the knowledge that energy efficiency of smaller kilns, that are normally operated only in small lime 
industries, is lower than in the case presented bere. According to the 62%-share of the energy costs of 
total annual lime production costs, a deterioration in energy efficiency will have a considerable negative 
impact on annual costs. These poor economie performance of the smali-scale lime industries also 
explains why these industries have to close down their businesses, which was one of the problems 
described in the introduetion of this report. 

lt is interesting to look at the future situation of the investigated lime industry, still having the same 
production process, similar quick- and slake lime prices and the continuing increase of the price for 
lignite with 5%. In table 7.4 are for the coming 5 years the energy costs, the share of energy costs on 
total costs, and both criteria; the net profit and payback per unit costs, presented. According to this 
information it would be, already after one year, economically unwise to run a lime industry in this way. 
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7 &:onomics of lime produdjon 

To improve the future economical situation of the lime industry presented in table 7.4 two options have 
to be distinguished. The first option is an increase of the quick- and slake lime prices in pace with the 
production costs. Unfortunately tbe bargaining position of individuallime industries is too weak. The 
establishment of a lime industries organization would strengthen tbe bargaining position and can 
negotiate for an increase of tbe quick- and slake lime prices in pace witb tbe production costs. 

Tilbie 7.4: Fu~Ute energy costs tmd commen:iDl profitllbilily aitelüJ.. 

YEAit ENERGY COSTS ENERGY COSTS (.,) NETPROFIT PAYBACK PER UNIT 
(BAIITfYEAR) OF TOTAL COSTS (BAIIT/YEAR) OF COSTS (.,) 

1992 6,027,288 63.4 51,159 o.s 
1993 6,326,664 64.5 -248,217 

1994 6,641,008 6.5.6 -562,561 

1995 6,971,071 66.7 -892,624 

1996 7,317,636 67.8 - 1,239,189 

Anotber option is bringing down tbe annual production costs. Since tbe energy costs form the major 
share of production costs, possibilities should be sougbt to bring these energy costs down. Energy costs 
can be diminished tbrough a decrease in tbe lignite price, which is very unrealistic, or tbrough an 
impravement of energy efficiency what is tbe only practically feasible option to reduce the high energy 
costs. Available alternatives to improve the energy efficiency of the time production process will be 
presented and assessed in the ne:xt chapter. 
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8 Alternative production methods 

Tbc outcome of the simple oost-benefit analysis in chapter 7 indicates clearly the major share of energy 
costs ( 62%) on totallime production costs. H no changes will be made in lime production methods, this 
share will increase to 68%, and economical sound operation will be imposstble in the foreseeable future 
(1996). This is due to annually increasing lignite prices in combination with output prices remaining 
constant. Present high energy costs are the consequence of a combination of low energy efficiency of the 
quick lime production process (22%) and the high at factory gate price of lignite, which is caused by long 
transport distances (600-700 km) and the intervention of middlemen (36% of the at factory gate price). 

Because the at factory gate price for lignite can oot be influenced by individuallime industries solutions 
for the high energy costs b;.1.ve to come from energy efficieo.cy improvements. Various suggestions for 
improvements will be made in the next sections taking into account tbe context in which these intprove
meuts have to he implemented. F'U'St of all the optimalizatioo of the present production process will be 
discussed. This will lead to small improvements only, but on the other hand no major changes and 
investments have to be made. 

Introducing new production methods asks for an assessment of these new technologies first to find out 
which metbod fits in best in the Thai time sector. The principlesof the most suitable new production 
metbod will be discussed in more detail in section 8.3. Finally the economical conditions of the new 
production metbod are determined and compared with those of the present situation. This analysis is 
necessarily indicative because little (reliable) data on the chosen new production metbod was available 
and therefore a lot of assumptions had to be made. 

8.1 Optimalization of the present production process 

In order to fmd out where improvements on the energy efficiency of the present production process can 
be made, table 6.1 is consulted once again. Major energy losses occur in the "flue gases" and "unburnt 
fuel", which are both directly related to the energy conversion system and the frring practice. Two viabie 
possibilities for improvements of the energy conversion system and the fuing practice are described in 
the following. 

Secondary air control: 
More than half of the energy losses is caused by the energy carried away by the flue gases. Decreasing 
the amount of flue gases cao be done by reducing the excess aïrs. The total oombustion air consistsof 
primary air that is supplied under the grate by a blower, of which the air flow can be varied, and 
secondary air that enters the frring tunnel as result of natural draft, which can not be varied. This 
secondary air flow increases when the batch temperature gets higher and causes an amount of unnecess
ary excess air that bas to be heated to oombustion temperature and leaves the kilo without having taken 
part in the actual oombustion process. This loss of energy cao be diminished by cantrolling the amount of 
secondary or excess air. 

A simpte construction as shown in ftgure 8.1 makes it possible to vary the opening of the ftring port 
through which the secondary air enters the frring tunnels. This opening should be varled in accordance 
with the amount of lignite burning on the grate and the batch temperatwe. The decision on how and 
when tbis opening bas to be varied is made by the firing worker and based on bis knowledge and 
experience in the time production process. 

25 Sec appendix 4, page A-28 and A-29. 
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B: Leading for 
steel plate 

C: Steel cable 

D: Contra weight 

F~ &1: A t:OIISinll:liol to conJrol the opening of the firinr port tluolqil which the M!COitllary IIÏT flow 
enten. 

Traininz proifammes: 
The firing practice is of great importance, because it influences both the energy consumption and the 
quality of the quick lime produced. It bas already been noted in section 5.3.1 that supply of experienced 
fuing workers is less than demand. Kilns frred by inexperienced firing workers willlead to even poorer 
energy efficiency of the lime production process. Starting a training programme, where experienced frring 
workers train interested future fuing workers, would improve the supply of experienced fuing workers. 

U Tedmology assessment 

Although improvements in energy efficiency are very well possible with an optimized faring practice, 
including the control of secondary air, one should oot be too optimistic. Due to the use of a batch 
process, energy efficiency will always be lower than a properly operaled continuous process, where use is 
made of heat in the flue gases and the calcinated limestone. In table 8.1 an overview is presenled of 
available technologies, which are incorporated in the different type of kilns, for lime production. 
Additional information is given on capacity, type of fue~ average fuel consumption, required level of 
control of the production process and investment costs of the presenled kilns. This information is of 
importance later on when a production metbod and a kilo have to be chosen that fit best in the setting of 
the Thai lime sector. 

Toselect the most appropriate type of kiln the principal characteristics of the kilns have to be checked 
on their compatibility with the setting of the Thai lime industry. 
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Tilbie &1: Owniew of dijfetat p of 1dJn.r /tw lime pmdudiollllllllllteir ptindptll clullrlcteTisti 
Soutr.e: "Linte ba industTiiiJ dne/opnlent A UNIDO tpüle to iU II6G 11114 miiiiU/III:tln ba dewloping 

Ct1111111ies". 

PRODUcnON MEI'HOD 
AND TYPE OF KILN 

Batch proc:css 
Continuous process: 
Sbaft kilns: 

KVIC mixed fced 

European mixed fced 

Ring kiln 

Double inclined 

ParallcJ.flow 

Rotarykilns: 

Simp Ie 

Advanced 

MisccUancous tilns: 

Calcimatic 

Fluosolids 

Capacity: 

CAPACnY TYPE OF 
(TON/DAY) FUEL 

1-3 Wood/lignitc 

4-10 Coat 

100-300 Coke 

100-350 Oil/gas 

100-150 Varled 

1 ()()..6()() Natura! gas 

100400 Varled 

400-1,000 Varled 

100-500 Oil/gas 

100-125 Oil/gas 

FUELUSE 
(MJ/Ka) 

>> 10.00 

5.65 

3.98 

4.56 

4.54 

3.n 

11.72 

5.86 

7.68 

5.82 

CONTROL 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

High 

High 

High 

High 

High 

High 

High 

INVESI'MENT 
COSTS 

Verylow 

Verylow 

Medium 

High 

High 

High 

High 

Vcry high 

High 

High 

Three sizes of time industry have been defmed in section 4.2.1; small, medium and large, having a quick 
Iime output per year of < 3,500 ton, 3,500 - 10,000 ton and > 10,000 ton respectively. At the moment 
improvements in the Thai Iime sector should focus on the small- and medium scale industries first, 
because these have the most serious difficulties to continue their operation on an economical sound 
basis. Introducing a continuous kiln with an operational period of 250 days per year would mean a daily 
quick time output of 14 and 14-40 ton forsmall-and medium time industries respectively. Minimum daily 
production of most continuous kilns starts at 100 ton, what makes them unsuitable for the case under 
attention. Only the KVIC-kiln bas a capacity that can be matebed with the Thai situation by operating 
more than one kiln. 

T:n>e of fuel: 
Wood from natural forest can not be used astheresult of a nationallaw, issued in 1988, that prohibits 
Iime industries to use wood from these natural forests. Wood from plantations or privately owned 
(farm)land is by no means enough to cover the demand for wood for the entire time industry. The use of 
lignite is affected by irregular quality and supply, but bas further no major constraints. Diese~ (natural) 
gas and electricity, are so far known, not subjeeled to any form of restrictions and are backed up by a 
reliable distnbution network. All presenled continuous kilns are suitable for the Thai situation due to the 
large variety of fuels that are available to be used in the time production process. 

Fuel consumption: 
Specific energy consumption, or fuel consumption, for quick: time production of the 140 ton quick time 
output kiln in Ratchaburi province is 13 MJ/Kg (see section 6.1.1). Any i.m.provement with regard to this 
fuel consumption is acceptable, but the lower the fuel consumption, the lower the energy costs and the 
more the type of kiln will be preferred. All continuous kilns have a far better energy efficiency than batch 
kilns, but especially the shaft ki1ns operate very efficiently from an energy point of view. 

Con trol: 
Cantrolling the time production process bas an important effect on the performance; i.e. fuel consump
tion and quality of the product. The level of control required is directly related with the technology used. 
Higher levels require more expertise and thus experienced, educated labourers have to be employed. The 
level of control required, and likewise the level of technology, with regard to batch kilns is low. This 
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makes it possible to work with unskilled and semi-skilied (firing workers) in the Thai time industries. The 
control of all "continuous" kilns requires skilled, and in some cases semi-skilled, labourers what makes a 
continuous production process for the Thai time industry at the moment not very suitable. However 
training programmes and other forms of education can close this gap between demand and supply of 
labourers. 

lnyestment costs: 
lnvestment possibilities are set at 1.5 million Bahtand arebasedon the situation described in chapter 7, 
where investment for 4 kilns adds up to this amount. Whether funding facilities can be made available, 
and at what interest rates, is not known and should be investigated forther. An investment of 1.5 million 
Baht is very low compared with those for rotary kilns ( > 250 million Baht) and most shaft kilns (50-250 
million Baht)26

• 

Tilbie 8.2: CMMew of the suitobilily of different type& of lime kilM wilh TeSJN!d to the setting of the Tluli 
lime iNlustries.. 

.PRODUCDON METBOD 
AND TYPE OF IaLN 

Batch proc:c:a 

Continuous proc:ess: 
Shaft kilns: 

KJIIC mixed {eed 

European mixed fced 

Ring kiln 

Double indincd 

Pamllcl-Oow 

Rotary kilns: 

Simplc 

Advanccd 

Misccllancous kilns: 

Calcimatic 

Fluosolids 

CA.PACilY 
(l'ON/DAY) 

+ 

++ 

TYPE OF 
FUEL 

+ 

+ 
+ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

FUELUSE 
(MJ/Ka) 

+ 

++ 
++ 

++ 

++ 

+ 

+ 

CONTROL 

++ 

+ 
+ 

INVESI'MENT 
COSI'S 

++ 

++ 

lf the different types of kilns are compared with the conditions set by the Thai time industries the most 
appropriate kiln can be chosen. In table 8.2 once again the kilns and their principal characteristics have 
been presented. In this table the principal characteristics of all kilns have been checked on their 
suitability with regard to the setting in which the Thai lime industries operate. The ranking of suitability 
goes from ·--· (fully unsuitable) to "+ +" (very suitable) with ·-· (unsuitable) and "+" (suitable) in 
between. 

A quick glance at table 8.2 is enough to conclude that the "KVIC mixed feed" kiln is most suitable to be 
implemenled in the Thai time industries. Although this choice is obvious, considering the characteristics 
it is checked upon, other important aspects should be evaluated as well before a defmite choice is made. 
Fust of all the availability of construction and maintenance skilis are of importance. In the Thai situation 
these are not available for the KVIC (brick) kiln, but the basic skilis to construct and maintain a brick 
kilnare present. Supplementary required skilis can be transferred from experienced Indian KVIC 
building workersfbricklayers by means of training programmes. 

26 Data comc from the large-scale lime producer in Saraburi province who bas plans to investigate in a highly modem shaft 
lciln from ltaly. 
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Second point of consideration is the quality of the end
product. The quick lime quality depends on the metbod of 
firing; mixed feed or indirect firing. Mixed feed bas a 
positive effect on the fuel consumption, but contaminates 
the discharged quick lime with ashes, what may he found 
unacceptable by the buyers of the end-products. Indirect 
firing produces a cleaner quick lime output, but consumes 
more fuel Thus depending on the conditions, set by the 
end-users, a choice on the metbod of firing bas to he 
made. 

Apart from the data on the fuel consumption ( energy 
costs) and investment costs the other production costs are 
also of importance. In section 8.4 assumptions for these 
costs have been made in order to cany out a comparative 
economical analysis. 

8.3 Continuous production process 

The chosen KVIC mixed feed kiln is a vertical shaft kiln 
that makes use of a continuous production process. In 
vertical shaft kilns the limestone falls onder gravity through 
a vertical shaft, in which it is heated up, humt and cooled 
and from which it emerges as quick lime. The crucial 
feature of such kilns is the counterflow principle: limestone 
enters from the top of the kiln and flows downwards, air 
enters from the bottom of the kiln and flows upwards, and 
exhaust gases emerge from the top. In this way heat excha
nge occurs at two levels. F'rrst the limestone in the top of 
the kiln gains heat from the cooling exhaust gases and is 
therefore preheated hefore entering the hottest part of the 
kiln. Second the air entering the bottom of the kiln gains 
heat from the cooling calcinated limestone and is therefore 
also preheated hefore it enters the hottest part of the kiln. 

Stone 
charging"'-· 
door~ 

Kiln 
shaft 

~~xor 
fuel ports 

Discharge 
lime 

Zones 

Slorage 

Preheat1ng 

Calcining 

Finishing t : -- -- -1 
I 

I 

Cooling 

This heat exchange serves to improve the thermal efficiency of the kiln, since most of the heat used to 
raise the temperature of the limestone and the oombustion air can he recovered. 

A vertical shaft kiln can he considered to he divided into foor different zones, as shown in fJglU'e 8.2, 
known as the storage, preheating, calcining and cooling zone. In practice the boundaries of these zones 
are not distinct. The exact proportioning and contouring of these zones is the main problem to he solved 
in designing a vertical shaft kiln and therefore a great number of variations are used. 

The slorage zone serves primarily to ensure continuous operation even if the limestone supply is 
irregular. Some vertical kilns are open at the top, but this can make draft control difficult and expose the 
limestone to rain. Thus most shafts are covered and provided with special doors for charging the 
limestone. A chimney is used to release the exhaust gases. 

In the prehealing zone the stone is heated to dissociation temperature by the hot gases rising upwards 
from the calcining zone. 

In the calcining zone the stone is maintained at the required temperature for dissociation. In this zone 
temperature must he as uniform as possible, and both the temperature and the relention time must he 
kept within limits so that the stone is neither onderhumt nor overbumt. The appropriate limits depend 
both on the type of stone and its size. 
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In the cooling zone the quick lime is cooled and the air for oombustion is heated simultaneously. Por 
maximum fuel economy the quick lime at discharge should not exceed temperatures higher than Sl:fC, at 
wbich it can be held comfortably in the hand as well. Tbe cooling zone may incorporate fans in order to 
inaease the flow of air and it may be tapered to assist a moa-e unüorm discharge. At the bottorn of the 
ki1n wi1l be discharge doors or openings through which the quick lime can be removed. 

'· 

. (, 
, I 

, ---

.-Jo ... _ .... - - --

Fqp~e 8.3: 7'he K1uldi and VIllage lndustlia Commission 
(KVIC) 'W!1tiall slulft ldln. 

In figure 8.3 the KVIC vertical shaft ki1n is 
presented. This kiln is designed, built and 
tested by the "Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission" (KVIC) in Bombay, India. 
Before the KVIC shaft kiln can be imple
menteel in the Thai lime industries, first a 
proto-type should be built and intensively 
tested. This can be done on the Ratebab
url REC where space and manpower for 
this project can be made available. Practi
cal hints on design, construction and oper
ation of the KVIC ki1n are included in 
appendix 7. 

Next bricklayers should be trained to con
struct a KVIC ki1n and interesteel lime 
producers should be assisted in purchasing 
loans to make investments. Because 
proper operation of a vertical shaft ki1n 
influences the energy efficiency, firing 
workers should be trained, and be kept 
updated, on how to optimize the operation 
of the kiln in terms of energy efficiency. 

Efforts should be made as well to ensure a regular supply of fue~ because stopping-starting-stopping a 
continuous operation, due to a lack of fue~ brings down the energy efficiency. 

8.4 Comparative economics 

The economie aspects of a new production method, and type of kiln, are found to be the most important 
aspect by all lime producers. Therefore an effort will bemadein this section to make a oost-benefit 
analysis of the KVIC kiln, despite of the lack of reliable economical data on this kiln. To solve this data 
problem, assumptions have been made, which will be desaibed and accounted for briefly point by point. 
Differences in the old (batch kiln) and new (KVIC kiln) production metbod will be reviewed and 
expressed in money terms. This will be based on data presenteel in appendix 6, of which a1so the same 
sequence and numbering bas been used. The starting-point of this comparative economical analysis is a 
similar annual production of quick- and slake lime as the case presenteel in chapter 7. 

Assumptions: 

1. I ..and rent: 
Less space is needeel because the KVIC kilns are smaller and only 3 have to be operated. Annual land 
rent costs are assumed to be 100,000 Baht. 

2: lnvestment costs: 
Except for the kilns and blowers all other items for investment remain the same. In order to fa: the 
number of KVIC ki1ns to be operated, the annual quick lime output of 6,480 ton and an operational 
period of 250 days/year for the KVIC kiln have been assumed. To reach this annual production output 3 
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KVIC kilns with a total capacity of 26 ton/day have to be implementeeL Total initial investment is 
assumed to be 100,000 Baht for every "ton/ day capacity". Tbis amounts to 2.6 million Baht which 
corresponds, logether with all other items, with total annual investment costs of 380,000 Baht, if a 
lifetime of 10 years is considered. 

3: Maintenance costs: 
A better design and control of the energy conversion process willlead to less damage than in the case of 
batch kilns. Therefore maintenance costs are assumed to be 100,000 Baht/year. 

4:Fmancial cost5: 
Fmancial costs are 17% of total initial investment; i.e. 3 million Baht, which is 510,000 Baht/year. 

5.6: Workin~ capita!. limestvne costs: 
Both type of costs will hardly be influenced by the introduetion of the KVIC kilns. Thus 1,139,750 Baht 
are total annual costs for both items. 

7: I..abour costs: 
The number of labourers will not change dramatically, but the level of ex:perience of the labourers bas to 
be higher. It is assumed that these type of labourerswilloost 50% more than unskilled labourers what 
results in annuallabour costs of 1, 732,965 Baht. 

8: Energy costs: 
These costs will be far less for the KVIC ki1ns than for the batch kilns. The fuel consumption of 5.65 
MJ /Kg of quick time of the KVIC kilo is an improvement of 57% of the present situation (13 MJ /Kg). 
Therefore energy costs will drop from 5,742,168 to 2,469,132 Baht/year. 

9: Business tax: 
No major changes are expected yet, because tax is not related to profits but to the annual quiclc lime 
output and the number of (batch) kilns operated. Thus businesstaxis still assumed to be 42,768 
Baht/year. 

10: Unaccounted costs: 
Because of a new production metbod these costs are assumed to be twice as high as compared with the 
present situation; 2*100,000 = 200,000 Baht/year. 

In table 8.3 all calculated and assumed costs of both production methods are presented to make a 
comparison possible. 

Tilbie &3: .Annlull üme production costs of 11 btltch kiln lillil 11 KVIC 1ciJn ~ 

BATCH KILN KVIC KILN 
ITEM: COSI'S (BAliT /YEAR) COSI'S (BAliT /YEAR) 
1. Land rent 144,000 100,000 

2. Investment c:osts 420,700 380,000 

3. F"mancial c:osts 334,475 100,000 

4. Maintcnancc c:osts 143,000 510,000 

5. Working capital 29,750 29,750 

6. Limestone c:osts 1,110,000 1,110,000 

7. Labour c:osts 1,155,310 1,732,965 

8. Energy c:osts 5,742,168 2,469,132 

9. Business tax 42,768 42,768 

10.Unaccountcd c:osts 100,000 200,000 

TOTALCOSTS 9,222,171 6,674,615 
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The annual revenues from sales for both production processes are the same; i.e. 9,558,450 Baht, what 
makes it possible to calculate the "net profit" and "payback per unit of costs" for the continuous 
production process. Both criteria, as wen as their future values are included in table 8.4 where also the 
criteria for the batch production process are included. Here also the 5% increase of the lignite price bas 
been taken into account. 

Tilbie &4: Commen:iiiJ profitllbility CTÎie1ÏII of 11 blllda ptOdut:tion J1101%SS lillil 11 conlinuous 
produdion proass (KVIC ldln), /ll' tlu! peliotl1992-1996. 

BATCH KILN KVIC KILN 
'YEAll NETPROFIT PAYBACK PER UNIT NEl' PROFIT PAYBACK PER UNIT 

(BAHT/YEAR) OF COSTS ('I) (BAHT /YEAR) OF COSTS ('I) 

1992 51,159 o.s 2,762;367 40.6 

1993 - 248,217 2,634,82S 38.1 

1994 -562,561 2,500,906 3S.4 

1995 -892,624 2,360,292 32.8 

1996 - 1,239,189 2,212,647 30.1 

From both tables presenled above it can he concluded that the introduetion of the KVIC kiln would 
result in enormous economical improvements. Even with increasing lignite prices it will still be possible 
to operate on an economical sustainable basis in future years. 

It is interesting to extrapolale these findings to national level to fmd out the potential for energy saving if 
all batch kilns are replaced by KVIC kilns. In the case discussed in this section the energy consumption 
improved with 57% and energy costs decreased with 3,272,036 Baht/year, what is 3,273,036/6,480 = 505 
Baht/ton of quick lime output. The average national quick lime output is 420,000 ton/year what 
corresponds with a lignite consumption of 420,000 ton. 

The potential for energy cost savings is 505 • 420,000 = 212 million Baht, what is an enormous amount 
of money that could contribute to further improvements in the Thai lime sector and more generally to 
rural development. Potential savings on lignite are 0.57 • 420,000 = 239,400 ton. Apart from the 
economical aspects, the saving of lignite will diminisb the air pollotion caused by the burning of lignite. 
Forthermore it will contribute in the impravement of the woricing situation of the workers when less 
lignite is humt. 

Finally one sbould keep in mind that the calculations and extrapolations made in this chapter are based 
on assumptions mainly. This was necessary because no data on the KVIC was available, but is by no 
means an optimal situation to assess new production methods. Tberefore more detailed pre-investment 
studies should he carried out to investigate accurately all aspects related to the new production metbod 
and its surroundings. 

Even without detailed studies, based on accurate and reliable data, it may he concluded tbat the KVIC 
kiln is a viabie option to be introduced in the Thai lime sector to solve present problems with energy 
efficiency and likewise energy costs. 
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9 Conclusions and recommendations 

Once again it is stressed that the conclusions made in this cbapter are based on data from six lime 
industries in two provinces and supplemented with data from national and provincial governmental 
offices. Forthermore assumptions had to be made in numerous cases, especially with respect to the 
economical situation if a KVIC kiln would have been implemented. In order to find out on which 
information tbe conclusions are based, the sedions in wbich this information is presenled are mentioned 
at the end of each condusion made. 

Based on the condusions, recommendations are made to imprave tbe economical situation of the Thai 
lime industries. Apart from the recommendations, also topics for follow up studies are presenled in the 
fmal section of this chapter. 

9.1 Conclusions 

- Nearly two-third of the quick lime production in Thailand is concentraled in Ratchaburi- and Saraburi 
province, mainly because of the vicinity of a time market. Other time production eentres are in the 
southern and northem regions, where especially the number of time industries in Tak province has grown 
exponentially the past years. As a whole the general trend of the past five years is a reduction in the 
number of time industries. (Section 4.1) 

- Iron, stee~ zinc, paper, sugar and chemical industries, logether with waterworks and the construction 
and agricultural sectors consumed in between 400,000 and 440,000 ton of quick time in 1991. This 
amount is expected to grow over 500,000 ton in 1993. Being a supplier of raw material input for such 
variety of industries and sectors makes the Thai lime sector of considerable importance. (Section 4.1) 

- The increase in national quick time consumption and the reduction of the number of industries 
indicates a tendency towards larger scale of operation in the Thai lime sector. More, and larger, kilns per 
industry are operaled to eosure the annual growing demand. (Section 4.1) 

- In 1991 the Thai lime sector generated employment for 2,338 people of wbich 82% was directly, and 
18% indirectly, employed. The share of female workers was almost 30%. The income and employment 
generaled by the Thai lime industries contributes to rural development, because most lime industries are 
located in rural areas. Rural development is one of the government's objectives presenled in the "Sixth 
National Economie and Social Development Plan" (1987-1991). (Section 4.2.3) 

- The main souree of energy used in time industries ie; lignite. High transport costs, 36% of the at factory 
gate costs of 880 Baht/ton, make lignite an expensive alternative for wood that was used up to 1988. The 
varying quality and supply of the lignite have a negative impact on the overall performance of the 
production process. The annually 5% increase of the lignite price has serious negative effects on the 
economical situation of time industries. Using lignite as a fuel causes sulphur dioxide (SO.z) and black 
smoke wbich are both forms of air poUution that have direct negative environmental effects on meso and 
micro level. (Sections 4.24 and 4.25) 

- There is no organization that looks after the interests of the time industries although a positive attitude 
towards the establishment of such organization exists. The major tasks of tbe organization sbould be the 
strengtbeDing of the bargaining position for prices of quick- and slalee lime. Moreover they should check 
the quality of the limestone and lignite supplied to the lime sector. (Section 4.2.2) 

- Por the production of quick lime use is made of batch kilns varying in size from 35 to 160 ton of quick 
lime output per batch. For every ton of quick lime output 1.6 ton of limestone and 1 ton of lignite enter 
the production process. The batch production process consists of four phases; loading, firing, cooling 
down and unloading of the kilo. The frring of the kiln is the most important activity, because it influences 
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the quality of the quick lime and the energy consumption of the production process. Therefore 
experienced firing workers should be employed, but the supply of such workers can oot keep up with its 
growing demand, that is directly related to the annually growing quick lime consumption. (Section 5.3.1) 

- Twenty-five percent of the national quick lime production is processed forther into slake lime. This is 
mainly done in lime industries in Ratebaburl province and in some smalllime industries in Saraburl 
province. The slaking process is simple, done by hand completely, but quite efficient resulting in a 30% 
increase in weight of the pure quick lime, which is nearly tbc theoretical maximum of 32%. Next the 
slaked lime is milled, packed and sold to middlemen. (Sections 5.1 QIU/5.3.2) 

- The specific energy consumption for the production of quick lime is 132 MJ {Kg corresponding with an 
energy efficiency of almost 22%. Tbe major energy losses, causing this low energy efficiency, are the 
energy in the flue gases (43% of total energy input), the energy in unburnt fuel (almost 11% of total 
energy input) and the cooling down of the batch (over 6% of total energy input). Other energy losses are 
only a fraction of those mentioned above. (Section 6.1.1) 

- Energy requirements for the conversion of quick lime into slake lime are 6.8 KJ per kg of slake lime. 
This is only 0.5% of the specific energy consumption for quick lime and therefore no further attention 
bas been paid to it. (Section 6.1.2) 

- Most lime industries make use of middlemen for their supply of limestone and lignite. In most cases 
the middlemen also buy the end-products at factory gate. There is a need for middlemen because individ
uallime industries have no contracts for their in- and outputs. Furthermore individuallime industries 
have no money to invest in expensive transport facilities. (Section 7.1.2) 

- Energy costs are high as a result of high lignite costs and the low energy efficiency of the quick lime 
production process. For a medium-scale lime industry in Ratebaburl province, with an annual quick lime 
production of almost 6,500 ton, over 62% of total annual production costs is spent to cover the energy 
costs. The lime industry's net profit in 1991 was slightly under 340,000 Baht. In that same year the 
payback per unit of costs, that is used to review the cost-effectiveness of the capital, was only 3.6% which 
is quite low. In 1992 the net profit will decrease with almost 300,000 Baht and the payback per unit of 
costs will drop to 0.5% as aresult of an annual5% increase in lign.ite prices and the fact that quick- and 
slake lime prices remain constant in stead of increasing in pace with the energy costs. From 1993 
onwards profits will oot be made any more and the lime industry has to close down unless changes in the 
energy costs or quick- and slake lime prices occur. (Sections 7.2 and 7.3) 

- If smaller kilns are operated, which is often the case in small-scale lime industries, the share of energy 
costs on total production costs are even higher than presented above. This is the result of the lower 
energy efficiency of smaller kilns. This explains why the smallest lime industries already had to close 
down their business, which resulted in the reduction of the number of lime industries mentioned earlier. 
(Section 7.3) 

- Two possibilities can be distinguished to improve the economical situation of the Thai lime industries. 
Firstly increasing the quick- and slake lime prices in pace with the annually increasing production costs. 
Unfortunately the bargaiDing position of the individual lime industries is too weak. Secondly decreasing 
the production costs, which actually means decreasing the energy costs. Energy costs can be reduced 
through a decrease in the lignite price, which is very unrealistic, or through an impravement in the 
energy efficiency in the quick lime production process. (Section 7.3) 

- The energy efficiency of the quick lime production process can be improved by optimizing the tirlog 
practice, which can be accomplished by cantrolling the secondary air and train the firing workers. 
Although improvements in the energy efficiency can be made with an optimized frring practice, one 
should not be too optimistic. Due to the use of a batch process, energy efficiency will always be lower 
than a properly operated continuous process, where use is made of heat in the flue gases and the 
calcinated limestone. (Secti'on 8.2) 
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- The "KVIC mixed feed" kiln, that operales by a continuous process, suits best in the rural setting of 
Thai time industries. lts suitability with respect to the Thai time industries is assessed by making use of 
five characteristics of the kiln; capacity, type of fuel, fuel coosumption, level of control required and 
investment costs. Other potential kilns were unsuitable, mainly because of their high daily production, 
high level of control required and height of the initial investment. (Section &2) 

- lmplementation of KVIC ki1ns in a medium-scale lime industry (6,500 ton of quick lime output/year) in 
Ratebaburl province, would meao a reduction in energy costsover 3 million.Baht/year. The share of 
energy costs on total production costs would decrease from 62% to 37%. Even if lignite prices increase 
5% per year, and quick- and slake lime prices remain constant, the production process with the KVIC 
kilo would still generale net profits over 2.2 million Baht and a payback per unit of costs over 30% in 
1996. Forthermore its lower energy coosumption would reduce the air pollotion caused by the burning of 
1ignite. (Section &4) 

9~ ~onunendatlons 

The recommendatioos presenled in this section should he implemenled as quickly as possible to prevent 
the drop-out of more lime industries in the near future. All recommendations cao he implemenled 
simultaneously, but a lime industries organization should he established first if other recommendations 
cao oot he implemenled yet due to the lack of fmances. 

Lime industries orL@nization: 
Before any teehoical improvements, to increase the energy efficiency, are heing suggested the establish
ment of a lime industries organization is recommended, through whose structure these improvements cao 
he introduced to the individuallime industries. However the major task of such provincial, regional or 
even national organization should he the strengtbeDing of the bargaiDing position of the individuallime 
industries with regard to limestone, lignite, quick- and slake lime prices. An increase of the quick- and 
slake time prices in pace with the production costs should he negotiated for. Forther activities such an 
organization should get involved with, are testing the quality of the limestone and lignite input and 
negotiating for a more regular supply of constant quality lignite. 

Besides does sueb an organization officiate as a focal point for time industries to turn to whenever they 
have technical, economical or organizational problems. Also for government agencies and other 
organizations or institutes such an organization would meao a way to "communicate" with the Thai lime 
industries. 

Such an organization cao he started first in Ratebaburl province where use cao be made of the facilities 
at the Ratebaburl REC, that is located in the middle of lime production activities in this province. The 
head, and some of the staff, of the centre are familiar with the lime production process and know many 
lime producers personally, whieb cao have a positive influence on the cooperation of the lime industries. 
Individual lime producers should get involved with the establishment of the organization right from the 
start and should be stimulated to participate actively. After the establishment of a lime industries 
organization in Ratebaburl province similar initiatives should also he started in other regions where lime 
industries operate; e.g. Saraburl- and Tak province. 

Optimizin~ the present production process: 
A modification of the ftring ports, in order to control the secondary air flow, requires little investment 
that cao he made by all lime industries. Por demonstration purposes a few of these constructions should 
he made and installed on already existing kilns. After the improvement is considered meaningful it is 
expected to be adopted by other lime industries in the region. These constructions cao be made at 
Ratebaburl REC where a completely equipped workshop is available indoding skilied personnet 

A training programme, in which experienced flfing workers train future interested flfing workers, should 
he started to improve the fuing practice. Such training programme cao he organized by the Ratchaburi 
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REC for the same reasoos mentioned earlier with regard to the lime industries organization. Such 
training programmes should aiso be starled on other lime production eentres in the country. 

KVIC kilo· 
The KVIC kilo should be introduced in the Thai lime sector by constructing a few kilns (3-4) in different 
lime industries. The construction of the kilo should be free of charge for the lime industry where it is 
constructed. Besides it should only be constructed in a lime industry if the owner agrees to cooperate 
with the (field) testing of the kiln. Next these kilns should be operaled by firing workers, who have 
received special training to work with the KVIC kilns. The performance of the kilns should be monitored 
and evaluated on a regular basis and improvements should be made whenever necessary. 

Apart from the KVIC kilns constructed in different lime industries, the so called field testing, also a few 
kilns (1-2) should be constructed for accurate testing procedures. The temperature profile in the kilo, 
charging- and discharging intervals, size of the limestone input, metbod of tiring; i.e. mixed feed or 
indirect firing. and other relevant data should be collected and evaluated on a scientific level. This should 
lead to forther improvements of the KVIC kilo. 

For similar reasoos mentioned earlier with respect to the lime industries organization, the introduetion of 
a few KVIC kilns for field testing and detailed tests should be done in Ratebaburl province and 
Ratebaburl REC. 

lnstitutiona}/orif!DiZfltional aspects: 
Several organizations and institutes should get involved with the recommendations mentioned above. 
Farstly the Ratebaburl REC that operates under the "Energy Research and Development Division" of the 
NEA in Bangkok. This is the most important institute with respect to the recommendations made, 
because they are involved with the establishment of a lime industries organization, optimizing the present 
production process and constructing, monitoring and evaluating the KVIC kilns. Forthermore the 
facilities available at the centre cao be used. 

Secondly the "Khadi and Village Industries Commission" (KVIC) from Bombay (India) should get 
involved. They should be contacted to construct the KVIC kilns in Thailand. Forthermore representatives 
of this organization should be employed to train fuing workers, who wiU operate the KVIC kilns, and 
bricklayers who wiU construct the KVIC kilns in a later stage when dissemination of the kilns will be 
considered. 

Testing and evaluating the KVIC kilns should oot be done by Ratebaburl REC alone, but scientific 
institutes such as universities and poly~technics as well as experts or consultants should get involved. 
Througb this way different points of view cao be integrated in order to optimize the operatien of the 
KVIC kilns. Moreover knowledge on the lime production process is acquired, which will be of great use 
for future (technical) improvements with respect to the Thai lime sector. Also for the optimalization of 
the present production process similar activities should be developed. 

A few organizations, institutes and experts have already been contacted by the author, to inform them on 
the energy- and economical situation of the Thai lime sector. In order to imptement the recommenda~ 
tions made in this section a committee bas been formed that agreed upon continuing the author's work. 
This committee consists of memhers from private, national and international organizations, which results 
in different points of view with respect to the Thai lime sector. This "lime committee" is composed as 
follows: 

Chainnan: 
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Mr. Songsak Jungtiyanont 
Head of Ratebaburl REC 
Energy R&D division 
NEA, Bangkok 
Pibultham Villa, Kasatsuk Bridge 

Member: 
Mr. Cor Veer 
Rural sociolegist 
RWEDP in Asia 
FAO regional office Asia/Pacific 
Maliwan Mansion 



Bangkok 10330, Thailand 
Tel: ( 662) 2211853 
Fax: (662) 2261416 

Member: 

Phra Atit Road 
Bangkok 10200, Thailand 
Tel: (662) 2817844 ext. 216 
Fax: (662) 2800445 

Member: 
Mr. Auke Koopmans Mr. Phongjaroon Srisovanna 

Engineering department manager 
ECcr 

Biomass energy and small industries 
consultant 

NEA, Bangkok 
Pibultham Villa, Kasatsuk Bridge 
Bangkok 10330, Thailand 
Tel: (662) 2230735 or 2234050/1 
Fax: (662) 2256462 

F'mancial aspects: 

P.O. Box 167 
Chiang Mai 50000, Thailand 
Tel/Fax: (6653) 276091 

Starting a project, that implements the recommendations mentioned in this section, requires substantial 
financial resources. It should be investigated if money from the "Energy Conservalion Fund" (see section 
3.21) can be directed towards this project. Apart from this "Energy Conservalion Fund" the author is 
involved in writing a project proposal to apply for financial assistance from the "Environmental 
Enterprises Assistance Fund" from the USA27

• 

9.3 Topics ror follow up studies 

-A detailed study on the design, construction and operation of a KVIC kilo. 

- A feasibility study to investigate the commercial profitability of the implementation of KVIC kilns. 

- A study that investigates the role, and opportunities for financial independenee of the six Regional 
Energy Centre's (REC's) in Thailand. 

- Studies on the energy use and energy conservalion opportunities in; rubber drying, tobacco curing, 
ceramic- and brick industries in Thailand. 

27 Among other things, this fund foc:uses on technologies that imprave the efficiency of energy consumption. Financlal support 
is by means of loans with low interest rates. Por additional information can be contacted: "Environmental Enterprises Assistance 
Fund", 1611 North Kent Streel, Suite 202, Arlington, Virginia 22209, USA. Te1.(703)S22-5928 or Fax.(703)S22~SO. 
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Appendix I 

Al.l Introduetion 

Before we start with the questionnaire you; i.e the interviewer, have to inform the owoer/manager on the 
reasou of this research, on the people respoosible for this research and what we exactly are going to do and 
how loog that wi11 take. You cao do this by telliog him the followiog 3 points: 

1 This research is carried out to see if it is possible to decrease the fuel use in your production 
process ( = saviogs in your production costs) and improve the quality of your eod-products. 

2 This research is carried out onder supervision of the Nationat Energy Admioistration in Bangkok 
of which the Ratchaburi Regionat Energy Centre/Rangsit Energy Developmeot and Testing 
Centre forms a part. 

3 We wi11 be bere approximately 1-2 days to ask questions, takesome samples and photographs 
and do measurements. 

If the owoer /manager wants to cooperate with this research you cao introduce us to him or her: 

"I would like to introduce to you" 

Mr. Ad Daokers, conductor of the research; 
Mr ........ , staff Ratchaburi Regionat Energy Centre/Rangsit Energy Development and 
Testing Centre 
Mr. Prasert/Mr. Preecha, interpreter 

Next we wi11 start with the flrst part of the questionnaire. 

A1.2 General information 

1: What is your name? 
2: Are you the owoer or the manager? 
3: Is this a farnily business? 
4: Was your father also a lime producer? 
5: Have more of your family memhers a lime production plant? 
6: Will your children take over the business later? 
7: How long are you already produciog lime? 
8: Do you think your production process cao be improved? 
9: Would you like help to improve your production process? 
10: Cao you make investments to irnprove your production process? 
11: If you make investments what is an acceptable pay-back-period (and explain the term pay-back-

period)? 
12: Do you think it is useful for lime producers to be orgaoized in RatchaburijSaraburi province? 
13: Why do you think that it is useful to be organized? 
14: Are you interested in participating in such organization? 

A1.3 fnvestment 

A1.3.1 General information 

1: What is the land area used? 
2: How much do you have to pay for renting the land? 
3: How many kilns do you have? Specify. 
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Appendir 1 

4: Complete next table: 

ITEM: INITIAL INVESTMENT (BAHT) LIFETIME (YEARS) MAINTENANCE 
(BAHTf\'EAR) 

Office & accessarles 

Electricity installation 

Road construction 

Lime storage shed(s) 

Lime mitting machine(s) 

Truck(s) 

Btower(s) 

Grate(s) 

Miscettaneous 

5: How did you get the money for the initial investment? 
6: If loan, what is the annual interest rate you have to pay? 

A1.3.2 Costs for kilo construction 

All questions in this section are related to the kilo under consideration. 

1: What are the costs for the foundation of the kilo? 
2: What are the costs for unfrred/frred bricks used to construct the kiln? 
3: What are the costs for morlar used for the construction of the kiln? 
4: What are the costs for the kiln's restrainingjbracing system (hardwood, steel structure)? 
5: What is the Iabour requirement unskilled/skilled, men/women to construct the kilo? 
6: How many working days per category? 
7: What is the price per working day per category? 
8: What are the costs of the kilo shed? 
9: What is the expected lifetime of the kilo (years)? 

A1.3.3 Working capital 

1: Do you keep spare parls for your electrical devices? Specify. 
2: Do you keep spare parls for your means of transport? Specify. 
3: Do you store fuelwood/lignite for drying? If so, how much? 
4: When do you pay your raw materials? 
5: When do you pay your fuels? 
6: When do you pay your dectricity bill? 
7: When do the buyers of your end-products pay you? 
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A.l.4 Production process 

Al.4.1 Raw material input and costs 

1: What is the limestone input for the ...... ton of quick lime output kiln? ( .............. ton, .............. trucks). 
2: Where does tbe limestone come from (city, district, province)? 
3: Is the size of limestone always sucb tbat it can be used directly in your production process? 
4: Does someone check the quality of the limestone delivered? 
5: What do you think of tbe quality of the limestone? 
6: Are tbere many stones, sand or other impurities in the limestone charge delivered? ( ........... % 

stones, ........... % sand, ........... % otber impurities ). 
7: How is limestone transporled from the quarry to your production plant, and who takes care of the 

transport? · 
8: What is the price of the limestone input? ( ........... Baht/truck, ........... Baht/ton). 
9: Is there a variation in price of limestone delivered at your production plant? 
10: How much do you have to pay for transport of the limestone? 
11: How long does it take to load the ki1n completely? 
12: How many workers you need to Joad the kiln? 
13: What other jobs do these workers have besides toading the kiln? 

Al.4.2 Energy input and costs for production of quick lime 

1: What kind of fuel do you use to frre your kilns? 
............... %wood; 
............... % lignite; 
............... % scrap tyre rubber; 
............... % others. 

2: What kind of fuel do you use to frre the kiln under investigation? 
3: What kind of fuel do you prefer most? 
4: Why do you prefer that fuel? 
5: If you are not using that fuel, why are you not using it? 
6: Where does the fuel that you use come from (city, district, province)? 
7: How much fuel do you use for frring the kiln under investigation? ( ............. ton, ............. trucks). 
8: Is there variation in tbe amount of fuel used for the production process? 
9: What do you think is the reason for this variation? 
10: How much do you have to pay for the fuel? ( .............. Baht/ton, .............. Baht/truck). 
11: Is there a variation in the price of the fuel? 
12: What do you think is the reason for this variation? 
13: Is the fuel delivered at your production plant? 
14: Who takes care of transport of the fuel? 
15: How much do you have to pay fortransport of the fuel? ( ............... Baht/ton, ............... Baht/truck). 
16: Who checks and pays the fuel delivered? 

Al.4.3 Energy losses in the quick lime production process 

1: How much fuel burns outside the kiln during the entire firing period? ( ................ % of total input, 
................ kg). 

2: How much fuel burns under tbc arch of the firing port during the entire frring period? ( ............... . 
% of tota~ ................ kg). 

3: Does the blower always produce the same airflow or is this changed depending on the frring stage? 
4: Is your fuel dried before it is used to fire the kilo? 
5: For how long bas it dried? 
6: Do you also use fuel after it has been wet by raio? 
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7: If so, why do you use that fuel? 
8: Do you think there is a need for dry fuel? 
9: Is limestone dry before you use it in your production process? 
10: Do you think there is a need for dry limestone? 

A1.4.4 Firing schedule and practice 

Complete the following fuing schedule: 

FIRING STAGE FIRING TIME (HOURS) AIRFLOW OF mE BLOWER 

Wanningup 

Slow fning 

Medium firing 

Max. firing 

Medium firing 

Slow firing 

Cooling down 

1: Who controls the temperatures during the different frring stages? 
2: How does the frring worker know when to increase the temperature during different frring stages? 
3: Do you use experienced frring workers? 
4: Did they get their training on the job? 
5: How is the work divided among the frring workers (especially during night-time)? 
6: How are your frring workers paid? 
7: How much do you pay your firing workers? 
8: Are your frring workers hired on contract, daily basis or other? 
9: Do you think the frring process is important, and if so why? 
10: Do you think the frring practice cao influence the fuel consumption? 
11: Do you think the frring practice cao influence the quality of the quick lime? 
U: Are you willing to pay your frring workers extra if they reduce the fuel consumption and increase 

the quality of the quick lime through a better job performance? 
13: Are frring workers only involved in frring work or do they also perform other jobs at the lime 

production plant? 

Al.4.S Converting quick lime into slake lime 

1: How many tonsof quick lime do you get from your initial charge of limestone? ( ................. ton of 
quick lime ). 

2: How many workers are needed to discharge the kilo? 
3: How long does it take to discharge the kilo? 
4: How much underburnt quick lime is discharged from the kilo? ( .................. % of quick lime output, 

.................. kg). . 
5: Where in the kilo does this underbumt quick lime appear? 
6: Is there a variation in this amount of underbumt quick lime? 
7: What do you think is the reason for this underbumt quick time? 
8: What do you think of the quality of your quick lime? 
9: Cao you describe your slaking process? 
10: How many workers are involved in the slaking process? 
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11: Are the workers involved in discharging and slaking the same persons? 
12: Where does the water for the slaking process come from? 
13: Do you use a pump to collect the water for the slaking process? 
14: How much time does the slaking process take? ( .............. days). 
15: Do you think the slaking workers need protective dothes or masks? 
16: Do you think the slaking process is important? 
17: Do you think your slakingprocessis efficient? 
18: How much slake lime do you get from ....... tonsof quick lime? ( ....... ton of slake lime). 
19: Is there a variation in the amount of slake lime produced from a eertaio amount of quick lime? 
20: H so, what might cause this varlation you think? 
21: What do you think of the quality of your slake lime? 
22: How long does it take to milland pack the slake lime? ( .............. hours, ............ days). 
23: How many workers do you need for milling and packing the slake lime? 
24: In what form do you sell the slake lime (bags, baskets, truck-loads, other)? If bags, how many kg? 
25: Is the slake lime stored before it is sold? 
26: Do you also produce and sell putty lime? 
27: What percentage of the annual quick lime output is soldas quick lime? 
28: What percentage is converted into slake lime and soldas such? 

AL4.6 Miscellaneous production costs 

1: How many times per year do you frre your kiln(s)? Specify if more then one kilo. 
2: After how many frrings do you have to carry out maintenance for the kiln(s)? 
3: What are the costs for bricks during maintenance of one kilo? ( ............ Baht for unfired bricks, 

............ Baht for frred bricks). 
4: What are the costs of other material you use for maintenance? ( ............ Baht for mortar, 

............ Baht for other material). 
5: What are the Iabour costs for maintenance? ( ............ Baht for Iabour). 
6: How long is your kilo out of operatien when maintenance is carried out? 
7: Would you normally have used that time for operating the kilo? 
8: What do you think is the main reason for this much maintenance? 
9: What do you think can be done to solve this problem? 
0: How much do you pay for workers that load your kiln(s)? 
11: How much do you pay your slaking workers? 
12: How many other not yet specified workers do you have? 
13: How much do you pay these not yet specified workers? 
14: How are these workers hired? 
15: What are normal working hours? 
16: Are your workers paid extra for extra hours of work? 
17: How much do you pay for extra hours of work? 
18: How much do you think a good manager should get paid per month? 
19: How much business tax do you have to pay per month/year? 
20: What extra costs do you have that are oot discussed yet? 

Al.S Lime market 

Al.S.l Quick lime 

1: To what kind of industries do you sell your quick lime and specify how much (ton/year)? 
.............. ton to sugar industry; 
.............. ton to paper industry; 
.............. ton to steel industry; 
.............. ton to chemical industries; 
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.............. ton to shrimp farming; 

.............. ton to waterworks; 

.............. ton to construction; 

.............. ton to agriculture; 

.............. ton toothers (specify). 
2: Where are these kind of industries tocated? 
3: Do you have contracts with certain industries for selling your quick lime? If so, specify. 
4: If not, would you like to have such contracts and why? 
5: Can you sell your quick lime all year round? 
6: If not, specify when you can sell it, and in what quantity to which industries? 
7: Do you sell quick time directly toend-users or do you make use of middlemen? 
8: Does the huyer check the quality of your quick time before he huys it? 
9: How is the quick lime transported? 
10: Who takes care of transport? 
11: How much do you have to pay for transport? 
12: How much do you get paid per ton of quick time? 
13: Is there a large varlation in this price? 
14: What is the reason of this varlation you think? 
15: How much do you think the middlemen gets paid per ton of quick time? 
16: Is the price of the quick time influenced hy the quality of the quick time? 

Al.S.2 Slake lime 

With regard to the slake lime market the same questions can he asked as in the case of quick lime. Thus 
in all questions from section A15.1 "quick time" bas to he replaced hy "slake lime". 

A1.6 Other lime industries familiar to you in Ratchaburi/Saraburi province 

1: Do other time industries use the sameproduction process (batch kiln) as you do? 
2: How many time kilns do other lime industries normally have? 

.......... % of total industries bas 1 kiln; 

.......... % of total industries bas 2 kilns; 

.......... % of total industries bas 3 kilns; 

.......... % of total industries has 4 kilns; 

.......... % of total industries bas 5 kilns; 

.......... % of total industries has 6 kilns; 

.......... % of total industries has more kilns, specify. 
3: Do other lime industries get their limestone from the same quarry, and is it heing transported in 

the same way as your limestone? 
4: What is the major fuel use of other lime industries that you know? ( ........... % wood, 

........... % tignite, ........... % other, specify). 
5: Where do other lime industries get their fuel from, and who takes care of their fuel transport? 
6: Do other lime industries produce all year round? 
7: Do other lime industries produce mainly quick lime or slake lime? ( ............. % quick lime, 

............. % slake lime). 
8: To whom do other time industries sell their quick lime andfor slake lime? 
9: How is their quick time and/or slake lime transporled and whotakes care of transport? 

What do you think of this questionnaire/research? 

If all questions have been answered you may thank the owner/manager, frring workers and other workers 
for their cooperation. Forthermore you should inform them that the results of this research will be presenled 
in a report that will he availahle mid 1992. 
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Classification of lime industries in three categories; small-, medium- or 
large-scale and the calculation of annual employment figures for transport. 
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A2.1 Classification of lime industries in three categories; small-, medium- or large-scale 

To divide the registered lime industries of Ratchaburl- and Saraburl province into categories, data on the 
number of kilns per lime industry, the average output per ki1n, the number of lime industries with a specific 
number of kilns and the number of firings per year had to be collected. Because no such detailed data were 
available at the provindal ministries of industry, estimates have been made by the provincial of:ficers, the six 
interviewed lime industries and the staff of Ratebaburl REC and Rangsit Centre. An industry is classified 
in one of the following three categories; 

- small-scale lime industry; < 3,500 ton of quick lime output/year; 
- medium-scale lime industry; 3,500 - 10,000 ton of quick lime outputfyear; 
- large-scale lime industry; > 10,000 ton of quick lime output/year. 

A2.1.1 Lime industries in Ratebaburl province 

NUMBER AVERAGE OUI'Ptrr PER KILN FIRINGS/YEAR ANNUAL OUI'PUf NUMBER OF LIME 
OFKJLNS (TON OF QUICK LIME) (TON OF QUICK LIME) INDUSTRIES 

2 80 10 1,600 7 

3 90 10 2,700 7 

4 100 10 4,000 18 

s 110 10 5,500 2 

6 110 10 6,600 2 

From the table above it can be concluded that 14 small-and 22 medium-scale lime industries are operaled 
in Ratchaburi province. 

A2.1.1 Lime industries in Saraburl province 

NUMBER AVERAGE OUI'PUf PER KILN FIRINGSfYEAR ANNUAL OUI'PUf NUMBER OF LIME 
OF KILNS (TON OF QUICK LIME) (TON OF QUICK LIME) INDUSTRIES 

2 80 10 1,600 2 

3 90 10 2,700 2 

4 100 10 4,000 9 

5 110 10 5,500 6 

6 110 10 6,000 3 

8 120 16 15,360 1 

10 120 16 19,200 2 

From the table above it cao be concluded that 4 small-, 18 medium- and 3 large-scale lime industries are 
operated in Saraburl province. 
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A2.2 Employment ligUI-es for transport in the 1bai lime sector 

Transport in the Thai lime sector cao he found on the input- and output-side of the lime industries. On the 
input-side limestone and lignite have to be transported from the mining areas to the lime industries. Quick
and slake lime have to be transported from the lime industries to the end-users. In order to calculate the 
employment figures, data on the quantity of the in- and outputs, means of transport and transport distance 
are used. The employment figures, which are mainly for male workers, have been calculated for the entire 
Thai lime sector on an annual basis and are presented in (working) hours. 

Limestone: 
- Required 687,000 ton/year 
- Transport with 10-wheel trucks; maximum capacity 15 ton 
- Transport distance 1 hour from lime industries 
- Annual employment hours: 46,000 

Lignite: 
- Required 420,000 ton/year 
- Transport with 18-wheel trucks; maximum capacity 30 ton 
- Transport distance; an average of 600 km = 10 hours 
- Annual employment hours: 140,000 

Ouick lime: 
- Annual production: 315,000 ton 
- Transport with 10-wheel trucks; maximum capacity 15 ton 
- Transport distance 2 hours from lime industries 
- Annual employment hours: 42,000 

Slake time: 
- Annual production: 130,000 ton 
- Transport with 10-wheel trucks; maximum capacity 15 ton 
- Transport distance; an average of 300 km = 5 hours 
- Annual employment hours: 43,000 

Thus total annual male employment hours for transport in the Thai lime sector are 271,000. 
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Aspects of the quick- and slake lime production processes presented by 
means of photographs that reflect these processes step by step. 
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A lime industry in Thailand is located mainly in rural areas. 

The limestone that is used in the quick lime production process comes from 
limestone mountains. 
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Initia! toading of the batch kiln starts at ground level where use is made of a 
door-shaped opening on one side of the kiln. 

For loading the top half of a batch kiln a top 
loading port bas been constructed. A bamboa 
ladder is used on which 4-5 workers balance 
themselves while they pass and receive slones from 
the ground workers to the top loading door 
workers. 
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A-16 

In some cases, for example in Saraburl province, use is made of a crane to load 
the batch kilns. Making use of a crane saves on time and on money for the 
workers. 

A batch ki1n loaded completely with limestone, but 
because of the irregular supply of lignite the kiln 
could not be ftred yet. 
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Up to 1988 wood from natura! forests was the major souree of energy used in the 
Thai lime sector. At the moment lignite is the major fuel used in the quick lime 
production process. 

In the initia! phase of the frring period incomplete cambustion of lignite causes 
black smoke that pollutes the air. 
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A typical batch kiln in operation. 

The firing practice influences the energy consumption and the quality of the quick 
lime. Therefore experienced fuing workers should be employed. 
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Every 6-8 hours ashes are removed from the frring tunnels to avoid clogging up 
and to ease the oombustion air flow. 

Slake lime production on a very small scale in Saraburi province. 
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Large-scale slalee lime production in Ratebaburl province. 

Slake lime is packed and sold to middlemen in 4 or 
10 kg plastic bags. These middlemen buy the slalee 
lime at factory gate, after which they transport and 
sell it to the end-users. 
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Small maintenance focuses mainly on the firing ports and bas to be carried out 
after eacb frring. 

Big maintenance; i.e. tbe reconstruction of the frring 
ports, reconstruction of the kiln walls and 
replastering of the inside of the kilo wall, is carried 
out once every year corresponding with 
approximately 10-12 frrings. 
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Calculation of the energy input, Minimum Energy Requirement (MER) 
and energy losses for the production of quick lime, and the energy input 
for the production of slake Iime. 
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A4.1 Introduetion 

To understand the formulas presented in this chapter, first a schematic presentation of the quick lime 
production process is given. In tigure A4.1 it can be seen that raw material (limestone ), Iabour and 
energy enter the production process. Outputs of this production process are exhaust gases, heat, quick 
time and (uncalcined) stones. The ideal situation would be a complete conversion of the raw material 
input into the desired output product; i.e. quick lime, with no losses of energy and Iabour and without 
darnaging and polloting side effects. However at this moment it is a Utopia in the Thai time industries. 

[ lnput-side J 

I I -

Labour I 
I 

Quick lime I I production I 
I process I 

Raw material 

l 1 
I I 

Energy 

I 

Figure A4.1: Schenullic presen/lilion of the qukk lime production process. 

Output-side 

Exhaust 
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Due to poor quality of energy- and raw material input, in combination with the batch production unit, 
energy losses occur in numerous ways. Of the total energy input only a minor part is used for the actual 
dissociation of carbon dioxide from the calcium carbonates. Other practically unavoidable energy uses 
(i.e. without using more energy); e.g. the energy absorbed by heating, vaporization and healing of vapour 
of water in the combustion air, because drying tbe air before using it for cambustion would cost more 
energy, are added to the "dissociation energy" resulting in the Minimum Energy Requirement (MER) for 
tbe production of quick lime. The remaining part of the energy input is not used for (practical) 
dissociation of carbon dioxide and therefore considered as an energy loss. To specify the energy input, 
MER and energy losses, the formulas presenled in the next sections have been used. The energy 
consumption for tbe production of slakelimeis significantly smaller than for quick lime and consists only 
of electricity. In tbe fmal section formulas to calculate tbis energy consumption are included. Data to 
enter in these formulas is included in appendix 5. 

To quantify the different energy flows the unit MJ/charge bas been used. Tbc charge in tbe case under 
attention is 229 ton of limestone input for the production process. Approximately 1 ton of this input 
consistsof water in the limestone and does not take part in the calcination process. Output is 140 ton of 
quick time with a percentage of 81% CaO. Therefore the pure quick lime output is 0.81*140 = 113 ton, 
meaning that 27 ton of total output consistsof impurities and/or uncalcined limestone. If a limestone 
input of 229 ton witb 89% CaC03 is considered, the output of pure quick limc would be: 229*0.89*0.56 
= 115 ton if all carbon dioxide was expelled during the production process. However pure quick lime 
output is 113 ton thus approximately {0.89*229) - (113/0.56) = 3 ton of calcium carbonales have not 
been calcined. The rcmaining 24 ton of total ouput consistsof impurities. 
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A4.2 Energy input for quick lime production 

Energy input is twofold; the major input comes from primary energy in the form of lignite (fossil foei) 
and wood (biomass). Electricity is a form of secondary energy and plays an insignificant role as an input 
for the production process, but bas nevertheless been calculated. 

Primary energy: 
The healing value of a foei is an indication of the internat energy of the fuel with reference to a 
standardised environment. The standardisation involves the temperature, state of water (vapour or liquid) 
and the chemical compounds with which the combusted fuel is in equilibrium (C02o H20, etc.). A healing 
value gives energy (J) per amount of matter (Kg). Energy can not be measured directly, but only with 
respect to a reference state. Since reference states may differ, there exists a number of different heating 
values. The most well known are the Lower Heating Value (LHV) and the Higher Heating Value 
(HHV). For the LHV the reference state of water is the gas state, for the HHV the reference state of 
water is liquid. Most tables list the HHV's for fossil fuels, because the Moisture Content (MC) varies so 
widely and this would change the LHV value of a fuel for each moisture value of that foei. 

In tigure A4.2 a situation is presented of 1 Kg of a 
fossil foei with a MC of 25%. The HHV of the 
fuei is 22 MJ /Kg which is an assumed value. Doe 
to the water inthefoei only 1-0.25 = 0.75 Kg of 
foei is available for the conversion of chemical 
energy into heat. This 0.75 Kg of fossil fuel is able 
to release 0.75*22 = 16.5 MJ. This energy is partly 
used for the heating, vaporization and the healing 
of the water vapour of the 0.25 Kg water present 
in the fuel. The remaining energy can be used for 
the actual production process. 

75% Usabie 
energy 

/// ,, // 
/ , 25% Water / / ". 
// / (MC=25%) /"," 

/ / ' , // / /'/ 

HHV=22MJ/Kg 

Usabie energy: 

Both, for lignite and wood, the HHV and MC 
differ. Nevertheless the calculation of the net avail
able energy input cao be done by making use of 
the formula presenled below. Figure A4.2: Possible composition of 1 Kg fossil fuel 

==•· .. ih'~~··•f•·< .. •( rii$ ; (•~too·•.···Mci;tO()••·>··•>•··-······· >···· 
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Secondmy eneru 
The secondary energy input consists of electricity for the blowers during the period that the kiln is frred 
and for lighting during the evening and night. Electricity consumption, in Watt-hour, bas been calculated 
differently for both consumers. Por lighting the energy use could easily he determined by multiplying the 
number of TL's, the time they are used and the energy consumption (Watt) of the TL's as indicated by 
the manufacturer. Por accurate measurement of the energy consumption of the blowers, use should he 
made of a wattmeter that measures the product of voltage (V), current (I) and a powerfactor1 (pf). 
Because no wattmeter was available the data (V and I) on the narneplate of the electrical device have 
been used. A pf of 0.8 bas been assumed, what seems to be a reasonable value in actual practice. In both 
fomtulas below, the electricity consumptions have been converled to MJ's to make it possible to add and 
compare them with other energy inputs and losses. 

A4.3 Minimum Energy Requirement (MER) for quick lime production 

Unfortunately the raw material that enters the production process consists of 88%-89% of calcium 
carbonales only2. The remaining 11%-12% are impurities within the limestone that cannot be separated 
economically from the calcium carbonates. The energy (heat) that is supplied to these impurities is 
without any useful purpose, but unavoidable. Other energy use for the heating, vaporization and heating 
of vapour of water in the limestone and oombustion air are also without any useful purpose and 
unavoidable. Actually the only useful energy is for dissociation of carbon dioxide from the calcium 
carbonates. 

1 lf a general passive network is considered the average power P consumed by that network is: V • I • cos @. The tenn •cos 
@• is called tbe power factor (pi). The angle @is the angle between V and I and its value is always between -90° and +90°. 
llence •cos @• and consequently P ..erage are always positive. 

2 Data supplied by -ne department of mineral resources of the ministry of industrial works", Bangkok, Thailand. 
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Two phases, for which energy is required, can be distinguished in the carbon dioxide dissociation process. 
Fust the heating up of the stone up to the minimum dissociation temperature (900°C) and second the 
relention of the dissociation temperature until all of the carbon dioxide bas been expelled. Values 
reported3 for this latter energy requirement vary from 1.975 MJ /Kg to 2555 MJ /Kg for calcium quick 
lime depending on the size of the limestone. A value of 2.265 MJ /Kg appears to be an acceptable 
average value. Both energy requirements are combined in the formula below that calculates the energy 
requirement for dissociation of all carbon dioxide. 

Also the impurities and the uncalcined calcium carbonales have been heated up to the dissociation 
temperature which required an amount of unavoidable energy that bas been calculated by the following 
formula below. 

The fmal component of the MER is the energy for the heating, vaporization and heating of water vapour 
of the water in the limestone (approximately 1 ton) and the water entering the production process via the 
cambustion air. The amount of combustion air, and consequently the amount of water, will be calculated 
later when energy losses caused by the exhaust gases are calculated. The following formula has been used 
to calculate the energy requirements for both situations. 

3 Data from "Chemistry and technology of lime and limestone•, page 163, RS. Boynton. 
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A4.4 Energy losses in tbe quick lime production process 

As noted earlier, only a minor part of the energy input is used in a useful way. This means that the 
major part of the energy input is lost in one way or another. Knowing where and how big these losses, 
which occur at different phases of the production process, are is an essential condition for recommenda
tions to he made with regard to energy related improvements of the quick lime production process. 
Losses due to the design of the production process, the quality of raw materials, energy and Iabour can 
he distinguished. 

The biggest loss is caused by the exhaust gases, which consist of: 

- co2 from the combustion of fossil fuel; 
- CO from incomplete combustion of fossil fuel; 
- H 20 formed by hydrogens in the fossil fuel and oxygen in the combustion air; 
- Air, that bas entered the combustion process but oot participated in it (excess air); 
- co2 from the calcination process of the calcium carbonates. 

The energy is lost hecause the batch kilo is open at the top through which large quantities of exhaust gas 
with high temperatures can enter the atmosphere freely. To calculate the energy loss caused by the 
exhaust gases both the flue gas flow and the carbon dioxide flow, have to he determined frrst. 

The flue gases are formed by the combustion air and the gas that is formed by the combustion of the 
solid fuel The combustion air consists of a theoretical minimum air requirement increased with an 
amount of excess air. The theoretical minimum air requirement is almost constant in termsof kilograms 
of air per unit of HHV. A value of 0.32r Kg of air per unit of MJ can he used for all fuels- solid, 
liquid or gas. The excess air is supplied to eosure complete combustion of the solid fuel, because in the 
oombustion process the air and fuel are never mixed perfectly, which is an assumption made when 
calculating the theoretical minimum air requirement. 

The combustion of 1 kg of solid fuel produces 1 kg of flue gas, which bas to he added to the combustion 
air to get total flue gas caused by the combustion of the fuel. The formulas to calculate the practical 
oombustion air, the flue gas from combustion of the solid fuel as weD as the energy lost to the 
atmosphere by these flue gases, are presenled in the following formulas. 

4 Data from "Energy engineering fundamentals with residential and commercial applications", page 24, C.B. Schuder. 
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The carbon dioxide flow (C02-flow) is calculated on basis of the actual output of pure quick lime, which 
is 113 ton in the case under attention. Each ton of pure quick lime bas expelled 0.786 ton carbon dioxide, 
resulting in a C02-flow of 89 ton. The energy carried away by this flow is a function of the temperature 
difference with the atmosphere and specific heat of carbon dioxide as the formula below indicates. 

Anothcr considerable energy loss is caused by unburnt fuel. This energy loss is twofold and the result of 
a combination of a poor designed energy conversion system, the quality of the fuel used and the batch 
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production process. Frrst the energy loss due to unburnt combustibles in the refuse can be distinghuised. 
These unbumt combustibles consist of small amounts of unburnt or incompletley humt fuel and may be 
assumed to be essentially carbon. In the following formula, which calculates this type of energy loss, it 
can be seen that the composition of the fuel; i.e. especially the ash-content, influences this type of loss 
considerably. A proximale analysis of the fuel5 indicates that 1 Kg of lignite consists of: 30% volatile 
matter, 24% moisture, 22% fiXed carbon and 24% ashes. 

The second energy loss due to unburnt fuel is caused in the beginning of the production process only, 
when not sufficient primary and/or secondary air is supplied to mcidize all carbon to carbon dioxide. lf 
the air supply is insufficient, the oxidation of carbon to carbon monoxide (CO) takes place without 
oxidizing it further into carbon dioxide. This means lhat only approximately 28%6 of lhe energy slored in 
the carbon is used for supplying energy. The air supplied to the energy conversion system is by means of 
a blower (primary air) and natural draft (secondary air). Unlike the primary air, the secondary air can 
not be controlled nor be supplied in sufficient amounts in the initial phase of the fuing process. This 
situation changes when the batch in the kiln bas warmed up, after approximately 24 hours, and natoral 
draft increases that results in sufficient secondary air. During this frrst phase of the frring process the 
lignite supply is only half of the average daily supply over the entire frring period. When calculating the 
energy loss of incomplete oxidation of carbon to carbon dioxide the carbon found in the refuse is 
subtracted from the "carbon input" of the energy conversion system. The following formula combines the 
data from the proximale analysis, handhooks and resulls of earlier calculations to quantify the energy loss 
due to incomplete oxidation. 

5 Proximale analysis carried out by the laboratory of the "National Energy Administration", Bangkok, Thailand. 

6 Data from "Principles of energy conversion", page 100, A.W. Culp Jr. 
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Heating up and cooling down of the batch in the kiln as well as the brick structure of the kiln are energy 
losses inherent with a batch production process. The large batches of limestone (200-300 ton) cause big 
lateral pressure on the kiln construction, and in combination with the thermal expansion of the batch, a 
kiln with thick brick walls and a steel bracing up structure is required to absorb these tensions. A 
disadvantage of these thick brick walls is the energy toss involved with the heating up and cooling down 
of this enormous brick mass. For both, the batch and the brick structure, the energy toss of cooling down 
bas been calculated by making use of the following formula. 

Due to the combination of a batch kiln design and the poor performance of the firing workers, a fraction 
of the primary energy input burns outside the kiln and/ or under the kiln wall instead of in the firing 
tunnels as it is supposed to. The fraction of this primary energy input is estimated by various people, 
among whom the fuing workers, owner/managers and the author. Tbis energy toss is calculated by 
making use of the formula below. Moreover the burning of the fuel under the kiln wall causes consider
able damage on the firing ports. This is one of the reasoos why maintenance on these ports is necessary 
after every fuing period of the kilo. 

Because of the existence of a temperature gradient within the system; i.e. the quick lime production 
process and its environment, energy is transferred. The energy transport, or heat transfer, takes place 
from high (kiln) to low (atmospheric) temperature. Heat is transferred by three basic mechanisms 
simultaneously: convection, conduction and radiation. 

In the case under attention, conveelion takes place in gaseous fluids in which beat is transferred by 
warmed matter that moves as a result of natural currents. The following formula makes use of the 
expression for vertical planes with which the kiln design bas most in common. 
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Heat is transferred through the wall from the hot inside to the colder outside of the wall because of a 
temperature difference between the inside and the outside of the brick wall. The conduction coefficent, 
or thermal conductivity, as used in the formula below, varles considerably with temperature. The 
conduction coeffient used is taken from a table were average values are given for the temperature range 
from Cfc to .soefc. 

In the radiative transfer of heat, energy is carried by electromagnetic radiation. Every body, at whatever 
temperature above absolute zero, radiates electromagnetic waves from its surface. Two different radiative 
areas can be distinghuised in the case under attention. Firstly the entire kiln which bas a relatively small 
temperature difference with its surroundings and secondly the frring ports which have a relatively high 
temperature difference with its surroundings. Because of the small temperature difference with the 
atmosphere the aspect of energy loss by radiation of the kiln bas not been taken into account. The 
energy loss by radiation of the four frring ports bas been calculated by the following formula. 
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If all energy losses and the MER are added up it shows that this does not match with the total energy 
input for quick lime production. To close this gap the "unaccounted losses" are introduced which are 
calculated as shown by the formula below. 

A4.5 Energy input for slake lime production 

The energy consumption of the process in which quick lime is processed forther into slake lime is very 
small compared with the energy consumption of the quick time production process. Electricity is the only 
form of energy used in the slaking process to operate a waterpump and a machine to mill the slaked 
lime. In order to measure the energy consumption of both devices accurately, use should be made of a 
wattmeter as already noted earlier in section A4.2. The absence of such meter meant that information on 
the nameplates of the devices and a powerfactor had to be used. In both formulas that follow, the energy 
consumption bas been calculated for the conversion of all140 ton of quick lime output into 174 ton of 
slake lime. 
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Parameters, assumptions and collected data to be used in combination with 
the formulas presenled in appendix 4. The parameters are for lime 
production in general. The assumptions and collected data however, are for 
one specific lime industry in Ratchaburi province only; i.e. a 140 ton quick 
lime output production process. 
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Table .A5.1: Dalll wllected to cllla&late the PER for 140 ton of quick 1ime production. 

DESCRIP'I10N OF DATA COLLECI'ED VALUE UNIT 

Mass of wood input 200 Kg 

Moisture content of wood 20 % 

H'Jgher heating value of wood 15 MJ/Kg 

Mass of lignite input 140,000 Kg 

Moisture content of lignitc 24 % 

Ash content of lignite 24 % 

mgher healing value of lignite 18.42 MJ/Kg 

Number of U's used for lighting 4 

Energy consumption per TL 40 Watt 

Time the n.•s are used 78 Hour 

Number of blowers used during the firing period 4 

Voltage of the blowers 380 Volt 

Current used by the blowers l.S Amp 

Tlftle the blowers are used 144 Hour 

Mass of pure quick lime output 113,000 Kg 

Mass of uncalcined CaC03 in output 3,000 Kg 

Mass of impurities in output 24,000 Kg 

Conveedon area 195 m2 

Duration of tbe firing period 518,400 sec 

Conduction area 128 m2 

Thickness of the brick wall 1.2 m 

Mass of the brick structurc 400,000 Kg 

Radiation area 1 m2 

Atmospheric temperature 25 oe 

Table A5..2: Pllltl1nelen wed in the fonnuku to calculate the PER for quick lime production. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETER VALUE UNIT 

Specific heat of water 4.184&3 MJfKgC 

Latent heat of vaporization of water 2.257 MJ/Kg 

Specific heat of water vapour 1.88&3 MJ/KgC 

Specific beat of CaC03 0.97E-3 MJfKgC 

Specific heat of CaO 0.97E-3 MJfKgC 

Specific heat of impurities 0.97E-3 MJfKgC 

Specific heat of C02 0.895&3 MJfKgC 

Specific heat of nue gas 1.108&3 MJ/KgC 

SpecifJC heat of common red bricks 0.81&3 MJfKgC 

Conduction coefficient of common red bricks 0.62 Wfm2K 

Constant of Planck 5.71E-8 

Lower and higher healing value of carbon 33 MJ/Kg 
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Tilbie A5.3: .Assumptions nuule to calelilate the PER for 140 ton of quidc 
lime production. 

DESCRIYfiON OF ASSUMYfiONS VALUE UNIT 

Mean exhaust gas temperature sso oe 

Dissociation temperature of eo2 900 oe 

Maximum batch temperature 900 oe 

Mean temperature inside wall 400 oe 

Mean temperature outside watl 60 oe 

Mean temperature of the kiln wall 170 oe 

Radiation temperature 773 ~ 

~~cess air 100 % 

Mass of water in rombustion air 0.5 % 

Mass of water in limestone input 1,000 Kg 

Pure carbon in refuse 15 % 

Fraction of primary energy input: 
- buming outside the kiln 0.5 % 
- buming under the kiln wall 2 % 

Tilbie A5.4: Doûl collected for the slllking process producing 146 ton of siiiU 1ime. 

DESCRIYfiON OF DATA COLLECTED VALUE UNIT 

Water requirement for the slaking process 35,000 Litre 

Capacity of the waterpump 2,000 LitrefHour 

Voltage of the waterpump 220 Volt 

Current used by the waterpump 7.6 Arnp 

Voltage of the milling machine 380 Volt 

eurrent used by the milling machine 16.8 Arnp 

Period the milling machine is used 60 Hour 

Appendix 5 
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Appendix 6 

Calculation of the annual Urne production costs of a typical Urne industry 
in Ratchaburi province with an annual quick lime output of 6,480 ton. 
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1 Land rent 

Totalland area used is 4 rai {1 rai = 1,600 m~. Land rent per rai is 3,000 Baht/month. Thus totalland rent 
is 144,000 Baht/year. 

2,3 fnvestment costs and maintenance costs 

ITEM: IN1TIAL INVESTMENT 
(DABT) 

Infrastructure: 

- electricity insta!. 40,000 

- service road 10,000 

Buildin~ 

- office (20 m~ 50,000 

- lime storage shed 50,000 

Kilns (4): 

- foundation 20,000 

- bricks 1,032,000 

- mortar 8,000 

- restraining system 168,000 

-grate 46,000 

-Iabour 144,000 

- kiln sbeds (4) 80,000 

Truck: 

- 6-wheel truck 250,000 

Accessories: 

- milling machine (1) 27,SOO 

- blowers (20) 42,000 

TOT AL: 1,967,500 

LIFETIME 
(YEARS) 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

0.258 

10 

10 

5 

5 

2 

ANNUAL cosrs 
(DABT) 

4,000 

1,000 

5,000 

5,000 

2,000 

103,200 

800 

16,800 

184,000 

14,400 

8,000 

50,000 

5,SOO 

21,000 

420,700 

MAINTENANCE7 

(BAHTfYEAR) 

500 

2,000 

Smal!: 43,200 
Big :36,000 

Small: 9,600 
Big : 8,000 

Small: 19,200 
Big : 16,000 

1,000 

5,000 

500 

2,000 

143,000 

From this table it can be read that investment costs are 420,700 Baht/year and maintenance costs are 143,000 
Baht/year. 

4 Financial costs 

The fmancial costs per year are 17% of the total initial investment, which is considered the interest to be 
paid for a capital loan from a commercial bank. Thus financlal costs are 0.17 * 1,%7,500 = 334,475 
Baht/year. 

5 Workiog capital 

Limestone is kept in stock for frriog all 4 kilns once, which is approximately 1,000 ton. Price of limestone 
delivered at factory gate is 100 Baht/ton, thus 100,000 Baht is used for this limestone stock. Also a one-

7 Maintenanre for the kiln after every firing is called small maintenance. Once per year big maintenance is scheduled for every 
kiln. 

8 Lifetime of the grate is 3 months aft er which it is replaced by a new one. Therefore no maintcnance costs for the gratc have been 
included in tbis table. 
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mooth's pay for the labourers is kept in advance, which is approximately 75,000 Baht. The interest on this 
working capita! is 0.17 * 175,000 = 29,750 Baht/year. 

6 Limestone costs 

All kilns are fired 12 times per year, what requires a limestone input of approximately 11,000 ton. The at 
factory gate limestone price is 100 Baht/ton, which is 1,100,000 Bahtfyear for limestone costs. 

7 Labour costs 

Labour costs are calculated for the 140 ton quick lime production process in Bahtfton of quick lime. To 
determine annuallabour costs, the costs in Baht/ton of quick lime have to be multiplied with the annual 
quick lime production (6,480 ton). Por the quick lime production process Iabour is required for toading tht
kiln (3,600 Baht), firing the ki1n (9,600 Baht) and discharging the ki1n (1,600 Baht), which is 104 Bahtfton 
of quick lime. Labour costs for slaking, milling and packing are 63 Bahtfton of slake lime. Extrapolating 
these costs for the entire annual quick- and slake lime production results in annual direct Iabour costs. Thirty 
percent of annual quick lime production (1,944 ton) is soldas quick lime and the remaining 70% is processed 
further into slake lime (4,536 * 1.249 = 5,625 ton). This adds up to annual direct costs of (6,480*104) + 
(5,625*63) = 1,028,295 Baht. 

Apart from these direct Iabour costs there are costs for the owner/manager; 6,000 Baht/month and a 5% 
of total Iabour costs for activities not yet accounted for bas been assumed. Thus annual Iabour costs are 
(1,028,295 + 72,000) * 1.05 = 1,155,310 Baht. 

8 Energy costs 

Por every ton of quick lime that leaves the production process 1 ton of lignite bas entered the process. Thus 
annuallignite consumption is 6,480 ton representing an at factory value of 6,480*880 = 5,702,400 Baht. 

The costs for electricity have already been calculated in section 7.1.1 and are extrapolated to get annual 
electricity costs. Por quick lime 3.34 Baht per ton was spent on electricity corresponding with 6,480 * 3.34 
= 21,662 Baht/year. Under point 7 "Labour costs", bas been presented that 5,625 ton of slake lime is 
produced annually. The electricity costs to produce 1 ton of slake lime are 3.22 Baht, corresponding with 
5,625 * 3.22 = 18,106 Baht/year. Resuming total energy costs for the case under altention are 5,750,000 
Baht/year of which 99.4% is to cover the costs for lignite. 

9 Business tax 

Business tax is calculated on basis of the data supplied by the lime industries on their registration forms for 
the provincial ministry of industry. These business taxes vary from 3,000-4,000 Bath/month depending on the 
number of kilns and their output. In the case under attention business tax is 3,564 Baht/month, which is 
42,768 Baht/year. 

10 Unaccounted costs 

Miscellaneous costs and unaccounted annual production costs are estimated to be 100,000 Baht/year. 

9 140 Ton of quick time can be converted into 174 ton of slake lime which is an increase in mass of (174-140)/140 = 24%. 
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Practical hints on design, construction and operation of the KVIC kilo. 
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A7.1 lntroductioa 

The information presenled in this appendix focuses on lime kilns that operate by a continuous process. 
Especially smali-scale shaft kilns, like the KVIC kilo, are considered. The information doesn't give detailed 
information on how to design, construct and operate a KVIC kilo, but is of a more general indicative nature. 

In the next three sections the information on the design, construction and operation of a shaft kiln is 
presenled briefly point by point, which may in some cases be insufficient wben this information wil1 be used 
in actual practice. In that case the book of Miehoei Wmgate on "Sma/1-scale lime bumin~ a practical 
introduction" (1985) can be consulted. For more detailed information with respect to the KVIC kiln the 
Directorale of lime industry, Khadi and Village Industries Commission, /ria road, Vile Parle (West), Bombay 
400 056, India can be consulted. 

A7j, Design of shaft kilns 

Output of a shaft kiln: 
The output of a shaft kilo in continuous production depends largely on its cross-sectionat area. The rule of 
thumb is that for each square metre of cross-sectional area of the shaft the output should be about 2.5 
ton/day. Even a well-operated kilo will need to be closed down from time to time for maintenance and 
repairs. Between three and six weeks production may be lost in this way every year. Insome climates the 
weather conditions might make production impossible at eertaio times of the year. A suitable allowance 
should be made when predicting the design capacity. 

The hei&ht of shaft kilns: 
An efficient shaft kilo needs a good height to allow the quick 
lime to be cooled and the fresh charge to be effectively 
preheated. At all times the firing worker must rnaintaio four 
bands in the kilo to allow space for the separate activities of 
drying and storage, preheating, calcining and cooling. If the kiln 
is unattended these bands will drift upwards. When lime is drawn 
the bands drop down. If an adequate height is not available the 
frre may rise so high in the shaft that there is no preheating, or 
fall so low that there is inadequate cooling. In both situations 
heat would then be wasted. 

It is oot just the height of the kilo that is important, but also the 
ratio of the height to the diameter. A shaft should be at least six 
times higher than its diameter and preferably nearer nine times 
for greatest efficiency (see tigure A7.1). Thus a small kilo with 
an internat shaft diameter of 1.5 metre should have a shaft 
beight between 9 and 13.5 metres. These heights can not be used 
for soft materials, which would crush under the pressure, nor 
fme grades where the gas flow would be too restricted. Special 
arrangement& have to be made for calcining these. Shaft kilns for 
soft chalk are often restricted to a height between 3 and 5 
metres. 

Internat shape of shaft kilns: 
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An ideal shape for a shaft kiln might be a simpte cylinder, but F.."-e A7.1: Pefemble 'hei{/tt of a shaft 
for various practical reasoos designers have at some time ldln. 
introduced constrictions at almost every level of the kilo. In some 
cases the constriction gave the required advantage but also introduced an unforeseen disadvantage. There 
plainly needs to be some change of shape at the point of discharge and this is frequently brought down to 
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a truncated cone with wal1s not more than 3ff from the vertical. The 
cone mayalso change to a square aoss-section at the point of discharge 
to allow simpter mechanica) equipment. The wall of the shaft kiln itself 
is usually almost vertica1, but if there is any danger of the quick time 
sticking in the shaft, which happens especially with clayey limestone, the 
shaft will taper slightly inwards to give a release angle of about 3° (see 
figure A 7 2). 

A7 .3 Coastrudioll el slaaft kiiDs 

Foundation: 
SruL'1 kilns are nec:essarily tall structures which must have good 
foundations to eosure their stability. The foundations must be able to 
withstand the weight of the fully charged kiln without excessive 
deformation. U the kiln is built on a sloping site the pressure must be 
evenly distributed through the soit. In such ciccumstances an engiDeer's 
advice is needed. 

FJgU~C A7.2: 1lllemlll 8lulpe of Structural masonr,y: 
81ulft ldbu. The structural masonry of a kiln can be of brick or stone and should be 

formed by skilied bricklayers who know how to bond the units and to 
form simple arches and corbels. A good general standard must be maintained. The vertical joints should be 
staggered from course to course. Vertical and bed joints should be completely filled with mortar. Natoral 
stone should be laid on its natoral bed, that is with the formation layers or laminations horizontal. The kiln 
structure will e:xperience a very much wider range of temperatures than any normal building. When heated 
the structure will expand and the hottest parts will expand the most. This means that a stiff structure, such 
as one with a cement mortar, would crack badly. A morlar with some give in it is needed. Pure time and 
sand mortar is ideal. Small construction units, that is bricks rather than blocks, provide more morlar joints 
with the possibility of forming numerous harmless hairline cracks rather than fewer larger cracks. The quality 
of the bricks is not important provided they can withstand the normal weather conditions on the site. A weU
humt brick should be used for the top courses which will suffer most from the weather. 

lnsulation: 
Any heat which passes through the walls of a kilo is completely wasted so effective insulation is necessary. 
Designs often include a layer of insulation between the inner lining and the outer structural shell of the kiln. 
In shaft kilns the abrasion wears out the lining and so there must be a rather large quantity of masonry 
inside the insulation layer. This is quite satisfactory as the mass of masonry need only be heated up once in 
every period of continuons firing. Special care must be taken in insulating the calcining zone in shaft kilns 
as the highest heat losses occur where the temperatures are highest. 

The matcrials available for inswation vary, but nearly all depend on their ability totrap air. Some insulation 
could be given to a kilo by simply teaving an air gap in the wall thickness, bridged by occasional bonding 
bricks to retain the structural integrity. This can be greatly increased by filling the gap with an effective 
insulating material. Any lightweight material which can withstand the temperature will be effective. Po2ZOiana 
or burnt paddy husk would be good, or perhaps diatomite, rockwool or the sintered slags which are 
somelimes used for lightweight concrete. A fine material may be able to flow into small cracks in the kiln 
to prevent loss of the hot gases, but larger cracks may drain the insulating material into the shaft. 

Linins:;: 
In shaft ki1ns the linings are very important as the continual abrasion at high temperatures destroys normal 
bricks or stone. The hot quick time and the kilo gases also cause chemical decay of the linings. There can 
be no clear advice on the correct material for linings. Some extremely expensive refractory bricks last for 
many years and their price may be justified by the Jack of interruption of production and less maintenance. 
A suitable oompromise must be found between the cost of the units, the inconvenien<'.e of shot down for 
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renewal, the life expectancy and the thermal insulation 
provided. Different matcrials may be more appropriate 
for differentpartsof the kiln (see 6gure A73). 

Por the top quarter of a shaft, that is the starage zoue 
and the top of the prehealing zone, the risk of chemical 
attack is low. Blue engineering bricks are suitable or a 
bard stone could be used provided it can withstand 
abrasion and moderate heat. Por all the work below these 
zones, a firebrick will be needed. The usual choice migbt 
be a 40% alumina bride, with a good bard and smootb 
surface, whicb would be laid on a morlar of fireclay. Tbe 
joints should be kept as fine as possible as the joints are 
more vulnerable than the bricks. Some linings are 
prepared as carefully shaped curved and tapered units 
designed to follow the shape of the kiln and to keep the 
joints fine. 

Sudden changes of temperature can damage the kiln 
linings and structure. lf at all possible, the kiln should be 
heated very gently up to its operating state. Kiln linings 
are usually just 20-25 cm thick, but in highcostand high 
efficiency kilns they may reach 70-75 cm thickness at the 
calcining zone. 

Tension bands and steel casinw;: 

'11 m ; ~1 ~~ ..... ' -- Blue engineering bricks 
· ,., • · ; or hard stone 
. •l ~. 

~~ ~~ 
,'r 1......__1. __ 

f;., ~~. Firebricks 
f§ ' (refractory linings) 

·~ ~~ 

~ 1\ 
; ; ~ !.___ Common bricks 
~ i!@ ..-1 or stone 
~' fS 

.~. J.! 
~i liJ~·: 

c:-:-~.· t ..... -. -- Blue engineering bricks 
w 

All but the shortest shaft kilns must witbstand substantial outward pressores on the kiln walls. These were 
traditionally resisted by very thick walls or by adding buttresses or building bebind retaining walls or by 
building underground. A very simpte way to overcome the problem is to use steel lension bands around the 
kiln. The KVIC kilns use bands of 6 mm x 76 mm at intervals of 800 mm up to tbe heigbt of the shaft. Each 
band is tightened with a bolt and shackle. However the usual way to build tall kilns is with a steel casing. 
This can provide greater resistance to lension and also helps to prevent leaks througb eradeed masonry. It 
is essential to include a compressible inswation material, such as rockwool, between the casing and the 
briekwark to allow for the different rates of expansion of steel and masonry. As the inner face of the steel 
can not be inspeeled once the lining is in place, it should be well protec:ted against rusting. The usual practice 
is to set up the casing first and then to build the briekwark inside it. Tbe casings are expensive because they 
are often formed of steel sheets about lSO cm square and of thickness ranging between 0.6 cm and 1 cm, 
perhaps even thicker at the base of large kilns. 

Chimneys: 
At any steady temperature the reaction in a time kiln wil1 come toa balt unless the carbon dioxide (C02) 

gas can be removed. For small-scale burning it is usual to rely on natural draft. Tbis can be improved by the 
use of a chimney which can raise the effective height and make the working conditions less unpleasant during 
loading. A chimney also reduces tbe irregular burning whicb wind variations wil1 produce on an open topped 
kiln. The higher a chimney is made, the stronger tbe draft wil1 be. Normally for small-scale production the 
height wil1 between 2.5 and 6 metres. 

Poke and inspeetion holes: 
The charge should flow down a shaft k.iln without difficulty, but tbis is not always the case. Somelimes the 
burnt lim.e wil1 form an arch across tbe shaft to block the flow of gases. The obstructions can be broken away 
by poking witb an iron rod through one or more of constructed poke holes in the walls of the kiln. The 
KVIC kiln bas poke holes at every 80 cm up the heigbt of tbe shaft. These holes are also used for other 
purposes as they provide "windows• into tbe kiln. The firing worker can judge the temperature from the 
colour of the charge or tbe holes may be used for electrical temperature sensors. The poke holes must have 
airtight doors if tbe kiln bas a steel casing" Permanent inspeetion holes may be provided in the calcining 
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Temperature 
measuring 
equipment 

zone. These need only be about 50 mm 
diameter and should have permanent covers 
of mica. In figure A7.4 a drawing, clarifying 
the use of poke and inspeetion holes, is 
present ed. 

Access Watforms: 
Platforms will be needeel around most parts 
of the kiln to give access to the poke and 
inspeetion holes. These should be sturdy and 
of sufficient width to allow equipment to be 
handled comfortably. The decking should 
not be slippery. Handrails wi1l be needed 
about 1 metre above the decking. A 

Fl[llle A7.4: 7111! u.re of poke tllld inspeelion hola. generous and covered platform should be 
provided at the top of the kiln, where the 
shaft kiln is charged with limestone. When 

a charge is stored on the platform this should be supported directly over the kiln wall. 

A7.4 Operatioo ol' sbaft kilns 

LoruJinz of §haft lciln§: 
The initial charge in a shaft kiln may be placed with care but the subsequent filling is likely to be tipping in 
&om barrows, dumper trucks or tipper lorries. It is still important to maintain the open network of voids and 
so it is usual to use slones of one size only. This is normally about the size of a rnan's fist or perhaps slightly 
larger. In mixed feed shaft kilns the fuel can either be spread in alternate layers or mixed evenly with the 
limestone. The fue! may tend to block the voids in the same way that undersized pieces of stone would. The 
metbod using alternate layers seems to reduce this risk and when farewood is used it is the only practical 
method. In some kilns the charge is tipped in more or less automatically. 

One refinement in charging a shaft kiln is to place finer material around the circumference of the kiln. This 
is partly because the temperature will be rather lower at the edge, but also to help fill any excessive voids 
which may form when the stone contracts on calcining. Without this the hot gases can rush up through wide 
open passageways and reach the top of the kiln before the heat transfer has been achieved. This overburns 
the quick lime close to the passage and leaves other stones underburnt. This effect is known as "channelling". 

rarin& a §haft kiln: 
Lime burning can be treated as an engineering problem in which an apparently simpte chemical conversion 
is to be handled by a weD-controlled process. This can be achieved with pure and consistent matcrials but 
the problems are really much harder than they first appear. When high fuel efficiency is sought the 
engineering solutions become very expensive. On the other hand the subject can be treated as an art and 
conversion is possible with no equipment at all. Lime burning as an art can be very successful. but only if 
the firing worker is sensitive to everything he controls. Any process can be improved by careful measurement 
and records of weights and temperatures but there are several indications to help to judge the burning which 
require no equipment. 

The appearance of the smoke or haze at the top of a ki1n can be very helpful. If there is heavy blaclc smoke 
the fuel bas not been humt fully and more cambustion air is needed. If flames bum through the top of the 
charge the fire is much too high and there is no preheating. Further quick time must be drawn and the draft 
control must be adjusted. A light haze at the top of the kilo is good. If this were to change to a black smoke 
with the slightest reduction in air supply then the cambustion is correct. If the air leaving the kiln is quite 
clear then there is probably too much draft. 
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Another indication is the state of the quiclc lime when it is drawn from the ki1n. lts normal temperature 
should be reasonably constant and should be low. Ideally the quiclc lime would be only hand hot (SOOC) and 
at that temperature even slight variations can be sensed without instrwnents. H it is too hot the fne bas 
probably dropped down the kiln through drawing too much quiclc lime out. H it is unusually cold the air 
intake may be too great. The presence of underburnt and overhumt lumps in the quick lime wi1l a1so suggest 
that the calcining temperature is wrong, or at least wrong in parts of the kiln. 

The temperature in the calcination zone of the ki1n can be judged fairly weD if there are inspeetion holes. 
At temperatures above SO<fc matcrials radiale visible light and the colour is a characteristic of the 
temperature: 

SOOOC just visible as red light; 
7exfC dark red; 
SOO"C just cherry red; 

- lOOO"C bright red; 
- 1.20(fc bright orange. 

Anyone can thus judge which is the hottest part of the charge and with practice it is possible to team the 
colour of the right temperature. 

One important point which can not readily be judged by touch or by eye is the carbon monoxide (CO) 
content of the exhaust gases. The presence of carbon monoxide, inslead of carbon dioxide (COJ, indicates 
that the fuel is improperly humtand should have been given more oombustion air. This is best detected with 
analysis equipment but might be checlced as weD by taking a sample tube from above the calcination zone. 
If the gas burns with a flickering blue flame it is probably carbon monoxide. Since carbon monoxide is a 
poisonous gas one should be very careful. 
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